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Neurons can anticipate incoming signals by exploiting a physiological mechanism not well understood. This ar-
ticle offers a novel explanation on how a receiver neuron can predict the sender’s dynamics in a unidirectionally-
coupled configuration, in which both sender-receiver follow the evolution of a multi-scale excitable system.
We present a novel theoretical view point based on a mathematical object, called canard, to explain anticipa-
tion in excitable systems. We provide a numerical approach, which allows to determine the transient effects
of canards. To demonstrate the general validity of canard-mediated anticipation in the context of excitable
systems, we illustrate our framework in two examples, a multi-scale radio-wave circuit (the van der Pol model)
that inspired a caricature neuronal model (the FitzHugh-Nagumo model) and a biophysical neuronal model
(a 2-dimentional reduction of the Hodgkin-Huxley model), where canards act as messengers to the senders’
prediction. We also propose an experimental paradigm that would enable experimental neuroscientists to
validate our predictions. We conclude with an outlook to possible fascinating research avenues to further
unfold the mechanisms underpinning anticipation. We envisage that our approach can be employed to a
wider class of excitable systems with appropriate theoretical extensions.
Anticipation appears as a counter-intuitive ob-
servation in a wide range of dynamical systems
ranging from biology to engineering applications.
It can occur in unidirectionally coupled systems
when the receiver is subject to a self-delayed
feedback in addition to a signal coming from
the sender. This particular interaction permits
the receiver to predict the future trajectory of
the sender. Anticipation can occur transiently,
thus straightforwardly denoted anticipation, or in
long-term dynamics, in which case it is referred to
as anticipated synchronization. In this study, we
focus on both aspects of anticipatory dynamics in
the context of excitable systems and explain it via
a counter-intuitive phenomenon, namely canards.
Canard trajectories structure the excitability and
synchronization properties of multiple timescale
systems exhibiting excitable dynamics. By devel-
oping a theoretical framework enhanced by nu-
merical continuation, we show that the under-
lying canard structure in excitable systems is
responsible for delaying sub-threshold solutions,
but anticipating the spiking ones. We also pro-
pose an experimental set up that would enable
experimentalists to observe anticipated behavior




I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
Anticipated synchronization (AS), or more generally
anticipation, is a counter-intuitive dynamical behavior
that can occur between two unidirectionally coupled sys-
tems. Unexpectedly, under certain conditions, the state
of a receiver system anticipates that of the sender. This
phenomenon was first discovered by Voss in unidirection-
ally coupled chaotic oscillators1. Voss proposed two al-
tenative schemes ruled by the following equations:
ẋ = −αx(t) + F(x(t− τ))
ẏ = −αy(t) + F(x(t)) (1)
or
ẋ = F(x(t))
ẏ = F(y(t)) + K (x(t)− y(t− τ)) (2)
where the vector x corresponds to the variables of the
master system, y corresponds to those of the slave sys-
tem, F is a vector function. The first scheme is called
complete replacement and the second one delay coupling.
In (2) K is the coupling matrix between the sender x
and the receiver y, and τ is the delay time. Note that
y(t) = x(t+τ) is a solution of both (1) and (2). Moreover,
Voss showed that these solutions can be stable for certain
parameter values. For the case of complete replacement,
the anticipation time can be arbitrarily large; for the de-
lay coupling, some constraints on the anticipation time
and coupling K are required for the synchronization so-
lution to be stable. If an external forcing I(t), which is
neither constant nor periodic with period τ , is added to
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the set of equations (2), y(t) = x(t + τ) is no longer an
exact solution of the problem. However, it has been nu-
merically shown that the system tends to operate in the
AS regime (see, e.g. Refs. 2 and 3). Furthermore, it can
occur transiently in the excitable regime4.
The theoretical framework as proposed by Voss, in par-
ticular for the delay coupling scheme, has led to an in-
tense subject of research (theoretically and experimen-
tally) over the past 15 years due to an apparent viola-
tion of causality, thus contradicting a central postulate
that underpins Science and Engineering. In particular
within Neuroscience, a number of studies have shown
that anticipation occurs in electrically coupled excitable
neuron models2,4, and in synaptically coupled neuron
models3,5–7. The anticipation phenomena appear to be
robust and a particular example was shown by Pyragienė
and Pyragas8 for chaotic neuronal models, where the re-
ceiver anticipates the chaotic neuronal spikes (i.e. elec-
trical activations of neurons) of the sender neuron. Voss’
scheme of (2) was used to explain the estimations of a
positive Granger Causality, with well-defined directional
influence, accompanied by either a positive or negative
phase lag in the recordings of the motor cortex activ-
ity of monkeys while performing a visual task6. AS has
also been applied to control and parameter estimation
problems in dynamical systems both numerically9–12 and
experimentally6,13–18.
A number of theoretical and numerical methods have
been developed to unveil the mechanism of anticipation.
Starting with the work by Voss in systems of the form
(1) and (2). A particular implementation of the replace-
ment scheme, denoted subsystem decomposition, which
considers the decomposition dynamics of the sender sys-
tem was originally developed by Refs. 19 and 20 and
later explored by various researchers. Other methods in-
clude phase-lag compensating coupling21, phase response
curves (PRC) and improvements by considering maps
based on PRC22. Although the understanding of antici-
pation has advanced considerably, a complete knowledge
of the underlying mechanism is still lacking. To shed light
into the basic mechanisms, the present paper focuses on
multi-timescale systems exhibiting excitable dynamics,
which is ubiquitous in complex systems (e.g. neurons)
and further extend the understanding of AS by provid-
ing a novel theoretical explanation.
The starting point of our theoretical study derives
through the culmination of three key developments and
observations: (1) The theoretical work by Ciszak et al.4
linked anticipation in excitable systems to a reduction
of excitability threshold. (2) Previous studies of some of
the authors of the present manuscript have demonstrated
that the excitability threshold is associated to a special
kind of trajectories that are sensitive to perturbations,
the so-called canard solutions23 (details will be clarified
in subsequent paragraphs). This suggests canards as
the key mechanism mediating anticipation in excitable
systems, and provides a theoretical extension of the re-
sults by Ciszak et al.4. Our recent work extended the
infinitesimal Phase Response Curve (iPRCs), a method
that was originally developed for analyzing small pertur-
bation of a limit cycle trajectory, to the canard regime24.
Based on these results, we demonstrate that in excitable
systems, the mystery lies in the delayed coupling be-
tween the sender and receiver, which endows the receiver
with an extra timescale separation therefore triggering
faster canard trajectories that predict the senders trajec-
tories. This enables the receiver to ‘pre-synchronize’ to
the sender, thus, giving an illusion of anticipation. Our
result shows that there is no violation of causality, thus
rescuing the well defined (and expected) Scientific and
Engineering views. Despite the fact that there is no vio-
lation of causality, it is fascinating to gauge that nature
(i.e. neurons) exploit this mechanism for possibly effi-
ciency reasons and as a consequence, paradoxically per-
forming at speeds higher than expected. In addition,
we believe that the unfolding of this mechanism will en-
able computational models to exploit anticipation across
brain scales, thus establishing the link between neuronal
node activations and that of large-scale neuronal circuits
(associated to cognition).
To outline our results we conveniently organize the
paper as follows: In the Methods section, we revisit
the canard phenomenon and overview its importance in
complex systems. We highlight the main mathematical
framework employed in this paper, which includes a brief
discussion on the period function along the canard ex-
plosion, its relation to the adjoint solution (or equiva-
lently, the iPRCs) and discuss mathematical reduction
techniques of an one-dimensional delayed signal. In the
Results section, we show how to combine the aforemen-
tioned frameworks with our previous results in order to
explain, by means of arc-length numerical continuation25,
the causal link between canard and anticipation. We
showcase the results in two systems. On the one hand,
we consider the van der Pol (VDP) system (a radio-wave
circuit) for a pedagogical reason because it is a canoni-
cal (parsimonious) model that allows the reader to eas-
ily grasp the concept of canard-mediated anticipation,
and also because it is a variant of the FitzHugh-Nagumo
phenomenological neuron model. The second example
is a minimal biophysical neuronal model, namely a 2-
dimensional (2D) reduction of the Hodgkin-Huxley (HH)
system. This leads us to propose a potential experimental
setup that would enable the observation of anticipation
in neuronal circuits and would also confirm our theoret-
ical predictions. To close up, we discuss our results on
anticipation in light of supposed violation of causality.
And finally, we summarize our findings and draw future
perspectives in the Conclusion section.
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II. METHODS
A. Canard phenomena in multi-timescale excitable
systems
Multiple timescale dynamical systems (alternatively,
denoted slow-fast systems) are ubiquitous in science and
engineering since they have the power to synthetically ex-
plain empirical data exhibiting complex dynamics. These
complex dynamics occur due to strong interaction of sys-
tem variables across various timescales that can be math-
ematically explained by the so-called canard solutions.
This fundamental mathematical object was first discov-
ered by a group of french mathematicians while analysing
a radio-wave circuit, the VDP system, under a constant
forcing26. The key finding was that multi-timescale sys-
tems of this type possess an underlying locally-invariant
repulsive manifold, which unexpectedly causes solution
trajectories (e.g. oscillations in the case of VDP) to dwell
along the manifold for a time period without being re-
pelled. To best expose these canard trajectories and show
that they also underpin anticipated synchronization we
guide the reader through them in the VDP model, whose
equations are as follows:
εẋ = y − x
3
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+ x =:f(x, y)
ẏ = c− x =:g(x, y)
(3)
where x is the fast variable, y is the slow variable, 0<
ε1 is the timescale parameter and c is the bifurcation
parameter. For ε = 0, system (3) has a S-shaped fast
nullcline or critical manifold S0 = {f(x, y) = 0} = {y =









f ) = 0. At these fold
points, the critical manifold changes its behavior, i.e., it
is attracting for x ∈ (−∞, x−f ) ∩ (x+f ,∞) and repelling
for x ∈ (x−f , x+f ).
System (3) exhibits a Hopf bifurcation when the slow
nullcline {x = c} crosses any of the fold points, that is
at c= cH =±1, which creates limit cycle solutions. At
an O(ε)-distance from cH , the family of limit cycles un-
dergoes a canard explosion27, that is, there exists a pa-
rameter value cc called canard value and the correspond-
ing cycles grow to an O(1) amplitude within a variation
of this value that is exponentially small with respect to
the timescale separation parameter (O(e−k/ε), with k a
positive real constant). Cycles along this explosive part
of the family are termed canards (γε,c). A key feature
of these canard trajectories is that they pass from the
vicinity of one of the attracting branches of S0 flowing
along a so-called attracting slow manifold, to the vicin-
ity of its repelling branch flowing along a repelling slow
manifold. In this process, they come close to one of the
fold points (x±f , y
±
f ). The counterintuitive repelling slow
movement of canard cycles can be seen as an inertia of
the system. To give an intuitive view, one can imag-
ine a point moving on a canard trajectory as a football
(see Fig. 1) rolling along the upper crest of a curved
field for a dwelling time period before ending up in the
lower crest of the field. This energy-like viewpoint is
presented in Fig. 1 where every panel is associated with
a specific cycle of VDP’s periodic regime: (a) canard
without head, (b) maximal canard, (c) canard with head
and (d) relaxation oscillation. Each panel contains three
plots: at the bottom, the time series of the corresponding
cycle of interest; in the middle, a phase-plane represen-
tation28 of the cycle together with the critical manifold
S0; at the top, the energy-like surface SE in (x, y, E)-
space, defined by the equation E = −
∫
f(x, y)dx, onto
which the critical manifold is projected together with the
corresponding cycle. This particular representation il-
lustrates very well the specificity of canards as cycles,
stable along the canard explosion of VDP, which “surf”
for a long time on top of an unstable crest of the en-
ergy surface. More specifically, in the VDP system, and
generically in 2D slow fast systems with a similar geom-
etry of nullclines, the canard phenomenon explains the
transition from Hopf cycles with O(ε)-amplitude to re-
laxation cycles γroε,c with O(1)-amplitude in a very brutal
yet continuous process. Within an exponentially-small
parameter variation this continuous transition involves
two canard families, denoted respectively canards without
head (γnhε,c) and canards with head (γ
h
ε,c), the boundary
between these two families corresponding to the maxi-
mal canard (γmε,c). Canards without head subsequently
follow an attracting slow manifold and then a repelling
slow manifold until they escape from it towards the same
attracting slow manifold that they initially followed. In
contrast, canards with head terminate their repelling seg-
ment by escaping towards another attracting slow man-
ifold, near the opposite branch of S0. The boundary
behavior is that of the maximal canard, that is, the ca-
nard without head with the longest repelling segment: it
stays close to the repelling branch of S0 in between its
two fold points (x±f , y
±
f ). The maximal canard exists at a
unique parameter value for which an expansion in ε can
be computed, namely cc = cH−(1/8)ε−(3/32)ε2+O(ε3).
Since it possesses the longest repelling segment, it also
has the longest period among the canard cycles. Note
that, in type-II neuron models with multiple timescales,
the repelling segment of the maximal canard offers the
best approximation to the excitability threshold. Past
the canard with head regime, relaxation cycles (γroε,c) are
observed. These are cycles that follow attracting slow
manifolds near the outer branches of S0 without follow-
ing any repelling slow manifold, that is, they jump when
passing near each fold point of S0.
As explained above, along the canard explosion the
amplitude (or L2-norm) of the cycles increases sharply;
this sharp increase is considered as a signature of the ca-
nard explosion in VDP-type systems. Yet another char-
acteristic of the canard explosion is the behavior of the
period function (see below) associated with this branch
of cycles, which for the readers convenience we explain in

































































































FIG. 1. Canard explosion from the energy viewpoint: Canard explosion ((a)–(c)) leading to relaxation oscillations ((d)) in the
VDP system. On top of time series (lower part) and phase-plane projections (middle part), we show in the top part of each
panel the energy-like surface SE (green), the critical manifold S0 (blue-cyan on SE , black on the phase-plane projections) as
well as a limit cycle γhc,ε (red). Blue and solid black parts of S0 are the attracting, cyan and dashed black parts of S0 are the
repelling branches of S0. One-headed arrows indicate the slow motion, and two-headed arrows indicate the fast motion along
the limit cycle.
B. Period function of the canard explosion
The period function Tε : Cp([0, 1];Rn)×(−1, 1)→ R≥0
associates to any limit cycle γε,c corresponding to a pa-
rameter value c (for the VDP system, c ∈ (−1, 1)), the
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period Tε(γε,c); here Cp([0, 1];Rn) denotes the space of
periodic functions defined on the unit interval. Impor-
tantly, it is known that in the canard regime, the period
function is non-monotonic since, as explained above, the
maximal canard has maximal period. This is exemplified
in Fig 2, which depicts a branch of canard cycles in the
VDP system for ε = 0.1 as c decreases from the Hopf bi-
furcation point at cH = 1. Between cH and the maximal
canard at cmax ≈ 0.9863158, the period of the headless
canard cycles increases as c decreases; see the bottom
inset in panel (a) and the corresponding cycle in panel
(b1). For c < cmax the system enters into the canard-
with-head regime where the period decreases as the cy-
cles grow; see the top inset in panel (a) and corresponding
cycles in panel (a1). The non-monotonic behavior of the
period function can be considered as a key aspect of the
canard explosion. The maximum of the period function
can be used to detect numerically the maximal canard
trajectory, as a limit point on the branch obtained when
the period is the main continuation parameter29.
C. Infinitesimal PRCs and relation to the period function
The response of canard cycles to perturbations can be
exploited by using the non-monotonic behavior of the
period function Tε along the canard explosion. A com-
plementary key tool is the iPRC, which is a periodic
function that quantifies the response in phase variations
of a limit cycle solution γ in the limit of infinitesimal
perturbations24,30. The iPRC is determined by estimat-
ing the response variations (∆θ) of the phase θ : γ →
[0, T ] defined along the cycle, with dθ(γ(t))/dt = 1/T
where T is the period of γ and θ at t = 0 is chosen arbi-






= Dθ(γ) · η, (4)
where the gradient of the phase function, Z(t) := Dθ(γ),
defines the iPRC. Additionally, the iPRC is the solution
of the following adjoint variational equation
Z(t)
dt
+A(t)TZ(t) = 0, (5)
where A(t) = DF (γ(t)) is the linearisation of the vector
field F = (f, g) under consideration along the limit cycle
γ; see details in Refs. 24 and 30. In particular, we are
interested in using the iPRC with perturbation in the
form of inputs from neighboring oscillators (in our case a
single sender system) under a weak-coupling assumption.
In Fig 2 we exemplify the use of the iPRC and the
period function. We underline two key points: (1) Slow
manifolds, some defining the excitability threshold, and
the maximal canard determine the response to infinites-
imal perturbations. (2) The non-monotonic behavior of
the period function along the canard explosion deter-
mines the response of a canard cycle to the perturbation
received in the fold neighborhood. Panels (c1, c2) of Fig
2 illustrate that the x-component of the adjoint solutions
gives access to the iPRC of the red canard cycles in (b1,
b2), respectively. When an infinitesimal perturbation in
the positive x-direction to the right of the fold is received
by a canard-with-head cycle (b1), it is driven towards a
larger cycle (like the yellow one in (b1)) with a shorter
period. Consequently, the perturbed trajectory’s phase
is advanced as confirmed by the positive part of Z1(t) in
panel (c1). Z1(t) becomes negative when the trajectory
(x(t), y(t)) crosses the lower fold (x = 1) while the tra-
jectory moves away from the fold region. Thus, a small
perturbation on the trajectory in this repelling region de-
lays the phase transiently to a smaller but slower cycle,
as exemplified by the blue curve in (b1). The delaying
effect of the slow manifolds associated with canard tra-
jectories extends the discussion by Ciszak et al.4 where
the anticipation in excitable systems is interpreted as a
lowering of the excitability threshold.
Similar phase-plane analysis applies to a small red ca-
nard cycle (b2). When perturbed in the attracting slow
manifold near the fold region, it is driven transiently to
a cycle with longer period, like the yellow one in (b2).
Consequently the perturbed trajectory’s phase is delayed
compared to the unperturbed one, which corresponds to
the negative part of the adjoint solution Z1(t) in Panel
(c2). The sign on Z1(t) changes at the fold x = 1 and
becomes positive as the trajectory (x(t), y(t)) continues
along the repelling branch. The trajectory’s phase is ad-
vanced when the perturbation is received on the repelling
slow manifold as indicated by this positive segment of
Z1(t). In such a case, a perturbed trajectory transiently
follows a smaller cycle, like the blue one in (b2), with
a shorter period. In later sections we will show that a
strong enough perturbation received either by a small
canard cycle or when the system is at an equilibrium
(possibly in excitable regime) can lead to a relaxation
oscillation. This extreme regime is beyond the validity
of the weak-coupling theory in the canard regime.
D. Relevance of canards in general
Within the field of mathematics, canards are recog-
nised as a fundamental mathematical object and theoret-
ical advances are being made to fully understand complex
patterns mediated by canards in high-dimensional multi-
scale systems. Some of these theoretical techniques in-
clude, e.g. nonstandard analysis26,31, matched asymp-
totic expansions32 and blow-up methods33,34.
While being interesting mathematical objects, canards
have direct applicability in engineering and applied sci-
ences, and most interestingly in Neuroscience. For exam-
ple, in lab experiments involving neurons, experimental
data observations (via acquisition devices) show complex
patterns and counter-intuitive rapid transitions via mod-
ulation of a control input, e.g. through electrical current
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,
<latexit sha1_base64="L2wnv9QacDNOAhFw3byWJXJMElU=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5RECnosePHYgv2ANpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwdFvPqTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2jpOFcMWi0WsugHVKLjEluFGYDdRSKNAYCeY3M39zhMqzWP5YKYJ+hEdSR5yRo2VmleDcsWtuguQdeLlpAI5GoPyV38YszRCaZigWvc8NzF+RpXhTOCs1E81JpRN6Ah7lkoaofazxaEzcmGVIQljZUsaslB/T2Q00noaBbYzomasV725+J/XS01462dcJqlByZaLwlQQE5P512TIFTIjppZQpri9lbAxVZQZm03JhuCtvrxO2tdVzybTrFXqtTyOIpzBOVyCBzdQh3toQAsYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4AboGMoQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="L2wnv9QacDNOAhFw3byWJXJMElU=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5RECnosePHYgv2ANpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwdFvPqTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2jpOFcMWi0WsugHVKLjEluFGYDdRSKNAYCeY3M39zhMqzWP5YKYJ+hEdSR5yRo2VmleDcsWtuguQdeLlpAI5GoPyV38YszRCaZigWvc8NzF+RpXhTOCs1E81JpRN6Ah7lkoaofazxaEzcmGVIQljZUsaslB/T2Q00noaBbYzomasV725+J/XS01462dcJqlByZaLwlQQE5P512TIFTIjppZQpri9lbAxVZQZm03JhuCtvrxO2tdVzybTrFXqtTyOIpzBOVyCBzdQh3toQAsYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4AboGMoQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="L2wnv9QacDNOAhFw3byWJXJMElU=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5RECnosePHYgv2ANpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwdFvPqTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2jpOFcMWi0WsugHVKLjEluFGYDdRSKNAYCeY3M39zhMqzWP5YKYJ+hEdSR5yRo2VmleDcsWtuguQdeLlpAI5GoPyV38YszRCaZigWvc8NzF+RpXhTOCs1E81JpRN6Ah7lkoaofazxaEzcmGVIQljZUsaslB/T2Q00noaBbYzomasV725+J/XS01462dcJqlByZaLwlQQE5P512TIFTIjppZQpri9lbAxVZQZm03JhuCtvrxO2tdVzybTrFXqtTyOIpzBOVyCBzdQh3toQAsYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4AboGMoQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="L2wnv9QacDNOAhFw3byWJXJMElU=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5RECnosePHYgv2ANpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwdFvPqTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2jpOFcMWi0WsugHVKLjEluFGYDdRSKNAYCeY3M39zhMqzWP5YKYJ+hEdSR5yRo2VmleDcsWtuguQdeLlpAI5GoPyV38YszRCaZigWvc8NzF+RpXhTOCs1E81JpRN6Ah7lkoaofazxaEzcmGVIQljZUsaslB/T2Q00noaBbYzomasV725+J/XS01462dcJqlByZaLwlQQE5P512TIFTIjppZQpri9lbAxVZQZm03JhuCtvrxO2tdVzybTrFXqtTyOIpzBOVyCBzdQh3toQAsYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4AboGMoQ==</latexit>
x
<latexit sha1_base64="wwWfh/FVDULH39c9wSDcOfg2ngk=">AAAB6HicdZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FQSqeix4MVjC/YDaiib7aRdu9mE3Y1YSn+BFw+KePUnefPfuGlTUNEXFl6emWFn3iARXBvX/XQKK6tr6xvFzdLW9s7uXnn/oK3jVDFssVjEqhtQjYJLbBluBHYThTQKBHaC8VVW79yj0jyWN2aSoB/RoeQhZ9RY1Hzolytu9dzNRNyquzQ58XJSgVyNfvnjdhCzNEJpmKBa9zw3Mf6UKsOZwFnpNtWYUDamQ+xZK2mE2p/OF52RE0sGJIyVfdKQOf0+MaWR1pMosJ0RNSP9u5bBv2q91ISX/pTLJDUo2eKjMBXExCS7mgy4QmbExBrKFLe7EjaiijJjsynZEJaXkv9N+6zq2YiatUq9lsdRhCM4hlPw4ALqcA0NaAEDhEd4hhfnznlyXp23RWvByWcO4Yec9y/wQ4z3</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wwWfh/FVDULH39c9wSDcOfg2ngk=">AAAB6HicdZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FQSqeix4MVjC/YDaiib7aRdu9mE3Y1YSn+BFw+KePUnefPfuGlTUNEXFl6emWFn3iARXBvX/XQKK6tr6xvFzdLW9s7uXnn/oK3jVDFssVjEqhtQjYJLbBluBHYThTQKBHaC8VVW79yj0jyWN2aSoB/RoeQhZ9RY1Hzolytu9dzNRNyquzQ58XJSgVyNfvnjdhCzNEJpmKBa9zw3Mf6UKsOZwFnpNtWYUDamQ+xZK2mE2p/OF52RE0sGJIyVfdKQOf0+MaWR1pMosJ0RNSP9u5bBv2q91ISX/pTLJDUo2eKjMBXExCS7mgy4QmbExBrKFLe7EjaiijJjsynZEJaXkv9N+6zq2YiatUq9lsdRhCM4hlPw4ALqcA0NaAEDhEd4hhfnznlyXp23RWvByWcO4Yec9y/wQ4z3</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wwWfh/FVDULH39c9wSDcOfg2ngk=">AAAB6HicdZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FQSqeix4MVjC/YDaiib7aRdu9mE3Y1YSn+BFw+KePUnefPfuGlTUNEXFl6emWFn3iARXBvX/XQKK6tr6xvFzdLW9s7uXnn/oK3jVDFssVjEqhtQjYJLbBluBHYThTQKBHaC8VVW79yj0jyWN2aSoB/RoeQhZ9RY1Hzolytu9dzNRNyquzQ58XJSgVyNfvnjdhCzNEJpmKBa9zw3Mf6UKsOZwFnpNtWYUDamQ+xZK2mE2p/OF52RE0sGJIyVfdKQOf0+MaWR1pMosJ0RNSP9u5bBv2q91ISX/pTLJDUo2eKjMBXExCS7mgy4QmbExBrKFLe7EjaiijJjsynZEJaXkv9N+6zq2YiatUq9lsdRhCM4hlPw4ALqcA0NaAEDhEd4hhfnznlyXp23RWvByWcO4Yec9y/wQ4z3</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wwWfh/FVDULH39c9wSDcOfg2ngk=">AAAB6HicdZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FQSqeix4MVjC/YDaiib7aRdu9mE3Y1YSn+BFw+KePUnefPfuGlTUNEXFl6emWFn3iARXBvX/XQKK6tr6xvFzdLW9s7uXnn/oK3jVDFssVjEqhtQjYJLbBluBHYThTQKBHaC8VVW79yj0jyWN2aSoB/RoeQhZ9RY1Hzolytu9dzNRNyquzQ58XJSgVyNfvnjdhCzNEJpmKBa9zw3Mf6UKsOZwFnpNtWYUDamQ+xZK2mE2p/OF52RE0sGJIyVfdKQOf0+MaWR1pMosJ0RNSP9u5bBv2q91ISX/pTLJDUo2eKjMBXExCS7mgy4QmbExBrKFLe7EjaiijJjsynZEJaXkv9N+6zq2YiatUq9lsdRhCM4hlPw4ALqcA0NaAEDhEd4hhfnznlyXp23RWvByWcO4Yec9y/wQ4z3</latexit>
y
<latexit sha1_base64="msScPAxaaUUG9+OmVvNXC145VyA=">AAAB6HicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwVZLa0mZXcOOyBfuANpTJ9KYdO5mEmYkQQr/AjQtF3PpJ7vwbpw9BRQ9cOJxzL/fe48ecKW3bH1ZuY3Nreye/W9jbPzg8Kh6fdFWUSAodGvFI9n2igDMBHc00h34sgYQ+h54/u174vXuQikXiVqcxeCGZCBYwSrSR2umoWLLLbqNWu2pgu2zbbsWtG+K6rlN3sGOUBUpojdao+D4cRzQJQWjKiVIDx461lxGpGeUwLwwTBTGhMzKBgaGChKC8bHnoHF8YZYyDSJoSGi/V7xMZCZVKQ990hkRP1W9vIf7lDRIdNLyMiTjRIOhqUZBwrCO8+BqPmQSqeWoIoZKZWzGdEkmoNtkUTAhfn+L/SbdSdkxE7WqpWV3HkUdn6BxdIgfVURPdoBbqIIoAPaAn9GzdWY/Wi/W6as1Z65lT9APW2yd1jI1T</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="msScPAxaaUUG9+OmVvNXC145VyA=">AAAB6HicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwVZLa0mZXcOOyBfuANpTJ9KYdO5mEmYkQQr/AjQtF3PpJ7vwbpw9BRQ9cOJxzL/fe48ecKW3bH1ZuY3Nreye/W9jbPzg8Kh6fdFWUSAodGvFI9n2igDMBHc00h34sgYQ+h54/u174vXuQikXiVqcxeCGZCBYwSrSR2umoWLLLbqNWu2pgu2zbbsWtG+K6rlN3sGOUBUpojdao+D4cRzQJQWjKiVIDx461lxGpGeUwLwwTBTGhMzKBgaGChKC8bHnoHF8YZYyDSJoSGi/V7xMZCZVKQ990hkRP1W9vIf7lDRIdNLyMiTjRIOhqUZBwrCO8+BqPmQSqeWoIoZKZWzGdEkmoNtkUTAhfn+L/SbdSdkxE7WqpWV3HkUdn6BxdIgfVURPdoBbqIIoAPaAn9GzdWY/Wi/W6as1Z65lT9APW2yd1jI1T</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="msScPAxaaUUG9+OmVvNXC145VyA=">AAAB6HicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwVZLa0mZXcOOyBfuANpTJ9KYdO5mEmYkQQr/AjQtF3PpJ7vwbpw9BRQ9cOJxzL/fe48ecKW3bH1ZuY3Nreye/W9jbPzg8Kh6fdFWUSAodGvFI9n2igDMBHc00h34sgYQ+h54/u174vXuQikXiVqcxeCGZCBYwSrSR2umoWLLLbqNWu2pgu2zbbsWtG+K6rlN3sGOUBUpojdao+D4cRzQJQWjKiVIDx461lxGpGeUwLwwTBTGhMzKBgaGChKC8bHnoHF8YZYyDSJoSGi/V7xMZCZVKQ990hkRP1W9vIf7lDRIdNLyMiTjRIOhqUZBwrCO8+BqPmQSqeWoIoZKZWzGdEkmoNtkUTAhfn+L/SbdSdkxE7WqpWV3HkUdn6BxdIgfVURPdoBbqIIoAPaAn9GzdWY/Wi/W6as1Z65lT9APW2yd1jI1T</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="msScPAxaaUUG9+OmVvNXC145VyA=">AAAB6HicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwVZLa0mZXcOOyBfuANpTJ9KYdO5mEmYkQQr/AjQtF3PpJ7vwbpw9BRQ9cOJxzL/fe48ecKW3bH1ZuY3Nreye/W9jbPzg8Kh6fdFWUSAodGvFI9n2igDMBHc00h34sgYQ+h54/u174vXuQikXiVqcxeCGZCBYwSrSR2umoWLLLbqNWu2pgu2zbbsWtG+K6rlN3sGOUBUpojdao+D4cRzQJQWjKiVIDx461lxGpGeUwLwwTBTGhMzKBgaGChKC8bHnoHF8YZYyDSJoSGi/V7xMZCZVKQ990hkRP1W9vIf7lDRIdNLyMiTjRIOhqUZBwrCO8+BqPmQSqeWoIoZKZWzGdEkmoNtkUTAhfn+L/SbdSdkxE7WqpWV3HkUdn6BxdIgfVURPdoBbqIIoAPaAn9GzdWY/Wi/W6as1Z65lT9APW2yd1jI1T</latexit>
,
<latexit sha1_base64="L2wnv9QacDNOAhFw3byWJXJMElU=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5RECnosePHYgv2ANpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwdFvPqTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2jpOFcMWi0WsugHVKLjEluFGYDdRSKNAYCeY3M39zhMqzWP5YKYJ+hEdSR5yRo2VmleDcsWtuguQdeLlpAI5GoPyV38YszRCaZigWvc8NzF+RpXhTOCs1E81JpRN6Ah7lkoaofazxaEzcmGVIQljZUsaslB/T2Q00noaBbYzomasV725+J/XS01462dcJqlByZaLwlQQE5P512TIFTIjppZQpri9lbAxVZQZm03JhuCtvrxO2tdVzybTrFXqtTyOIpzBOVyCBzdQh3toQAsYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4AboGMoQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="L2wnv9QacDNOAhFw3byWJXJMElU=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5RECnosePHYgv2ANpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwdFvPqTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2jpOFcMWi0WsugHVKLjEluFGYDdRSKNAYCeY3M39zhMqzWP5YKYJ+hEdSR5yRo2VmleDcsWtuguQdeLlpAI5GoPyV38YszRCaZigWvc8NzF+RpXhTOCs1E81JpRN6Ah7lkoaofazxaEzcmGVIQljZUsaslB/T2Q00noaBbYzomasV725+J/XS01462dcJqlByZaLwlQQE5P512TIFTIjppZQpri9lbAxVZQZm03JhuCtvrxO2tdVzybTrFXqtTyOIpzBOVyCBzdQh3toQAsYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4AboGMoQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="L2wnv9QacDNOAhFw3byWJXJMElU=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5RECnosePHYgv2ANpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwdFvPqTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2jpOFcMWi0WsugHVKLjEluFGYDdRSKNAYCeY3M39zhMqzWP5YKYJ+hEdSR5yRo2VmleDcsWtuguQdeLlpAI5GoPyV38YszRCaZigWvc8NzF+RpXhTOCs1E81JpRN6Ah7lkoaofazxaEzcmGVIQljZUsaslB/T2Q00noaBbYzomasV725+J/XS01462dcJqlByZaLwlQQE5P512TIFTIjppZQpri9lbAxVZQZm03JhuCtvrxO2tdVzybTrFXqtTyOIpzBOVyCBzdQh3toQAsYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4AboGMoQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="L2wnv9QacDNOAhFw3byWJXJMElU=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5RECnosePHYgv2ANpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwdFvPqTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2jpOFcMWi0WsugHVKLjEluFGYDdRSKNAYCeY3M39zhMqzWP5YKYJ+hEdSR5yRo2VmleDcsWtuguQdeLlpAI5GoPyV38YszRCaZigWvc8NzF+RpXhTOCs1E81JpRN6Ah7lkoaofazxaEzcmGVIQljZUsaslB/T2Q00noaBbYzomasV725+J/XS01462dcJqlByZaLwlQQE5P512TIFTIjppZQpri9lbAxVZQZm03JhuCtvrxO2tdVzybTrFXqtTyOIpzBOVyCBzdQh3toQAsYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4AboGMoQ==</latexit>
x
<latexit sha1_base64="aW6xlU8YiM71bDN6f/HcFCeTbJU=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsbsQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKLSPJb3ZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip+TQoV9yquwBZJ15OKpCjMSh/9YcxSyOUhgmqdc9zE+NnVBnOBM5K/VRjQtmEjrBnqaQRaj9bHDojF1YZkjBWtqQhC/X3REYjradRYDsjasZ61ZuL/3m91IQ3fsZlkhqUbLkoTAUxMZl/TYZcITNiagllittbCRtTRZmx2ZRsCN7qy+ukfVX1bDLNWqVey+MowhmcwyV4cA11uIMGtIABwjO8wpvz4Lw4787HsrXg5DOn8AfO5w/hsYzt</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aW6xlU8YiM71bDN6f/HcFCeTbJU=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsbsQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKLSPJb3ZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip+TQoV9yquwBZJ15OKpCjMSh/9YcxSyOUhgmqdc9zE+NnVBnOBM5K/VRjQtmEjrBnqaQRaj9bHDojF1YZkjBWtqQhC/X3REYjradRYDsjasZ61ZuL/3m91IQ3fsZlkhqUbLkoTAUxMZl/TYZcITNiagllittbCRtTRZmx2ZRsCN7qy+ukfVX1bDLNWqVey+MowhmcwyV4cA11uIMGtIABwjO8wpvz4Lw4787HsrXg5DOn8AfO5w/hsYzt</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aW6xlU8YiM71bDN6f/HcFCeTbJU=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsbsQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKLSPJb3ZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip+TQoV9yquwBZJ15OKpCjMSh/9YcxSyOUhgmqdc9zE+NnVBnOBM5K/VRjQtmEjrBnqaQRaj9bHDojF1YZkjBWtqQhC/X3REYjradRYDsjasZ61ZuL/3m91IQ3fsZlkhqUbLkoTAUxMZl/TYZcITNiagllittbCRtTRZmx2ZRsCN7qy+ukfVX1bDLNWqVey+MowhmcwyV4cA11uIMGtIABwjO8wpvz4Lw4787HsrXg5DOn8AfO5w/hsYzt</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aW6xlU8YiM71bDN6f/HcFCeTbJU=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsbsQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKLSPJb3ZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip+TQoV9yquwBZJ15OKpCjMSh/9YcxSyOUhgmqdc9zE+NnVBnOBM5K/VRjQtmEjrBnqaQRaj9bHDojF1YZkjBWtqQhC/X3REYjradRYDsjasZ61ZuL/3m91IQ3fsZlkhqUbLkoTAUxMZl/TYZcITNiagllittbCRtTRZmx2ZRsCN7qy+ukfVX1bDLNWqVey+MowhmcwyV4cA11uIMGtIABwjO8wpvz4Lw4787HsrXg5DOn8AfO5w/hsYzt</latexit>
y
<latexit sha1_base64="/zQrt0j1v6KIkqGRJdoKFLITvHo=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48t2FZoQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQQ+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dkobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fikq+NUMeywWMTqIaAaBZfYMdwIfEgU0igQ2Aumt3O/94RK81jemyxBP6JjyUPOqLFSOxtWa27dXYCsE68gNSjQGla/BqOYpRFKwwTVuu+5ifFzqgxnAmeVQaoxoWxKx9i3VNIItZ8vDp2RC6uMSBgrW9KQhfp7IqeR1lkU2M6Imole9ebif14/NeGNn3OZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkxFXyIzILKFMcXsrYROqKDM2m4oNwVt9eZ10r+qeTabdqDUbRRxlOINzuAQPrqEJd9CCDjBAeIZXeHMenRfn3flYtpacYuYU/sD5/AHjNYzu</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/zQrt0j1v6KIkqGRJdoKFLITvHo=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48t2FZoQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQQ+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dkobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fikq+NUMeywWMTqIaAaBZfYMdwIfEgU0igQ2Aumt3O/94RK81jemyxBP6JjyUPOqLFSOxtWa27dXYCsE68gNSjQGla/BqOYpRFKwwTVuu+5ifFzqgxnAmeVQaoxoWxKx9i3VNIItZ8vDp2RC6uMSBgrW9KQhfp7IqeR1lkU2M6Imole9ebif14/NeGNn3OZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkxFXyIzILKFMcXsrYROqKDM2m4oNwVt9eZ10r+qeTabdqDUbRRxlOINzuAQPrqEJd9CCDjBAeIZXeHMenRfn3flYtpacYuYU/sD5/AHjNYzu</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/zQrt0j1v6KIkqGRJdoKFLITvHo=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48t2FZoQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQQ+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dkobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fikq+NUMeywWMTqIaAaBZfYMdwIfEgU0igQ2Aumt3O/94RK81jemyxBP6JjyUPOqLFSOxtWa27dXYCsE68gNSjQGla/BqOYpRFKwwTVuu+5ifFzqgxnAmeVQaoxoWxKx9i3VNIItZ8vDp2RC6uMSBgrW9KQhfp7IqeR1lkU2M6Imole9ebif14/NeGNn3OZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkxFXyIzILKFMcXsrYROqKDM2m4oNwVt9eZ10r+qeTabdqDUbRRxlOINzuAQPrqEJd9CCDjBAeIZXeHMenRfn3flYtpacYuYU/sD5/AHjNYzu</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/zQrt0j1v6KIkqGRJdoKFLITvHo=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeCF48t2FZoQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQQ+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dkobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fikq+NUMeywWMTqIaAaBZfYMdwIfEgU0igQ2Aumt3O/94RK81jemyxBP6JjyUPOqLFSOxtWa27dXYCsE68gNSjQGla/BqOYpRFKwwTVuu+5ifFzqgxnAmeVQaoxoWxKx9i3VNIItZ8vDp2RC6uMSBgrW9KQhfp7IqeR1lkU2M6Imole9ebif14/NeGNn3OZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkxFXyIzILKFMcXsrYROqKDM2m4oNwVt9eZ10r+qeTabdqDUbRRxlOINzuAQPrqEJd9CCDjBAeIZXeHMenRfn3flYtpacYuYU/sD5/AHjNYzu</latexit>
(a)
<latexit sha1_base64="CgW/2hp2f84zRq+gjRbPHCMbbOQ=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkpSBD0WvHisaD+gDWWznbRLN5uwuxFK6E/w4kERr/4ib/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0U0igQ2Akmt3O/84RK81g+mmmCfkRHkoecUWOlhyq9HJQrbs1dgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEUrDBNW657mJ8TOqDGcCZ6V+qjGhbEJH2LNU0gi1ny1OnZELqwxJGCtb0pCF+nsio5HW0yiwnRE1Y73qzcX/vF5qwhs/4zJJDUq2XBSmgpiYzP8mQ66QGTG1hDLF7a2EjamizNh0SjYEb/XlddKu1zybzH290rjK4yjCGZxDFTy4hgbcQRNawGAEz/AKb45wXpx352PZWnDymVP4A+fzB4ODjTk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CgW/2hp2f84zRq+gjRbPHCMbbOQ=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkpSBD0WvHisaD+gDWWznbRLN5uwuxFK6E/w4kERr/4ib/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0U0igQ2Akmt3O/84RK81g+mmmCfkRHkoecUWOlhyq9HJQrbs1dgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEUrDBNW657mJ8TOqDGcCZ6V+qjGhbEJH2LNU0gi1ny1OnZELqwxJGCtb0pCF+nsio5HW0yiwnRE1Y73qzcX/vF5qwhs/4zJJDUq2XBSmgpiYzP8mQ66QGTG1hDLF7a2EjamizNh0SjYEb/XlddKu1zybzH290rjK4yjCGZxDFTy4hgbcQRNawGAEz/AKb45wXpx352PZWnDymVP4A+fzB4ODjTk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CgW/2hp2f84zRq+gjRbPHCMbbOQ=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkpSBD0WvHisaD+gDWWznbRLN5uwuxFK6E/w4kERr/4ib/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0U0igQ2Akmt3O/84RK81g+mmmCfkRHkoecUWOlhyq9HJQrbs1dgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEUrDBNW657mJ8TOqDGcCZ6V+qjGhbEJH2LNU0gi1ny1OnZELqwxJGCtb0pCF+nsio5HW0yiwnRE1Y73qzcX/vF5qwhs/4zJJDUq2XBSmgpiYzP8mQ66QGTG1hDLF7a2EjamizNh0SjYEb/XlddKu1zybzH290rjK4yjCGZxDFTy4hgbcQRNawGAEz/AKb45wXpx352PZWnDymVP4A+fzB4ODjTk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CgW/2hp2f84zRq+gjRbPHCMbbOQ=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkpSBD0WvHisaD+gDWWznbRLN5uwuxFK6E/w4kERr/4ib/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0U0igQ2Akmt3O/84RK81g+mmmCfkRHkoecUWOlhyq9HJQrbs1dgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEUrDBNW657mJ8TOqDGcCZ6V+qjGhbEJH2LNU0gi1ny1OnZELqwxJGCtb0pCF+nsio5HW0yiwnRE1Y73qzcX/vF5qwhs/4zJJDUq2XBSmgpiYzP8mQ66QGTG1hDLF7a2EjamizNh0SjYEb/XlddKu1zybzH290rjK4yjCGZxDFTy4hgbcQRNawGAEz/AKb45wXpx352PZWnDymVP4A+fzB4ODjTk=</latexit>
(b1)
<latexit sha1_base64="Vg4W3rwPQMcPwxccPlaI7BVFArc=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BItQL2W3CHosePFYwbZCu5Rsmm1Dk+ySZIWy9C948aCIV/+QN/+N2XYP2vpg4PHeDDPzwkRwYz3vG5U2Nre2d8q7lb39g8Oj6vFJ18SppqxDYxHrx5AYJrhiHcutYI+JZkSGgvXC6W3u956YNjxWD3aWsECSseIRp8TmUj30L4fVmtfwFsDrxC9IDQq0h9WvwSimqWTKUkGM6fteYoOMaMupYPPKIDUsIXRKxqzvqCKSmSBb3DrHF04Z4SjWrpTFC/X3REakMTMZuk5J7MSsern4n9dPbXQTZFwlqWWKLhdFqcA2xvnjeMQ1o1bMHCFUc3crphOiCbUunooLwV99eZ10mw3fJXPfrLWuijjKcAbnUAcfrqEFd9CGDlCYwDO8whuS6AW9o49lawkVM6fwB+jzB/TvjXU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Vg4W3rwPQMcPwxccPlaI7BVFArc=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BItQL2W3CHosePFYwbZCu5Rsmm1Dk+ySZIWy9C948aCIV/+QN/+N2XYP2vpg4PHeDDPzwkRwYz3vG5U2Nre2d8q7lb39g8Oj6vFJ18SppqxDYxHrx5AYJrhiHcutYI+JZkSGgvXC6W3u956YNjxWD3aWsECSseIRp8TmUj30L4fVmtfwFsDrxC9IDQq0h9WvwSimqWTKUkGM6fteYoOMaMupYPPKIDUsIXRKxqzvqCKSmSBb3DrHF04Z4SjWrpTFC/X3REakMTMZuk5J7MSsern4n9dPbXQTZFwlqWWKLhdFqcA2xvnjeMQ1o1bMHCFUc3crphOiCbUunooLwV99eZ10mw3fJXPfrLWuijjKcAbnUAcfrqEFd9CGDlCYwDO8whuS6AW9o49lawkVM6fwB+jzB/TvjXU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Vg4W3rwPQMcPwxccPlaI7BVFArc=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BItQL2W3CHosePFYwbZCu5Rsmm1Dk+ySZIWy9C948aCIV/+QN/+N2XYP2vpg4PHeDDPzwkRwYz3vG5U2Nre2d8q7lb39g8Oj6vFJ18SppqxDYxHrx5AYJrhiHcutYI+JZkSGgvXC6W3u956YNjxWD3aWsECSseIRp8TmUj30L4fVmtfwFsDrxC9IDQq0h9WvwSimqWTKUkGM6fteYoOMaMupYPPKIDUsIXRKxqzvqCKSmSBb3DrHF04Z4SjWrpTFC/X3REakMTMZuk5J7MSsern4n9dPbXQTZFwlqWWKLhdFqcA2xvnjeMQ1o1bMHCFUc3crphOiCbUunooLwV99eZ10mw3fJXPfrLWuijjKcAbnUAcfrqEFd9CGDlCYwDO8whuS6AW9o49lawkVM6fwB+jzB/TvjXU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Vg4W3rwPQMcPwxccPlaI7BVFArc=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BItQL2W3CHosePFYwbZCu5Rsmm1Dk+ySZIWy9C948aCIV/+QN/+N2XYP2vpg4PHeDDPzwkRwYz3vG5U2Nre2d8q7lb39g8Oj6vFJ18SppqxDYxHrx5AYJrhiHcutYI+JZkSGgvXC6W3u956YNjxWD3aWsECSseIRp8TmUj30L4fVmtfwFsDrxC9IDQq0h9WvwSimqWTKUkGM6fteYoOMaMupYPPKIDUsIXRKxqzvqCKSmSBb3DrHF04Z4SjWrpTFC/X3REakMTMZuk5J7MSsern4n9dPbXQTZFwlqWWKLhdFqcA2xvnjeMQ1o1bMHCFUc3crphOiCbUunooLwV99eZ10mw3fJXPfrLWuijjKcAbnUAcfrqEFd9CGDlCYwDO8whuS6AW9o49lawkVM6fwB+jzB/TvjXU=</latexit>
(b2)
<latexit sha1_base64="Ofyn8qrtu3vB2qQC2nVMqiizZyU=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMQL2E3CHoMePEYwSRCsoTZyWwyZB7LzKwQlvyCFw+KePWHvPk3ziZ70MSChqKqm+6uKOHMWN//9kobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fika1SqCe0QxZV+jLChnEnascxy+phoikXEaS+a3uZ+74lqw5R8sLOEhgKPJYsZwTaX6lHzclit+Q1/AbROgoLUoEB7WP0ajBRJBZWWcGxMP/ATG2ZYW0Y4nVcGqaEJJlM8pn1HJRbUhNni1jm6cMoIxUq7khYt1N8TGRbGzETkOgW2E7Pq5eJ/Xj+18U2YMZmklkqyXBSnHFmF8sfRiGlKLJ85golm7lZEJlhjYl08FRdCsPryOuk2G4FL5r5Za10VcZThDM6hDgFcQwvuoA0dIDCBZ3iFN094L96797FsLXnFzCn8gff5A/Z0jXY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ofyn8qrtu3vB2qQC2nVMqiizZyU=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMQL2E3CHoMePEYwSRCsoTZyWwyZB7LzKwQlvyCFw+KePWHvPk3ziZ70MSChqKqm+6uKOHMWN//9kobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fika1SqCe0QxZV+jLChnEnascxy+phoikXEaS+a3uZ+74lqw5R8sLOEhgKPJYsZwTaX6lHzclit+Q1/AbROgoLUoEB7WP0ajBRJBZWWcGxMP/ATG2ZYW0Y4nVcGqaEJJlM8pn1HJRbUhNni1jm6cMoIxUq7khYt1N8TGRbGzETkOgW2E7Pq5eJ/Xj+18U2YMZmklkqyXBSnHFmF8sfRiGlKLJ85golm7lZEJlhjYl08FRdCsPryOuk2G4FL5r5Za10VcZThDM6hDgFcQwvuoA0dIDCBZ3iFN094L96797FsLXnFzCn8gff5A/Z0jXY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ofyn8qrtu3vB2qQC2nVMqiizZyU=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMQL2E3CHoMePEYwSRCsoTZyWwyZB7LzKwQlvyCFw+KePWHvPk3ziZ70MSChqKqm+6uKOHMWN//9kobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fika1SqCe0QxZV+jLChnEnascxy+phoikXEaS+a3uZ+74lqw5R8sLOEhgKPJYsZwTaX6lHzclit+Q1/AbROgoLUoEB7WP0ajBRJBZWWcGxMP/ATG2ZYW0Y4nVcGqaEJJlM8pn1HJRbUhNni1jm6cMoIxUq7khYt1N8TGRbGzETkOgW2E7Pq5eJ/Xj+18U2YMZmklkqyXBSnHFmF8sfRiGlKLJ85golm7lZEJlhjYl08FRdCsPryOuk2G4FL5r5Za10VcZThDM6hDgFcQwvuoA0dIDCBZ3iFN094L96797FsLXnFzCn8gff5A/Z0jXY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ofyn8qrtu3vB2qQC2nVMqiizZyU=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMQL2E3CHoMePEYwSRCsoTZyWwyZB7LzKwQlvyCFw+KePWHvPk3ziZ70MSChqKqm+6uKOHMWN//9kobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fika1SqCe0QxZV+jLChnEnascxy+phoikXEaS+a3uZ+74lqw5R8sLOEhgKPJYsZwTaX6lHzclit+Q1/AbROgoLUoEB7WP0ajBRJBZWWcGxMP/ATG2ZYW0Y4nVcGqaEJJlM8pn1HJRbUhNni1jm6cMoIxUq7khYt1N8TGRbGzETkOgW2E7Pq5eJ/Xj+18U2YMZmklkqyXBSnHFmF8sfRiGlKLJ85golm7lZEJlhjYl08FRdCsPryOuk2G4FL5r5Za10VcZThDM6hDgFcQwvuoA0dIDCBZ3iFN094L96797FsLXnFzCn8gff5A/Z0jXY=</latexit>
(c1)
<latexit sha1_base64="NORbZHJmh82It6q20ku//2sbXf0=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BItQL2W3CHosePFYwbZCu5Rsmm1Dk+ySZIWy9C948aCIV/+QN/+N2XYP2vpg4PHeDDPzwkRwYz3vG5U2Nre2d8q7lb39g8Oj6vFJ18SppqxDYxHrx5AYJrhiHcutYI+JZkSGgvXC6W3u956YNjxWD3aWsECSseIRp8TmUp36l8NqzWt4C+B14hekBgXaw+rXYBTTVDJlqSDG9H0vsUFGtOVUsHllkBqWEDolY9Z3VBHJTJAtbp3jC6eMcBRrV8rihfp7IiPSmJkMXackdmJWvVz8z+unNroJMq6S1DJFl4uiVGAb4/xxPOKaUStmjhCqubsV0wnRhFoXT8WF4K++vE66zYbvkrlv1lpXRRxlOINzqIMP19CCO2hDByhM4Ble4Q1J9ILe0ceytYSKmVP4A/T5A/Z1jXY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NORbZHJmh82It6q20ku//2sbXf0=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BItQL2W3CHosePFYwbZCu5Rsmm1Dk+ySZIWy9C948aCIV/+QN/+N2XYP2vpg4PHeDDPzwkRwYz3vG5U2Nre2d8q7lb39g8Oj6vFJ18SppqxDYxHrx5AYJrhiHcutYI+JZkSGgvXC6W3u956YNjxWD3aWsECSseIRp8TmUp36l8NqzWt4C+B14hekBgXaw+rXYBTTVDJlqSDG9H0vsUFGtOVUsHllkBqWEDolY9Z3VBHJTJAtbp3jC6eMcBRrV8rihfp7IiPSmJkMXackdmJWvVz8z+unNroJMq6S1DJFl4uiVGAb4/xxPOKaUStmjhCqubsV0wnRhFoXT8WF4K++vE66zYbvkrlv1lpXRRxlOINzqIMP19CCO2hDByhM4Ble4Q1J9ILe0ceytYSKmVP4A/T5A/Z1jXY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NORbZHJmh82It6q20ku//2sbXf0=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BItQL2W3CHosePFYwbZCu5Rsmm1Dk+ySZIWy9C948aCIV/+QN/+N2XYP2vpg4PHeDDPzwkRwYz3vG5U2Nre2d8q7lb39g8Oj6vFJ18SppqxDYxHrx5AYJrhiHcutYI+JZkSGgvXC6W3u956YNjxWD3aWsECSseIRp8TmUp36l8NqzWt4C+B14hekBgXaw+rXYBTTVDJlqSDG9H0vsUFGtOVUsHllkBqWEDolY9Z3VBHJTJAtbp3jC6eMcBRrV8rihfp7IiPSmJkMXackdmJWvVz8z+unNroJMq6S1DJFl4uiVGAb4/xxPOKaUStmjhCqubsV0wnRhFoXT8WF4K++vE66zYbvkrlv1lpXRRxlOINzqIMP19CCO2hDByhM4Ble4Q1J9ILe0ceytYSKmVP4A/T5A/Z1jXY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NORbZHJmh82It6q20ku//2sbXf0=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BItQL2W3CHosePFYwbZCu5Rsmm1Dk+ySZIWy9C948aCIV/+QN/+N2XYP2vpg4PHeDDPzwkRwYz3vG5U2Nre2d8q7lb39g8Oj6vFJ18SppqxDYxHrx5AYJrhiHcutYI+JZkSGgvXC6W3u956YNjxWD3aWsECSseIRp8TmUp36l8NqzWt4C+B14hekBgXaw+rXYBTTVDJlqSDG9H0vsUFGtOVUsHllkBqWEDolY9Z3VBHJTJAtbp3jC6eMcBRrV8rihfp7IiPSmJkMXackdmJWvVz8z+unNroJMq6S1DJFl4uiVGAb4/xxPOKaUStmjhCqubsV0wnRhFoXT8WF4K++vE66zYbvkrlv1lpXRRxlOINzqIMP19CCO2hDByhM4Ble4Q1J9ILe0ceytYSKmVP4A/T5A/Z1jXY=</latexit>
(c2)
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FIG. 2. Canard cycles and adjoint solutions: (a) Period of limit cycles along the canard explosion in the VDP system for
ε = 0.1; the parameter that varies is c. The period is increasing along the headless canard part of the branch, it reaches its
maximum at the maximal canard and then decreases along the canard-with-head cycles. Top inset in (a): Periods of the three
canard-with-head cycles shown in panel (b1) and marked on the period curve. Bottom inset in (a): Periods of three canard-
without-head cycles shown in panel (b2) and marked on the period curve. (b1) Three canard-with-head cycles corresponding
to the top inset in panel (a). Larger cycles have shorter periods. (b2) Three canard-without-head cycles corresponding to the
bottom inset in panel (a). Larger cycles have longer periods. Also shown in panels (b1) and (b2) is the critical manifold S0,
on which solid (resp. dashed) parts represent stable (resp. unstable) branches. (c1) First component of the adjoint solutions
and (x(t), y(t)) ((inset), purple and pink lines, respectively) during one cycle of the red canard solutions in panel (b1). (c2)
First component of the adjoint solutions and (x(t), y(t)) ((inset), purple and pink lines, respectively) during one cycle of the
red canard solutions in panel (b2).
tivity and variability across experimental trials, usually
attributed to the network noise, despite the same value of
the input control. Several causal effects can be invoked
but one which has not received much attention is the
canard phenomenon, and it can explain these features.
Maximal canard solutions offer the best approximation
to excitability thresholds23,35, canards in general medi-
ate transitions between complex patterns36, and they are
sensitive to initial conditions without relying upon chaos.
A key point worth noticing is that even though canard
cycles exist only within very narrow parameter ranges,
canard segments occur transiently when the system op-
erates in the excitable regime. These key features may
give the impression that canards are “rare” events, and
that it is hopeless to expect them to be relevant in
the experimental world. However, against the common
sense, the following examples justify canards as a central
mechanism to explain experimental observations. Ca-
nard segments have been observed in excitable electronic
circuits37, which can be seen as more easily-controllable
low-dimensional representations of the excitability in real
neurons. Another experimental observation on the ef-
fects of slow manifolds has been done in the oscillating
Belouzov-Zhabotinsky reaction under batch conditions38.
Moreover, it has been theoretically and computationally-
evidenced that canards act as boundaries between differ-
ent vastly-separated activity regimes. For example, in
neurons, they can explain the transition between rest-
ing state, spiking, bursting and other electrical activities.
Canard-like segments can be employed to interpret sin-
gle cells’ electrophysiological recordings of the membrane
electrical potential as activity epochs where the potential
slowly evolves near threshold. During such epoch, two
scenarios can occur: (1) The neuronal membrane can
trigger an action potential and thus can be interpreted
as canard with head trajectories that have crossed the
threshold (maximal canard). (2) In the opposite case
where the membrane fails to trigger an action potential.
This can be seen as canard without head trajectories that
are unable to cross the threshold. In short, the transi-
tion between different neuronal electrical activities can
be thought of as manifestations of canard-like behaviors.
E. Reduction of system (2) to an ODE
The aforementioned anticipation phenomenon setting
gives rise to a delay differential equation (DDE), which
is notoriously hard to analyse given the high dimension-
ality of the system. However, under the assumption of
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small delay τ , it is possible to apply a Taylor expansion
that reduces the DDE to an ordinary differential equation
(ODE) making it more amenable to analysis. We refer
the reader to the mathematical conditions under which
this approximation is valid in Ref 39. In the case of one
variable with only a delayed coupling (e.g. VDP), Tay-
lor expanding the one-dimensional delayed signal x(t−τ)
gives:
x(t− τ) ≈ x(t)− τ ẋ(t) + 1
2
τ2ẍ(t) +O(τ3), (6)
where O(τ3) represents higher-order terms. This
methodology has been applied to study canard cycles
in delayed slow-fast systems and demonstrate delay-
induced canard explosions40,41. The technique has
also been applied in experimental studies of radio-
frequency electronic oscillators to obtain lag and antic-
ipated synchronisation18. Similarly, in Ref. 42 a first-
order approximation was used to renormalise the re-
ceiver’s timescale and study the sender-receiver interac-
tion. In particular, the authors discussed that a positive
delay yields anticipation whereas negative delay yields
lagged behavior. We will use the same reduction, but
contrary to the argument in Ref. 42 we will show that a
positive delay can lead to lagged behavior in the canard
regime.
III. RESULTS
We now apply the aforementioned methodologies to
two examples of excitable systems; one from electron-
ics engineering (VDP) and the second a neuronal system
(HH). Towards the end of this section, we will propose
an experimental protocol to observe anticipation in real
neurons and thus validate the predictions made by our
theoretical and computational framework.
A. Canard-mediated anticipation in coupled VDP systems
Following Ref. 4, we consider a system of delayed cou-
pled VDP systems. However we note that in Ref. 4
the case of two unidirectionally-coupled systems was ana-
lyzed, with the receiver subjected to a self-feedback loop.
Therein it was found that the responses of two coupled
systems receiving the same pulse input can be different.
Depending on the coupling/feedback strength the two
systems can oscillate in synchrony, exhibiting either an-
ticipated or delayed synchronization, or the receiver can
oscillate more often than the sender, due to the presence
of the feedback loop. In what follows, we drop the self
feedback and only consider the typical setting for antici-
pation described in Eq. (2). The equations consist of two
unidirectionally delayed coupled VDP systems receiving
a pulse input and reads as follows:
ẋ1 = y1 −
x31
3
+ x1 + pP (t),
ẏ1 = ε(c− x1),
ẋ2 = y2 −
x32
3
+ x2 + α(x1 − x2,τ ) + pP (t),
ẏ2 = ε(c− x2),
(7)
where (x1, y1) represents the sender, (x2, y2) the receiver
and p is the amplitude of the external pulse P (t). In order
to identify a possible relation between different spiking
properties of (7) and canards, we approximate the delay
term x2,τ with the first-order terms of its Taylor expan-
sion (6), assuming that the time delay τ is sufficiently
small. This leads to the following reduced ODE system:
ẋ1 = y1 −
x31
3
+ x1 + pP (t)








+ x2 + α(x1 − x2) + . . .
. . . pP (t) +O(ατ2)
)
ẏ2 = ε(c− x2).
(8)
Both the Taylor expansion of the delayed term and
the coupling strength α introduce higher-order terms,
O(ατ2); it also modifies the timescale of the fast com-
ponent of the receiver by τα := (1− τα)−1; see Ref. 42.
We will primarily consider small delay and weak cou-
pling strength, so that the first-order Taylor expansion is
justified and consequently weak-coupling theory applies.
Moreover, we will only keep the first-order approxima-
tion, thus we drop the O(ατ2) term. Higher-order terms
could potentially be considered for a more refined analy-
sis but this is beyond the scope of the present work. To
test the robustness and validity limits of the proposed
framework we will increase both τ and α, and numer-
ically verify whether the “small delay/ weak coupling”
approximation persist far away from these double limits.
The additional timescale, τα, is a key element that
makes anticipation possible. When both sender and re-
ceiver systems are initialized at their common equilib-
rium point, then at the precise time when the external
pulse is applied, the only difference between the two sys-
tems is through τα. This parameter is slightly greater
than 1 for small values of τ and α, which makes the re-
ceiver slightly faster than the sender at the moment of
the pulse initiation. If the pulse is strong enough to drive
both systems beyond the spiking threshold, this has the
effect to “kick” the receiver further away from the crit-
ical manifold than it does to the sender. Therefore, the
receiver with a faster speed crosses the threshold before
the sender does. For the configuration we study here,
this explains why anticipation occurs. However, we need
further insights in order to identify the boundary of the
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anticipatory regime, which is related to maximal canards
since they give the best approximation of the excitability
threshold (in these models)23.
In order to understand how anticipation depends upon
parameters such as the amplitude of the external forcing
p or the delay τ , we need a precise numerical strategy
that allows us to deal with the sensitivity introduced
by the slow-fast nature of the problem. To this end,
we use a numerical continuation scheme for solving two-
point boundary-value problems (BVPs) with the software
package auto43. However, two adjustments must be
made to compute the solutions of this system close to
the boundary of the anticipation regime. First, we re-
place the pulse (which is active between ton and toff) by
a steep-enough sigmoid function to ensure smoothness of





1 + ek(t−toff )
. (9)
Second, we add the trivial equation ṫ = 1 to the sys-
tem (8) so that it becomes autonomous, which is essential
for the numerical continuation procedure to work. Hence
we obtain a five-dimensional extended system. The main
goal is to understand transient responses of the original
system (8), from an equilibrium, to the pulse perturba-
tion given by equation (9) upon parameter variation. To
this end, we consider a two-point BVP on the extended
system and we seek a one-parameter family (in our case,
c) of solutions segments that start from equilibrium, un-
dergo the perturbation and settle back to the original
equilibrium. A key point of interest is to compute the
trajectory time, that is the integration time Tc for the
entire one-parameter family of solutions. This time can
then be associated with the period function of the sys-
tem. Therefore, we set the two-point BVP on this ex-
tended five-dimensional system as follows. We first im-
pose that the initial conditions of both sender and re-
ceiver are (xrest, yrest). Indeed, for any |c| > cH , both
the sender and the receiver’s equilibrium state is given
by (xrest, yrest) = (c,
c3
3 − c). Furthermore, when vary-
ing the system parameter c, the resulting one-parameter
family of solution segments will have different associated
integration times (Tc). Therefore, Tc will be free to vary
within the BVP setup, and its associated a priori un-
known value will be found at each step as the BVP is
solved. However, to enable the variation of two quanti-
ties (c and Tc) in a five-dimensional system, six boundary
conditions are required so that the problem is numeri-
cally well-posed and possesses a unique solution at every









Note that Tc becomes an unknown of the numerical prob-
lem via an appropriate time rescaling (t 7→ t/Tc), which
recasts an autonomous ODE (ẋ = F(x, c)) to the fol-
lowing rescaled ODE (x′ = TcF(x, c)) and also has the
effect that the boundary conditions are taken at t = 0
and t = 1. This time rescaling also allows us to com-
pare the integration time of the computed orbits with
Tε. The six boundary conditions given above are com-
posed by five initial conditions for both the sender and
the receiver, as well as, time t, which is a variable in this
extended problem, together with one end condition. The
last boundary condition is defined in order to make the
overall problem numerically well-posed. Given that we
have a 5 dimensional problem with an unknown integra-
tion time, Tc, and 6 boundary conditions (10), hence at
each step of the computation, a unique solution is guar-
anteed since we have equal number of constraints and
unknowns. Then, if we vary an additional free param-
eter, which can be either α, τ or p, we can compute a
one-parameter family of solution segments. In brief, the
above boundary conditions permit to measure the time
required for the system to return to the rest state after
being perturbed away from it. The unknown quantity Tc
by the continuation procedure can then be considered as
the transient response time to the perturbation.
B. Pulse-driven canard trajectories
Baer and Erneux44,45 showed that perturbations of
the Hopf bifurcation parameter in a slow-fast ODE (c
in system (8)) lead to canard transitions. Campbell
and colleagues40 extended these results to a system for
which a small delay introduces a certain perturbation
and showed, using perturbation methods and Chicone’s
results39 on small-delay approximation, that a supercrit-
ical Hopf bifurcation persists, followed by a canard explo-
sion. This justifies our setup. Since we want to keep the
framework of Ref. 4, we consider the pulse perturbation
in (8) for a fixed c value. We initialize the system at a rest
state in the absence of coupling and delay (α = 0, τ = 0)
and track, using the BVP (10), the pulse-driven trajec-
tories under the variation of the pulse amplitude p.
In Fig 3 we compute the response of the sender (x1, y1)
initialized at c = 1.01 for ε = 0.09. On panel (a) Tc is
given as a function of the pulse amplitude. The behav-
ior of Tc is similar to the non-monotonic behavior of the
period function of the canard explosion (Fig 2). As p in-
creases, Tc increases sharply until it reaches a maximum
value and then it decreases. This indicates that (x1, y1)
undergoes a canard explosion as a function of p.
The trajectories along the stiff curve Tc as a function of
p are the sub-threshold solutions, which follow the right
attracting branch and the repelling middle branch of the
critical manifold. The blue and green trajectories, shown
in panels (b) and (c) of Fig 3, belong to this class. The
red trajectory on the middle panel is the solution with
the maximal value of Tc and it has the longest repelling
9
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FIG. 3. Response of the sender to pulse perturbation in (8): (a) Integration time Tc vs pulse amplitude p for ε = 0.09.
Increasing pulse amplitude results in a transition form small canard trajectories to large canard trajectories. (b) Phase portrait
for four different solutions: p ≈ 0.27141141457 (blue), p ≈ 0.28705449402 (green), p ≈ 0.28710623834 (red), p ≈ 0.28723689613
(purple). The black curve is the critical manifold S0 with attracting (solid) and repelling (dashed) branches. (c) Time trace of
the x1-component of the solutions given in panel (b).
segment. This solution can be considered as the maxi-
mal canard and it establishes, as explained before, the
boundary between a spiking and a non-spiking behavior.
For larger values of p the solutions enter into the spik-
ing regime by jumping off the repelling branch towards
the left attracting branch (purple trajectory in panels (b)
and (c)). Since the solutions in the spiking regime have a
shorter segment along the repelling branch as p increases,
Tc decreases.
C. Effect of the delayed coupling
The analysis given above shows that when the sender
is initialized at the resting state, it can be driven towards
the repelling slow manifolds by a pulse perturbation. The
length of the canard segment, the duration of the tran-
sient response, and the type of resulting solutions depend
on the amplitude of the perturbation. In this subsection,
we investigate the effects of τ and α system (8) for dif-
ferent values of p.
In Fig. 4 both α and τ are fixed to relatively small
values. On panels (a1) and (b1), we start from equiv-
alent sub-threshold solutions for the sender and the re-
ceiver with set values, p ≈ 0.28705492172, α = 0.001 and
τ = 0, and apply continuation procedure to these systems
with τ as main continuation parameter. As τ increases,
the coupling term drives the receiver towards the upper
fold. Hence, the receiver with longer canard segment
stays longer along the repelling branch. In this case the
receiver jumps to the right branch after the sender does
and consequently it is delayed. This behavior is coher-
ent with the adjoint solution, Z1(t), for the small canard
where a weak positive perturbation near the right of the
lower fold delays the phase of a headless canard cycle.
In Fig. 4 (a2) and (b2) we fix p ≈ 0.28723689613, α =
0.01 and we investigate the effect of the delayed coupling
on the spiking solutions. In contrast to the sub-threshold
solutions, the delayed coupling in the receiver shortens
the length of its canard segment. Hence, the receiver
leaves the repelling middle branch of S0 earlier than the
sender. This behavior results in anticipation, which is
consistent with the evolution of the adjoint solution Z1(t)
for large canards, where perturbations to the right of
the lower fold advance the phase of a canard-with-head
cycle. Note that spiking solutions are less sensitive to
perturbations than non-spiking ones, thus the α-values
that give a substantial anticipation are larger than those
corresponding to the right-panel solutions.
The simple analysis shown in Fig. 4 indicates that de-
layed unidirectional interactions do not yield anticipation
for the entire family of trajectories of an excitable sys-
tem. Essentially, the type of trajectory and the length
of its canard segment determine the impact of the cou-
pling. When the pulse perturbation and suitable cou-
pling maintain trajectories below threshold, the receiver
system is delayed with respect of the sender. In contrast,
the receiver anticipates the sender when both subsystems
belong to the canard-with-head family.
In Figs. 5 and 6 we increase both α and τ beyond
the limit of the weak-coupling and small-delay approx-
imation. The weak-coupling theory summarised previ-
ously does not apply and the error due to the first-
order approximation is large for these parameter regions.
Including higher-order terms in the expansion reduces
the quantitative error between the solutions of the DDE
and those of the ODE but the qualitative behavior re-
mains the same (data not shown). We track the dif-
10
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y2
<latexit sha1_base64="oZhJABN2vqYxx38wdYu168zfpaY=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GnomYjK3gBePEc0CyRB6Oj1Jk56F7h4hDPkELx4U8eoXefNv7CyCij4oeLxXRVW9IBVcaYw/rMLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqqySTlLVoIhLZDYhigsespbkWrJtKRqJAsE4wuZr7nXsmFU/iOz1NmR+RUcxDTok20u104A7KFWzXsXvpeQjbVVwz3BDsuVWvhhwbL1CBFZqD8nt/mNAsYrGmgijVc3Cq/ZxIzalgs1I/UywldEJGrGdoTCKm/Hxx6gydGWWIwkSaijVaqN8nchIpNY0C0xkRPVa/vbn4l9fLdFj3cx6nmWYxXS4KM4F0guZ/oyGXjGoxNYRQyc2tiI6JJFSbdEomhK9P0f+k7dqOSebmotLAqziKcAKncA4O1KAB19CEFlAYwQM8wbMlrEfrxXpdthas1cwx/ID19gmCko3j</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oZhJABN2vqYxx38wdYu168zfpaY=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GnomYjK3gBePEc0CyRB6Oj1Jk56F7h4hDPkELx4U8eoXefNv7CyCij4oeLxXRVW9IBVcaYw/rMLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqqySTlLVoIhLZDYhigsespbkWrJtKRqJAsE4wuZr7nXsmFU/iOz1NmR+RUcxDTok20u104A7KFWzXsXvpeQjbVVwz3BDsuVWvhhwbL1CBFZqD8nt/mNAsYrGmgijVc3Cq/ZxIzalgs1I/UywldEJGrGdoTCKm/Hxx6gydGWWIwkSaijVaqN8nchIpNY0C0xkRPVa/vbn4l9fLdFj3cx6nmWYxXS4KM4F0guZ/oyGXjGoxNYRQyc2tiI6JJFSbdEomhK9P0f+k7dqOSebmotLAqziKcAKncA4O1KAB19CEFlAYwQM8wbMlrEfrxXpdthas1cwx/ID19gmCko3j</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oZhJABN2vqYxx38wdYu168zfpaY=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GnomYjK3gBePEc0CyRB6Oj1Jk56F7h4hDPkELx4U8eoXefNv7CyCij4oeLxXRVW9IBVcaYw/rMLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqqySTlLVoIhLZDYhigsespbkWrJtKRqJAsE4wuZr7nXsmFU/iOz1NmR+RUcxDTok20u104A7KFWzXsXvpeQjbVVwz3BDsuVWvhhwbL1CBFZqD8nt/mNAsYrGmgijVc3Cq/ZxIzalgs1I/UywldEJGrGdoTCKm/Hxx6gydGWWIwkSaijVaqN8nchIpNY0C0xkRPVa/vbn4l9fLdFj3cx6nmWYxXS4KM4F0guZ/oyGXjGoxNYRQyc2tiI6JJFSbdEomhK9P0f+k7dqOSebmotLAqziKcAKncA4O1KAB19CEFlAYwQM8wbMlrEfrxXpdthas1cwx/ID19gmCko3j</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oZhJABN2vqYxx38wdYu168zfpaY=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GnomYjK3gBePEc0CyRB6Oj1Jk56F7h4hDPkELx4U8eoXefNv7CyCij4oeLxXRVW9IBVcaYw/rMLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqqySTlLVoIhLZDYhigsespbkWrJtKRqJAsE4wuZr7nXsmFU/iOz1NmR+RUcxDTok20u104A7KFWzXsXvpeQjbVVwz3BDsuVWvhhwbL1CBFZqD8nt/mNAsYrGmgijVc3Cq/ZxIzalgs1I/UywldEJGrGdoTCKm/Hxx6gydGWWIwkSaijVaqN8nchIpNY0C0xkRPVa/vbn4l9fLdFj3cx6nmWYxXS4KM4F0guZ/oyGXjGoxNYRQyc2tiI6JJFSbdEomhK9P0f+k7dqOSebmotLAqziKcAKncA4O1KAB19CEFlAYwQM8wbMlrEfrxXpdthas1cwx/ID19gmCko3j</latexit>
,
<latexit sha1_base64="jd5CnMS/Xbq28Uu9OSGu+DYTtJ0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5RECnosePHYgv2ANpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwdFvPqTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2jpOFcMWi0WsugHVKLjEluFGYDdRSKNAYCeY3M39zhMqzWP5YKYJ+hEdSR5yRo2VmleDcsWtuguQdeLlpAI5GoPyV38YszRCaZigWvc8NzF+RpXhTOCs1E81JpRN6Ah7lkoaofazxaEzcmGVIQljZUsaslB/T2Q00noaBbYzomasV725+J/XS01462dcJqlByZaLwlQQE5P512TIFTIjppZQpri9lbAxVZQZm03JhuCtvrxO2tdVzybTrFXqbh5HEc7gHC7Bgxuowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8AbU2MnQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jd5CnMS/Xbq28Uu9OSGu+DYTtJ0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5RECnosePHYgv2ANpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwdFvPqTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2jpOFcMWi0WsugHVKLjEluFGYDdRSKNAYCeY3M39zhMqzWP5YKYJ+hEdSR5yRo2VmleDcsWtuguQdeLlpAI5GoPyV38YszRCaZigWvc8NzF+RpXhTOCs1E81JpRN6Ah7lkoaofazxaEzcmGVIQljZUsaslB/T2Q00noaBbYzomasV725+J/XS01462dcJqlByZaLwlQQE5P512TIFTIjppZQpri9lbAxVZQZm03JhuCtvrxO2tdVzybTrFXqbh5HEc7gHC7Bgxuowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8AbU2MnQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jd5CnMS/Xbq28Uu9OSGu+DYTtJ0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5RECnosePHYgv2ANpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwdFvPqTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2jpOFcMWi0WsugHVKLjEluFGYDdRSKNAYCeY3M39zhMqzWP5YKYJ+hEdSR5yRo2VmleDcsWtuguQdeLlpAI5GoPyV38YszRCaZigWvc8NzF+RpXhTOCs1E81JpRN6Ah7lkoaofazxaEzcmGVIQljZUsaslB/T2Q00noaBbYzomasV725+J/XS01462dcJqlByZaLwlQQE5P512TIFTIjppZQpri9lbAxVZQZm03JhuCtvrxO2tdVzybTrFXqbh5HEc7gHC7Bgxuowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8AbU2MnQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jd5CnMS/Xbq28Uu9OSGu+DYTtJ0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5RECnosePHYgv2ANpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwdFvPqTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2jpOFcMWi0WsugHVKLjEluFGYDdRSKNAYCeY3M39zhMqzWP5YKYJ+hEdSR5yRo2VmleDcsWtuguQdeLlpAI5GoPyV38YszRCaZigWvc8NzF+RpXhTOCs1E81JpRN6Ah7lkoaofazxaEzcmGVIQljZUsaslB/T2Q00noaBbYzomasV725+J/XS01462dcJqlByZaLwlQQE5P512TIFTIjppZQpri9lbAxVZQZm03JhuCtvrxO2tdVzybTrFXqbh5HEc7gHC7Bgxuowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8AbU2MnQ==</latexit>









<latexit sha1_base64="5tnnk1dYCYL13AaNo6EYUr7FaOo=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMQL2E3Fz0GvHiMYB6QLGF2MpsMmccyMyuEJb/gxYMiXv0hb/6Ns8keNLGgoajqprsrSjgz1ve/vdLW9s7uXnm/cnB4dHxSPT3rGpVqQjtEcaX7ETaUM0k7lllO+4mmWESc9qLZXe73nqg2TMlHO09oKPBEspgRbHOpjpvXo2rNb/hLoE0SFKQGBdqj6tdwrEgqqLSEY2MGgZ/YMMPaMsLpojJMDU0wmeEJHTgqsaAmzJa3LtCVU8YoVtqVtGip/p7IsDBmLiLXKbCdmnUvF//zBqmNb8OMySS1VJLVojjlyCqUP47GTFNi+dwRTDRztyIyxRoT6+KpuBCC9Zc3SbfZCFwyD81ayy/iKMMFXEIdAriBFtxDGzpAYArP8ApvnvBevHfvY9Va8oqZc/gD7/MH87qNcQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5tnnk1dYCYL13AaNo6EYUr7FaOo=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMQL2E3Fz0GvHiMYB6QLGF2MpsMmccyMyuEJb/gxYMiXv0hb/6Ns8keNLGgoajqprsrSjgz1ve/vdLW9s7uXnm/cnB4dHxSPT3rGpVqQjtEcaX7ETaUM0k7lllO+4mmWESc9qLZXe73nqg2TMlHO09oKPBEspgRbHOpjpvXo2rNb/hLoE0SFKQGBdqj6tdwrEgqqLSEY2MGgZ/YMMPaMsLpojJMDU0wmeEJHTgqsaAmzJa3LtCVU8YoVtqVtGip/p7IsDBmLiLXKbCdmnUvF//zBqmNb8OMySS1VJLVojjlyCqUP47GTFNi+dwRTDRztyIyxRoT6+KpuBCC9Zc3SbfZCFwyD81ayy/iKMMFXEIdAriBFtxDGzpAYArP8ApvnvBevHfvY9Va8oqZc/gD7/MH87qNcQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5tnnk1dYCYL13AaNo6EYUr7FaOo=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMQL2E3Fz0GvHiMYB6QLGF2MpsMmccyMyuEJb/gxYMiXv0hb/6Ns8keNLGgoajqprsrSjgz1ve/vdLW9s7uXnm/cnB4dHxSPT3rGpVqQjtEcaX7ETaUM0k7lllO+4mmWESc9qLZXe73nqg2TMlHO09oKPBEspgRbHOpjpvXo2rNb/hLoE0SFKQGBdqj6tdwrEgqqLSEY2MGgZ/YMMPaMsLpojJMDU0wmeEJHTgqsaAmzJa3LtCVU8YoVtqVtGip/p7IsDBmLiLXKbCdmnUvF//zBqmNb8OMySS1VJLVojjlyCqUP47GTFNi+dwRTDRztyIyxRoT6+KpuBCC9Zc3SbfZCFwyD81ayy/iKMMFXEIdAriBFtxDGzpAYArP8ApvnvBevHfvY9Va8oqZc/gD7/MH87qNcQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5tnnk1dYCYL13AaNo6EYUr7FaOo=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMQL2E3Fz0GvHiMYB6QLGF2MpsMmccyMyuEJb/gxYMiXv0hb/6Ns8keNLGgoajqprsrSjgz1ve/vdLW9s7uXnm/cnB4dHxSPT3rGpVqQjtEcaX7ETaUM0k7lllO+4mmWESc9qLZXe73nqg2TMlHO09oKPBEspgRbHOpjpvXo2rNb/hLoE0SFKQGBdqj6tdwrEgqqLSEY2MGgZ/YMMPaMsLpojJMDU0wmeEJHTgqsaAmzJa3LtCVU8YoVtqVtGip/p7IsDBmLiLXKbCdmnUvF//zBqmNb8OMySS1VJLVojjlyCqUP47GTFNi+dwRTDRztyIyxRoT6+KpuBCC9Zc3SbfZCFwyD81ayy/iKMMFXEIdAriBFtxDGzpAYArP8ApvnvBevHfvY9Va8oqZc/gD7/MH87qNcQ==</latexit>
,
<latexit sha1_base64="jd5CnMS/Xbq28Uu9OSGu+DYTtJ0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5RECnosePHYgv2ANpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwdFvPqTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2jpOFcMWi0WsugHVKLjEluFGYDdRSKNAYCeY3M39zhMqzWP5YKYJ+hEdSR5yRo2VmleDcsWtuguQdeLlpAI5GoPyV38YszRCaZigWvc8NzF+RpXhTOCs1E81JpRN6Ah7lkoaofazxaEzcmGVIQljZUsaslB/T2Q00noaBbYzomasV725+J/XS01462dcJqlByZaLwlQQE5P512TIFTIjppZQpri9lbAxVZQZm03JhuCtvrxO2tdVzybTrFXqbh5HEc7gHC7Bgxuowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8AbU2MnQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jd5CnMS/Xbq28Uu9OSGu+DYTtJ0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5RECnosePHYgv2ANpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwdFvPqTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2jpOFcMWi0WsugHVKLjEluFGYDdRSKNAYCeY3M39zhMqzWP5YKYJ+hEdSR5yRo2VmleDcsWtuguQdeLlpAI5GoPyV38YszRCaZigWvc8NzF+RpXhTOCs1E81JpRN6Ah7lkoaofazxaEzcmGVIQljZUsaslB/T2Q00noaBbYzomasV725+J/XS01462dcJqlByZaLwlQQE5P512TIFTIjppZQpri9lbAxVZQZm03JhuCtvrxO2tdVzybTrFXqbh5HEc7gHC7Bgxuowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8AbU2MnQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jd5CnMS/Xbq28Uu9OSGu+DYTtJ0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5RECnosePHYgv2ANpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwdFvPqTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2jpOFcMWi0WsugHVKLjEluFGYDdRSKNAYCeY3M39zhMqzWP5YKYJ+hEdSR5yRo2VmleDcsWtuguQdeLlpAI5GoPyV38YszRCaZigWvc8NzF+RpXhTOCs1E81JpRN6Ah7lkoaofazxaEzcmGVIQljZUsaslB/T2Q00noaBbYzomasV725+J/XS01462dcJqlByZaLwlQQE5P512TIFTIjppZQpri9lbAxVZQZm03JhuCtvrxO2tdVzybTrFXqbh5HEc7gHC7Bgxuowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8AbU2MnQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jd5CnMS/Xbq28Uu9OSGu+DYTtJ0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5RECnosePHYgv2ANpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwdFvPqTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2jpOFcMWi0WsugHVKLjEluFGYDdRSKNAYCeY3M39zhMqzWP5YKYJ+hEdSR5yRo2VmleDcsWtuguQdeLlpAI5GoPyV38YszRCaZigWvc8NzF+RpXhTOCs1E81JpRN6Ah7lkoaofazxaEzcmGVIQljZUsaslB/T2Q00noaBbYzomasV725+J/XS01462dcJqlByZaLwlQQE5P512TIFTIjppZQpri9lbAxVZQZm03JhuCtvrxO2tdVzybTrFXqbh5HEc7gHC7Bgxuowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8AbU2MnQ==</latexit>
x1<latexit sha1_base64="Tg8W7s1mf/IRAKI76I0vam7b5K8=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GnriZLsFvHiMaBZIhtDT6Uma9Cx094gh5BO8eFDEq1/kzb+xswgq+qDg8V4VVfX8RHClMf6wMmvrG5tb2e3czu7e/kH+8Kil4lRS1qSxiGXHJ4oJHrGm5lqwTiIZCX3B2v74cu6375hUPI5u9SRhXkiGEQ84JdpIN/d9p58vYBuX3JJbRth23fJFzTWk4harNQc5Nl6gACs0+vn33iCmacgiTQVRquvgRHtTIjWngs1yvVSxhNAxGbKuoREJmfKmi1Nn6MwoAxTE0lSk0UL9PjEloVKT0DedIdEj9dubi3953VQHVW/KoyTVLKLLRUEqkI7R/G804JJRLSaGECq5uRXREZGEapNOzoTw9Sn6n7SKtmOyunYLdbyKIwsncArn4EAF6nAFDWgChSE8wBM8W8J6tF6s12VrxlrNHMMPWG+fgKqN4g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Tg8W7s1mf/IRAKI76I0vam7b5K8=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GnriZLsFvHiMaBZIhtDT6Uma9Cx094gh5BO8eFDEq1/kzb+xswgq+qDg8V4VVfX8RHClMf6wMmvrG5tb2e3czu7e/kH+8Kil4lRS1qSxiGXHJ4oJHrGm5lqwTiIZCX3B2v74cu6375hUPI5u9SRhXkiGEQ84JdpIN/d9p58vYBuX3JJbRth23fJFzTWk4harNQc5Nl6gACs0+vn33iCmacgiTQVRquvgRHtTIjWngs1yvVSxhNAxGbKuoREJmfKmi1Nn6MwoAxTE0lSk0UL9PjEloVKT0DedIdEj9dubi3953VQHVW/KoyTVLKLLRUEqkI7R/G804JJRLSaGECq5uRXREZGEapNOzoTw9Sn6n7SKtmOyunYLdbyKIwsncArn4EAF6nAFDWgChSE8wBM8W8J6tF6s12VrxlrNHMMPWG+fgKqN4g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Tg8W7s1mf/IRAKI76I0vam7b5K8=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GnriZLsFvHiMaBZIhtDT6Uma9Cx094gh5BO8eFDEq1/kzb+xswgq+qDg8V4VVfX8RHClMf6wMmvrG5tb2e3czu7e/kH+8Kil4lRS1qSxiGXHJ4oJHrGm5lqwTiIZCX3B2v74cu6375hUPI5u9SRhXkiGEQ84JdpIN/d9p58vYBuX3JJbRth23fJFzTWk4harNQc5Nl6gACs0+vn33iCmacgiTQVRquvgRHtTIjWngs1yvVSxhNAxGbKuoREJmfKmi1Nn6MwoAxTE0lSk0UL9PjEloVKT0DedIdEj9dubi3953VQHVW/KoyTVLKLLRUEqkI7R/G804JJRLSaGECq5uRXREZGEapNOzoTw9Sn6n7SKtmOyunYLdbyKIwsncArn4EAF6nAFDWgChSE8wBM8W8J6tF6s12VrxlrNHMMPWG+fgKqN4g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Tg8W7s1mf/IRAKI76I0vam7b5K8=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GnriZLsFvHiMaBZIhtDT6Uma9Cx094gh5BO8eFDEq1/kzb+xswgq+qDg8V4VVfX8RHClMf6wMmvrG5tb2e3czu7e/kH+8Kil4lRS1qSxiGXHJ4oJHrGm5lqwTiIZCX3B2v74cu6375hUPI5u9SRhXkiGEQ84JdpIN/d9p58vYBuX3JJbRth23fJFzTWk4harNQc5Nl6gACs0+vn33iCmacgiTQVRquvgRHtTIjWngs1yvVSxhNAxGbKuoREJmfKmi1Nn6MwoAxTE0lSk0UL9PjEloVKT0DedIdEj9dubi3953VQHVW/KoyTVLKLLRUEqkI7R/G804JJRLSaGECq5uRXREZGEapNOzoTw9Sn6n7SKtmOyunYLdbyKIwsncArn4EAF6nAFDWgChSE8wBM8W8J6tF6s12VrxlrNHMMPWG+fgKqN4g==</latexit> x2<latexit sha1_base64="GHe3p5Wh9YXDKHDIVMXBBFlXAqE=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK1xjXGLevTSGARPQ89ETOYW8OIxolkgGUJPpydp0rPQ3SOGIZ/gxYMiXv0ib/6NnUVQ0QcFj/eqqKoXpIIrjfGHtbK6tr6xWdgqbu/s7u2XDg5bKskkZU2aiER2AqKY4DFraq4F66SSkSgQrB2ML2d++45JxZP4Vk9S5kdkGPOQU6KNdHPfd/ulMrZr2L3wPITtCq4abgj23IpXRY6N5yjDEo1+6b03SGgWsVhTQZTqOjjVfk6k5lSwabGXKZYSOiZD1jU0JhFTfj4/dYpOjTJAYSJNxRrN1e8TOYmUmkSB6YyIHqnf3kz8y+tmOqz5OY/TTLOYLhaFmUA6QbO/0YBLRrWYGEKo5OZWREdEEqpNOkUTwten6H/Scm3HJHN9Xq7jZRwFOIYTOAMHqlCHK2hAEygM4QGe4NkS1qP1Yr0uWles5cwR/ID19gmBDI3i</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GHe3p5Wh9YXDKHDIVMXBBFlXAqE=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK1xjXGLevTSGARPQ89ETOYW8OIxolkgGUJPpydp0rPQ3SOGIZ/gxYMiXv0ib/6NnUVQ0QcFj/eqqKoXpIIrjfGHtbK6tr6xWdgqbu/s7u2XDg5bKskkZU2aiER2AqKY4DFraq4F66SSkSgQrB2ML2d++45JxZP4Vk9S5kdkGPOQU6KNdHPfd/ulMrZr2L3wPITtCq4abgj23IpXRY6N5yjDEo1+6b03SGgWsVhTQZTqOjjVfk6k5lSwabGXKZYSOiZD1jU0JhFTfj4/dYpOjTJAYSJNxRrN1e8TOYmUmkSB6YyIHqnf3kz8y+tmOqz5OY/TTLOYLhaFmUA6QbO/0YBLRrWYGEKo5OZWREdEEqpNOkUTwten6H/Scm3HJHN9Xq7jZRwFOIYTOAMHqlCHK2hAEygM4QGe4NkS1qP1Yr0uWles5cwR/ID19gmBDI3i</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GHe3p5Wh9YXDKHDIVMXBBFlXAqE=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK1xjXGLevTSGARPQ89ETOYW8OIxolkgGUJPpydp0rPQ3SOGIZ/gxYMiXv0ib/6NnUVQ0QcFj/eqqKoXpIIrjfGHtbK6tr6xWdgqbu/s7u2XDg5bKskkZU2aiER2AqKY4DFraq4F66SSkSgQrB2ML2d++45JxZP4Vk9S5kdkGPOQU6KNdHPfd/ulMrZr2L3wPITtCq4abgj23IpXRY6N5yjDEo1+6b03SGgWsVhTQZTqOjjVfk6k5lSwabGXKZYSOiZD1jU0JhFTfj4/dYpOjTJAYSJNxRrN1e8TOYmUmkSB6YyIHqnf3kz8y+tmOqz5OY/TTLOYLhaFmUA6QbO/0YBLRrWYGEKo5OZWREdEEqpNOkUTwten6H/Scm3HJHN9Xq7jZRwFOIYTOAMHqlCHK2hAEygM4QGe4NkS1qP1Yr0uWles5cwR/ID19gmBDI3i</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GHe3p5Wh9YXDKHDIVMXBBFlXAqE=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK1xjXGLevTSGARPQ89ETOYW8OIxolkgGUJPpydp0rPQ3SOGIZ/gxYMiXv0ib/6NnUVQ0QcFj/eqqKoXpIIrjfGHtbK6tr6xWdgqbu/s7u2XDg5bKskkZU2aiER2AqKY4DFraq4F66SSkSgQrB2ML2d++45JxZP4Vk9S5kdkGPOQU6KNdHPfd/ulMrZr2L3wPITtCq4abgj23IpXRY6N5yjDEo1+6b03SGgWsVhTQZTqOjjVfk6k5lSwabGXKZYSOiZD1jU0JhFTfj4/dYpOjTJAYSJNxRrN1e8TOYmUmkSB6YyIHqnf3kz8y+tmOqz5OY/TTLOYLhaFmUA6QbO/0YBLRrWYGEKo5OZWREdEEqpNOkUTwten6H/Scm3HJHN9Xq7jZRwFOIYTOAMHqlCHK2hAEygM4QGe4NkS1qP1Yr0uWles5cwR/ID19gmBDI3i</latexit>
y1
<latexit sha1_base64="eWB4B81w9Gr6SMYqtQ8KV/Ciclw=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK1xjXGLevTSGARPQ0+cbLeAF48RzQLJEHo6PUmTnoXuHiEM+QQvHhTx6hd582/sLIKKPih4vFdFVT0/EVxpjD+stfWNza3t3E5+d2//4LBwdNxWcSopa9FYxLLrE8UEj1hLcy1YN5GMhL5gHX9yNfc790wqHkd3epowLySjiAecEm2k2+nAGRSK2MZlt+xWELZdt3JZdw2puqVa3UGOjRcowgrNQeG9P4xpGrJIU0GU6jk40V5GpOZUsFm+nyqWEDohI9YzNCIhU162OHWGzo0yREEsTUUaLdTvExkJlZqGvukMiR6r395c/MvrpTqoeRmPklSziC4XBalAOkbzv9GQS0a1mBpCqOTmVkTHRBKqTTp5E8LXp+h/0i7Zjsnqxi028CqOHJzCGVyAA1VowDU0oQUURvAAT/BsCevRerFel61r1mrmBH7AevsEgjCN4w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eWB4B81w9Gr6SMYqtQ8KV/Ciclw=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK1xjXGLevTSGARPQ0+cbLeAF48RzQLJEHo6PUmTnoXuHiEM+QQvHhTx6hd582/sLIKKPih4vFdFVT0/EVxpjD+stfWNza3t3E5+d2//4LBwdNxWcSopa9FYxLLrE8UEj1hLcy1YN5GMhL5gHX9yNfc790wqHkd3epowLySjiAecEm2k2+nAGRSK2MZlt+xWELZdt3JZdw2puqVa3UGOjRcowgrNQeG9P4xpGrJIU0GU6jk40V5GpOZUsFm+nyqWEDohI9YzNCIhU162OHWGzo0yREEsTUUaLdTvExkJlZqGvukMiR6r395c/MvrpTqoeRmPklSziC4XBalAOkbzv9GQS0a1mBpCqOTmVkTHRBKqTTp5E8LXp+h/0i7Zjsnqxi028CqOHJzCGVyAA1VowDU0oQUURvAAT/BsCevRerFel61r1mrmBH7AevsEgjCN4w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eWB4B81w9Gr6SMYqtQ8KV/Ciclw=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK1xjXGLevTSGARPQ0+cbLeAF48RzQLJEHo6PUmTnoXuHiEM+QQvHhTx6hd582/sLIKKPih4vFdFVT0/EVxpjD+stfWNza3t3E5+d2//4LBwdNxWcSopa9FYxLLrE8UEj1hLcy1YN5GMhL5gHX9yNfc790wqHkd3epowLySjiAecEm2k2+nAGRSK2MZlt+xWELZdt3JZdw2puqVa3UGOjRcowgrNQeG9P4xpGrJIU0GU6jk40V5GpOZUsFm+nyqWEDohI9YzNCIhU162OHWGzo0yREEsTUUaLdTvExkJlZqGvukMiR6r395c/MvrpTqoeRmPklSziC4XBalAOkbzv9GQS0a1mBpCqOTmVkTHRBKqTTp5E8LXp+h/0i7Zjsnqxi028CqOHJzCGVyAA1VowDU0oQUURvAAT/BsCevRerFel61r1mrmBH7AevsEgjCN4w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eWB4B81w9Gr6SMYqtQ8KV/Ciclw=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK1xjXGLevTSGARPQ0+cbLeAF48RzQLJEHo6PUmTnoXuHiEM+QQvHhTx6hd582/sLIKKPih4vFdFVT0/EVxpjD+stfWNza3t3E5+d2//4LBwdNxWcSopa9FYxLLrE8UEj1hLcy1YN5GMhL5gHX9yNfc790wqHkd3epowLySjiAecEm2k2+nAGRSK2MZlt+xWELZdt3JZdw2puqVa3UGOjRcowgrNQeG9P4xpGrJIU0GU6jk40V5GpOZUsFm+nyqWEDohI9YzNCIhU162OHWGzo0yREEsTUUaLdTvExkJlZqGvukMiR6r395c/MvrpTqoeRmPklSziC4XBalAOkbzv9GQS0a1mBpCqOTmVkTHRBKqTTp5E8LXp+h/0i7Zjsnqxi028CqOHJzCGVyAA1VowDU0oQUURvAAT/BsCevRerFel61r1mrmBH7AevsEgjCN4w==</latexit>
y2
<latexit sha1_base64="oZhJABN2vqYxx38wdYu168zfpaY=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GnomYjK3gBePEc0CyRB6Oj1Jk56F7h4hDPkELx4U8eoXefNv7CyCij4oeLxXRVW9IBVcaYw/rMLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqqySTlLVoIhLZDYhigsespbkWrJtKRqJAsE4wuZr7nXsmFU/iOz1NmR+RUcxDTok20u104A7KFWzXsXvpeQjbVVwz3BDsuVWvhhwbL1CBFZqD8nt/mNAsYrGmgijVc3Cq/ZxIzalgs1I/UywldEJGrGdoTCKm/Hxx6gydGWWIwkSaijVaqN8nchIpNY0C0xkRPVa/vbn4l9fLdFj3cx6nmWYxXS4KM4F0guZ/oyGXjGoxNYRQyc2tiI6JJFSbdEomhK9P0f+k7dqOSebmotLAqziKcAKncA4O1KAB19CEFlAYwQM8wbMlrEfrxXpdthas1cwx/ID19gmCko3j</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oZhJABN2vqYxx38wdYu168zfpaY=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GnomYjK3gBePEc0CyRB6Oj1Jk56F7h4hDPkELx4U8eoXefNv7CyCij4oeLxXRVW9IBVcaYw/rMLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqqySTlLVoIhLZDYhigsespbkWrJtKRqJAsE4wuZr7nXsmFU/iOz1NmR+RUcxDTok20u104A7KFWzXsXvpeQjbVVwz3BDsuVWvhhwbL1CBFZqD8nt/mNAsYrGmgijVc3Cq/ZxIzalgs1I/UywldEJGrGdoTCKm/Hxx6gydGWWIwkSaijVaqN8nchIpNY0C0xkRPVa/vbn4l9fLdFj3cx6nmWYxXS4KM4F0guZ/oyGXjGoxNYRQyc2tiI6JJFSbdEomhK9P0f+k7dqOSebmotLAqziKcAKncA4O1KAB19CEFlAYwQM8wbMlrEfrxXpdthas1cwx/ID19gmCko3j</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oZhJABN2vqYxx38wdYu168zfpaY=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GnomYjK3gBePEc0CyRB6Oj1Jk56F7h4hDPkELx4U8eoXefNv7CyCij4oeLxXRVW9IBVcaYw/rMLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqqySTlLVoIhLZDYhigsespbkWrJtKRqJAsE4wuZr7nXsmFU/iOz1NmR+RUcxDTok20u104A7KFWzXsXvpeQjbVVwz3BDsuVWvhhwbL1CBFZqD8nt/mNAsYrGmgijVc3Cq/ZxIzalgs1I/UywldEJGrGdoTCKm/Hxx6gydGWWIwkSaijVaqN8nchIpNY0C0xkRPVa/vbn4l9fLdFj3cx6nmWYxXS4KM4F0guZ/oyGXjGoxNYRQyc2tiI6JJFSbdEomhK9P0f+k7dqOSebmotLAqziKcAKncA4O1KAB19CEFlAYwQM8wbMlrEfrxXpdthas1cwx/ID19gmCko3j</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oZhJABN2vqYxx38wdYu168zfpaY=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GnomYjK3gBePEc0CyRB6Oj1Jk56F7h4hDPkELx4U8eoXefNv7CyCij4oeLxXRVW9IBVcaYw/rMLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqqySTlLVoIhLZDYhigsespbkWrJtKRqJAsE4wuZr7nXsmFU/iOz1NmR+RUcxDTok20u104A7KFWzXsXvpeQjbVVwz3BDsuVWvhhwbL1CBFZqD8nt/mNAsYrGmgijVc3Cq/ZxIzalgs1I/UywldEJGrGdoTCKm/Hxx6gydGWWIwkSaijVaqN8nchIpNY0C0xkRPVa/vbn4l9fLdFj3cx6nmWYxXS4KM4F0guZ/oyGXjGoxNYRQyc2tiI6JJFSbdEomhK9P0f+k7dqOSebmotLAqziKcAKncA4O1KAB19CEFlAYwQM8wbMlrEfrxXpdthas1cwx/ID19gmCko3j</latexit>
,
<latexit sha1_base64="jd5CnMS/Xbq28Uu9OSGu+DYTtJ0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5RECnosePHYgv2ANpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwdFvPqTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2jpOFcMWi0WsugHVKLjEluFGYDdRSKNAYCeY3M39zhMqzWP5YKYJ+hEdSR5yRo2VmleDcsWtuguQdeLlpAI5GoPyV38YszRCaZigWvc8NzF+RpXhTOCs1E81JpRN6Ah7lkoaofazxaEzcmGVIQljZUsaslB/T2Q00noaBbYzomasV725+J/XS01462dcJqlByZaLwlQQE5P512TIFTIjppZQpri9lbAxVZQZm03JhuCtvrxO2tdVzybTrFXqbh5HEc7gHC7Bgxuowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8AbU2MnQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jd5CnMS/Xbq28Uu9OSGu+DYTtJ0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5RECnosePHYgv2ANpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwdFvPqTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2jpOFcMWi0WsugHVKLjEluFGYDdRSKNAYCeY3M39zhMqzWP5YKYJ+hEdSR5yRo2VmleDcsWtuguQdeLlpAI5GoPyV38YszRCaZigWvc8NzF+RpXhTOCs1E81JpRN6Ah7lkoaofazxaEzcmGVIQljZUsaslB/T2Q00noaBbYzomasV725+J/XS01462dcJqlByZaLwlQQE5P512TIFTIjppZQpri9lbAxVZQZm03JhuCtvrxO2tdVzybTrFXqbh5HEc7gHC7Bgxuowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8AbU2MnQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jd5CnMS/Xbq28Uu9OSGu+DYTtJ0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5RECnosePHYgv2ANpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwdFvPqTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2jpOFcMWi0WsugHVKLjEluFGYDdRSKNAYCeY3M39zhMqzWP5YKYJ+hEdSR5yRo2VmleDcsWtuguQdeLlpAI5GoPyV38YszRCaZigWvc8NzF+RpXhTOCs1E81JpRN6Ah7lkoaofazxaEzcmGVIQljZUsaslB/T2Q00noaBbYzomasV725+J/XS01462dcJqlByZaLwlQQE5P512TIFTIjppZQpri9lbAxVZQZm03JhuCtvrxO2tdVzybTrFXqbh5HEc7gHC7Bgxuowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8AbU2MnQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jd5CnMS/Xbq28Uu9OSGu+DYTtJ0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5RECnosePHYgv2ANpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwdFvPqTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2jpOFcMWi0WsugHVKLjEluFGYDdRSKNAYCeY3M39zhMqzWP5YKYJ+hEdSR5yRo2VmleDcsWtuguQdeLlpAI5GoPyV38YszRCaZigWvc8NzF+RpXhTOCs1E81JpRN6Ah7lkoaofazxaEzcmGVIQljZUsaslB/T2Q00noaBbYzomasV725+J/XS01462dcJqlByZaLwlQQE5P512TIFTIjppZQpri9lbAxVZQZm03JhuCtvrxO2tdVzybTrFXqbh5HEc7gHC7Bgxuowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8AbU2MnQ==</latexit>
(b1)
<latexit sha1_base64="PgO/0DFMwBT5aUWG48q/4xMHV8k=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BItQL2W3Fz0WvHisYD+gXUo2zbahSXZJskJZ+he8eFDEq3/Im//GbLsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSK4sZ73jUpb2zu7e+X9ysHh0fFJ9fSsa+JUU9ahsYh1PySGCa5Yx3IrWD/RjMhQsF44u8v93hPThsfq0c4TFkgyUTzilNhcqof+9aha8xreEniT+AWpQYH2qPo1HMc0lUxZKogxA99LbJARbTkVbFEZpoYlhM7IhA0cVUQyE2TLWxf4yiljHMXalbJ4qf6eyIg0Zi5D1ymJnZp1Lxf/8wapjW6DjKsktUzR1aIoFdjGOH8cj7lm1Iq5I4Rq7m7FdEo0odbFU3Eh+Osvb5Jus+G7ZB6atZZXxFGGC7iEOvhwAy24hzZ0gMIUnuEV3pBEL+gdfaxaS6iYOYc/QJ8/87uNcQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PgO/0DFMwBT5aUWG48q/4xMHV8k=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BItQL2W3Fz0WvHisYD+gXUo2zbahSXZJskJZ+he8eFDEq3/Im//GbLsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSK4sZ73jUpb2zu7e+X9ysHh0fFJ9fSsa+JUU9ahsYh1PySGCa5Yx3IrWD/RjMhQsF44u8v93hPThsfq0c4TFkgyUTzilNhcqof+9aha8xreEniT+AWpQYH2qPo1HMc0lUxZKogxA99LbJARbTkVbFEZpoYlhM7IhA0cVUQyE2TLWxf4yiljHMXalbJ4qf6eyIg0Zi5D1ymJnZp1Lxf/8wapjW6DjKsktUzR1aIoFdjGOH8cj7lm1Iq5I4Rq7m7FdEo0odbFU3Eh+Osvb5Jus+G7ZB6atZZXxFGGC7iEOvhwAy24hzZ0gMIUnuEV3pBEL+gdfaxaS6iYOYc/QJ8/87uNcQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PgO/0DFMwBT5aUWG48q/4xMHV8k=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BItQL2W3Fz0WvHisYD+gXUo2zbahSXZJskJZ+he8eFDEq3/Im//GbLsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSK4sZ73jUpb2zu7e+X9ysHh0fFJ9fSsa+JUU9ahsYh1PySGCa5Yx3IrWD/RjMhQsF44u8v93hPThsfq0c4TFkgyUTzilNhcqof+9aha8xreEniT+AWpQYH2qPo1HMc0lUxZKogxA99LbJARbTkVbFEZpoYlhM7IhA0cVUQyE2TLWxf4yiljHMXalbJ4qf6eyIg0Zi5D1ymJnZp1Lxf/8wapjW6DjKsktUzR1aIoFdjGOH8cj7lm1Iq5I4Rq7m7FdEo0odbFU3Eh+Osvb5Jus+G7ZB6atZZXxFGGC7iEOvhwAy24hzZ0gMIUnuEV3pBEL+gdfaxaS6iYOYc/QJ8/87uNcQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PgO/0DFMwBT5aUWG48q/4xMHV8k=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BItQL2W3Fz0WvHisYD+gXUo2zbahSXZJskJZ+he8eFDEq3/Im//GbLsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSK4sZ73jUpb2zu7e+X9ysHh0fFJ9fSsa+JUU9ahsYh1PySGCa5Yx3IrWD/RjMhQsF44u8v93hPThsfq0c4TFkgyUTzilNhcqof+9aha8xreEniT+AWpQYH2qPo1HMc0lUxZKogxA99LbJARbTkVbFEZpoYlhM7IhA0cVUQyE2TLWxf4yiljHMXalbJ4qf6eyIg0Zi5D1ymJnZp1Lxf/8wapjW6DjKsktUzR1aIoFdjGOH8cj7lm1Iq5I4Rq7m7FdEo0odbFU3Eh+Osvb5Jus+G7ZB6atZZXxFGGC7iEOvhwAy24hzZ0gMIUnuEV3pBEL+gdfaxaS6iYOYc/QJ8/87uNcQ==</latexit>
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S0 S0
FIG. 4. Example solutions of system (8) under pulse perturbation: Lower panels are the time series of some solutions represented
in the upper panels. The black curves on (a1) and (a2) are the critical manifolds S0 with attracting (solid) and repelling (dashed)
branches.. The dashed boxes on (b1) and (b2) are zoomed in the insets. (a1)-(b1) The sender (blue) and receiver (red) are below
threshold for p ≈ 0.28705492172. (a1) The receiver (α = 0.001, τ = 0.01) has a larger canard segment than the sender (blue).
(b1) Receiver (red) tracks the sender (blue). (a2)-(b2) The sender and receiver are above threshold for p ≈ 0.28723689613.
(a2) The receiver (red, α = 0.01, τ = 0.01) has a larger canard segment than the sender (blue). (b2) The receiver anticipates
the sender.
ference between the minimum values of the fast variables
(min(x1)−min(x2)) so as to visualize the discrepancy be-
tween the sender and the receiver. The explosive diagram
obtained for a small sub-threshold solution on Fig. 5 (a)
shows that the receiver can move from the non-spiking
regime to the spiking regime by following repelling slow
manifolds as τ increases. The right panels show an exam-
ple solution of this extreme case where the gap between
two systems is very pronounced: the receiver spikes while
the sender remains silent.
Trajectories that already start in the spiking regime
do not undergo any canard-explosive transition; see
Fig. 6. Still, the perturbation on the receiver short-
ens the length of its canard segment but the discrep-
ancy between the two systems increases. The difference
(min(x1) − min(x2)) increases because the canard seg-
ment of the receiver system is always shorter than that
of the sender. Consequently, a perturbation of the solu-
tions in this region causes the receiver to anticipate the
sender. The inset in Fig. 6 (b1) clearly shows the effect
of a “kick” on the receiver, that is to push it further away
from the critical manifold than it does to the sender.
Next, we extend our observations from pulse perturba-
tion to periodic solutions of (8) for p = 0. For this, we
consider α and τ values smaller than our previous anal-
ysis in the transient regime to avoid higher-order har-
monics. Figure 7 presents there different regimes. For
the subthreshold regime in panels (a1) and (a2), the re-
ceiver is delayed because it follows the repelling branch
of S0 longer than the sender. For a subthreshold setting
closer to the maximal canard in panels (b1) and (b2), the
receiver is driven above the threshold while the sender
oscillates below the threshold. Panels (c1) and (c2) illus-
trate that the system for spiking solutions maintains the
AS regime. This analysis shows that the role of attract-
ing and repelling slow manifolds on ancitipation can be
preserved in the periodic regime. The effects of higher-
order harmonics for the parameters beyond the limits of
weak coupling and small delay terms deserve further in-
vestigations, especially on the subthreshold solutions.
D. Anticipation via canards in coupled 2D HH systems
The anticipation phenomenon also emerges in neuronal
models. An immediate observation of this is to notice
that the FitzHugh-Nagumo model, which is a well-known
model of excitable system, is in fact a slightly modi-
fied version of the VDP system. Specifically, the dif-
ference between the VDP and FHN systems is that the
11
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<latexit sha1_base64="+oZ9cm8mhkwBgzmSstZqr/rlQgg=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMeAF48RzAOSJcxOZpMhM7PLTK8QQn7BiwdFvPpD3vwbZ5M9aGJBQ1HVTXdXlEph0fe/vdLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT5p2yQzjLdYIhPTjajlUmjeQoGSd1PDqYok70STu9zvPHFjRaIfcZryUNGRFrFgFHOpjzQbVGt+3V+ArJOgIDUo0BxUv/rDhGWKa2SSWtsL/BTDGTUomOTzSj+zPKVsQke856imittwtrh1Ti6cMiRxYlxpJAv198SMKmunKnKdiuLYrnq5+J/XyzC+DWdCpxlyzZaL4kwSTEj+OBkKwxnKqSOUGeFuJWxMDWXo4qm4EILVl9dJ+6oeuGQermsNv4ijDGdwDpcQwA004B6a0AIGY3iGV3jzlPfivXsfy9aSV8ycwh94nz8bcY41</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+oZ9cm8mhkwBgzmSstZqr/rlQgg=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMeAF48RzAOSJcxOZpMhM7PLTK8QQn7BiwdFvPpD3vwbZ5M9aGJBQ1HVTXdXlEph0fe/vdLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT5p2yQzjLdYIhPTjajlUmjeQoGSd1PDqYok70STu9zvPHFjRaIfcZryUNGRFrFgFHOpjzQbVGt+3V+ArJOgIDUo0BxUv/rDhGWKa2SSWtsL/BTDGTUomOTzSj+zPKVsQke856imittwtrh1Ti6cMiRxYlxpJAv198SMKmunKnKdiuLYrnq5+J/XyzC+DWdCpxlyzZaL4kwSTEj+OBkKwxnKqSOUGeFuJWxMDWXo4qm4EILVl9dJ+6oeuGQermsNv4ijDGdwDpcQwA004B6a0AIGY3iGV3jzlPfivXsfy9aSV8ycwh94nz8bcY41</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+oZ9cm8mhkwBgzmSstZqr/rlQgg=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMeAF48RzAOSJcxOZpMhM7PLTK8QQn7BiwdFvPpD3vwbZ5M9aGJBQ1HVTXdXlEph0fe/vdLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT5p2yQzjLdYIhPTjajlUmjeQoGSd1PDqYok70STu9zvPHFjRaIfcZryUNGRFrFgFHOpjzQbVGt+3V+ArJOgIDUo0BxUv/rDhGWKa2SSWtsL/BTDGTUomOTzSj+zPKVsQke856imittwtrh1Ti6cMiRxYlxpJAv198SMKmunKnKdiuLYrnq5+J/XyzC+DWdCpxlyzZaL4kwSTEj+OBkKwxnKqSOUGeFuJWxMDWXo4qm4EILVl9dJ+6oeuGQermsNv4ijDGdwDpcQwA004B6a0AIGY3iGV3jzlPfivXsfy9aSV8ycwh94nz8bcY41</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+oZ9cm8mhkwBgzmSstZqr/rlQgg=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMeAF48RzAOSJcxOZpMhM7PLTK8QQn7BiwdFvPpD3vwbZ5M9aGJBQ1HVTXdXlEph0fe/vdLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT5p2yQzjLdYIhPTjajlUmjeQoGSd1PDqYok70STu9zvPHFjRaIfcZryUNGRFrFgFHOpjzQbVGt+3V+ArJOgIDUo0BxUv/rDhGWKa2SSWtsL/BTDGTUomOTzSj+zPKVsQke856imittwtrh1Ti6cMiRxYlxpJAv198SMKmunKnKdiuLYrnq5+J/XyzC+DWdCpxlyzZaL4kwSTEj+OBkKwxnKqSOUGeFuJWxMDWXo4qm4EILVl9dJ+6oeuGQermsNv4ijDGdwDpcQwA004B6a0AIGY3iGV3jzlPfivXsfy9aSV8ycwh94nz8bcY41</latexit>
(a)





<latexit sha1_base64="jd5CnMS/Xbq28Uu9OSGu+DYTtJ0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5RECnosePHYgv2ANpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwdFvPqTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2jpOFcMWi0WsugHVKLjEluFGYDdRSKNAYCeY3M39zhMqzWP5YKYJ+hEdSR5yRo2VmleDcsWtuguQdeLlpAI5GoPyV38YszRCaZigWvc8NzF+RpXhTOCs1E81JpRN6Ah7lkoaofazxaEzcmGVIQljZUsaslB/T2Q00noaBbYzomasV725+J/XS01462dcJqlByZaLwlQQE5P512TIFTIjppZQpri9lbAxVZQZm03JhuCtvrxO2tdVzybTrFXqbh5HEc7gHC7Bgxuowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8AbU2MnQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jd5CnMS/Xbq28Uu9OSGu+DYTtJ0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5RECnosePHYgv2ANpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwdFvPqTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2jpOFcMWi0WsugHVKLjEluFGYDdRSKNAYCeY3M39zhMqzWP5YKYJ+hEdSR5yRo2VmleDcsWtuguQdeLlpAI5GoPyV38YszRCaZigWvc8NzF+RpXhTOCs1E81JpRN6Ah7lkoaofazxaEzcmGVIQljZUsaslB/T2Q00noaBbYzomasV725+J/XS01462dcJqlByZaLwlQQE5P512TIFTIjppZQpri9lbAxVZQZm03JhuCtvrxO2tdVzybTrFXqbh5HEc7gHC7Bgxuowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8AbU2MnQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jd5CnMS/Xbq28Uu9OSGu+DYTtJ0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5RECnosePHYgv2ANpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwdFvPqTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2jpOFcMWi0WsugHVKLjEluFGYDdRSKNAYCeY3M39zhMqzWP5YKYJ+hEdSR5yRo2VmleDcsWtuguQdeLlpAI5GoPyV38YszRCaZigWvc8NzF+RpXhTOCs1E81JpRN6Ah7lkoaofazxaEzcmGVIQljZUsaslB/T2Q00noaBbYzomasV725+J/XS01462dcJqlByZaLwlQQE5P512TIFTIjppZQpri9lbAxVZQZm03JhuCtvrxO2tdVzybTrFXqbh5HEc7gHC7Bgxuowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8AbU2MnQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jd5CnMS/Xbq28Uu9OSGu+DYTtJ0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5RECnosePHYgv2ANpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwdFvPqTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2jpOFcMWi0WsugHVKLjEluFGYDdRSKNAYCeY3M39zhMqzWP5YKYJ+hEdSR5yRo2VmleDcsWtuguQdeLlpAI5GoPyV38YszRCaZigWvc8NzF+RpXhTOCs1E81JpRN6Ah7lkoaofazxaEzcmGVIQljZUsaslB/T2Q00noaBbYzomasV725+J/XS01462dcJqlByZaLwlQQE5P512TIFTIjppZQpri9lbAxVZQZm03JhuCtvrxO2tdVzybTrFXqbh5HEc7gHC7Bgxuowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8AbU2MnQ==</latexit>
x1<latexit sha1_base64="Tg8W7s1mf/IRAKI76I0vam7b5K8=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GnriZLsFvHiMaBZIhtDT6Uma9Cx094gh5BO8eFDEq1/kzb+xswgq+qDg8V4VVfX8RHClMf6wMmvrG5tb2e3czu7e/kH+8Kil4lRS1qSxiGXHJ4oJHrGm5lqwTiIZCX3B2v74cu6375hUPI5u9SRhXkiGEQ84JdpIN/d9p58vYBuX3JJbRth23fJFzTWk4harNQc5Nl6gACs0+vn33iCmacgiTQVRquvgRHtTIjWngs1yvVSxhNAxGbKuoREJmfKmi1Nn6MwoAxTE0lSk0UL9PjEloVKT0DedIdEj9dubi3953VQHVW/KoyTVLKLLRUEqkI7R/G804JJRLSaGECq5uRXREZGEapNOzoTw9Sn6n7SKtmOyunYLdbyKIwsncArn4EAF6nAFDWgChSE8wBM8W8J6tF6s12VrxlrNHMMPWG+fgKqN4g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Tg8W7s1mf/IRAKI76I0vam7b5K8=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GnriZLsFvHiMaBZIhtDT6Uma9Cx094gh5BO8eFDEq1/kzb+xswgq+qDg8V4VVfX8RHClMf6wMmvrG5tb2e3czu7e/kH+8Kil4lRS1qSxiGXHJ4oJHrGm5lqwTiIZCX3B2v74cu6375hUPI5u9SRhXkiGEQ84JdpIN/d9p58vYBuX3JJbRth23fJFzTWk4harNQc5Nl6gACs0+vn33iCmacgiTQVRquvgRHtTIjWngs1yvVSxhNAxGbKuoREJmfKmi1Nn6MwoAxTE0lSk0UL9PjEloVKT0DedIdEj9dubi3953VQHVW/KoyTVLKLLRUEqkI7R/G804JJRLSaGECq5uRXREZGEapNOzoTw9Sn6n7SKtmOyunYLdbyKIwsncArn4EAF6nAFDWgChSE8wBM8W8J6tF6s12VrxlrNHMMPWG+fgKqN4g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Tg8W7s1mf/IRAKI76I0vam7b5K8=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GnriZLsFvHiMaBZIhtDT6Uma9Cx094gh5BO8eFDEq1/kzb+xswgq+qDg8V4VVfX8RHClMf6wMmvrG5tb2e3czu7e/kH+8Kil4lRS1qSxiGXHJ4oJHrGm5lqwTiIZCX3B2v74cu6375hUPI5u9SRhXkiGEQ84JdpIN/d9p58vYBuX3JJbRth23fJFzTWk4harNQc5Nl6gACs0+vn33iCmacgiTQVRquvgRHtTIjWngs1yvVSxhNAxGbKuoREJmfKmi1Nn6MwoAxTE0lSk0UL9PjEloVKT0DedIdEj9dubi3953VQHVW/KoyTVLKLLRUEqkI7R/G804JJRLSaGECq5uRXREZGEapNOzoTw9Sn6n7SKtmOyunYLdbyKIwsncArn4EAF6nAFDWgChSE8wBM8W8J6tF6s12VrxlrNHMMPWG+fgKqN4g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Tg8W7s1mf/IRAKI76I0vam7b5K8=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GnriZLsFvHiMaBZIhtDT6Uma9Cx094gh5BO8eFDEq1/kzb+xswgq+qDg8V4VVfX8RHClMf6wMmvrG5tb2e3czu7e/kH+8Kil4lRS1qSxiGXHJ4oJHrGm5lqwTiIZCX3B2v74cu6375hUPI5u9SRhXkiGEQ84JdpIN/d9p58vYBuX3JJbRth23fJFzTWk4harNQc5Nl6gACs0+vn33iCmacgiTQVRquvgRHtTIjWngs1yvVSxhNAxGbKuoREJmfKmi1Nn6MwoAxTE0lSk0UL9PjEloVKT0DedIdEj9dubi3953VQHVW/KoyTVLKLLRUEqkI7R/G804JJRLSaGECq5uRXREZGEapNOzoTw9Sn6n7SKtmOyunYLdbyKIwsncArn4EAF6nAFDWgChSE8wBM8W8J6tF6s12VrxlrNHMMPWG+fgKqN4g==</latexit> x2<latexit sha1_base64="GHe3p5Wh9YXDKHDIVMXBBFlXAqE=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK1xjXGLevTSGARPQ89ETOYW8OIxolkgGUJPpydp0rPQ3SOGIZ/gxYMiXv0ib/6NnUVQ0QcFj/eqqKoXpIIrjfGHtbK6tr6xWdgqbu/s7u2XDg5bKskkZU2aiER2AqKY4DFraq4F66SSkSgQrB2ML2d++45JxZP4Vk9S5kdkGPOQU6KNdHPfd/ulMrZr2L3wPITtCq4abgj23IpXRY6N5yjDEo1+6b03SGgWsVhTQZTqOjjVfk6k5lSwabGXKZYSOiZD1jU0JhFTfj4/dYpOjTJAYSJNxRrN1e8TOYmUmkSB6YyIHqnf3kz8y+tmOqz5OY/TTLOYLhaFmUA6QbO/0YBLRrWYGEKo5OZWREdEEqpNOkUTwten6H/Scm3HJHN9Xq7jZRwFOIYTOAMHqlCHK2hAEygM4QGe4NkS1qP1Yr0uWles5cwR/ID19gmBDI3i</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GHe3p5Wh9YXDKHDIVMXBBFlXAqE=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK1xjXGLevTSGARPQ89ETOYW8OIxolkgGUJPpydp0rPQ3SOGIZ/gxYMiXv0ib/6NnUVQ0QcFj/eqqKoXpIIrjfGHtbK6tr6xWdgqbu/s7u2XDg5bKskkZU2aiER2AqKY4DFraq4F66SSkSgQrB2ML2d++45JxZP4Vk9S5kdkGPOQU6KNdHPfd/ulMrZr2L3wPITtCq4abgj23IpXRY6N5yjDEo1+6b03SGgWsVhTQZTqOjjVfk6k5lSwabGXKZYSOiZD1jU0JhFTfj4/dYpOjTJAYSJNxRrN1e8TOYmUmkSB6YyIHqnf3kz8y+tmOqz5OY/TTLOYLhaFmUA6QbO/0YBLRrWYGEKo5OZWREdEEqpNOkUTwten6H/Scm3HJHN9Xq7jZRwFOIYTOAMHqlCHK2hAEygM4QGe4NkS1qP1Yr0uWles5cwR/ID19gmBDI3i</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GHe3p5Wh9YXDKHDIVMXBBFlXAqE=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK1xjXGLevTSGARPQ89ETOYW8OIxolkgGUJPpydp0rPQ3SOGIZ/gxYMiXv0ib/6NnUVQ0QcFj/eqqKoXpIIrjfGHtbK6tr6xWdgqbu/s7u2XDg5bKskkZU2aiER2AqKY4DFraq4F66SSkSgQrB2ML2d++45JxZP4Vk9S5kdkGPOQU6KNdHPfd/ulMrZr2L3wPITtCq4abgj23IpXRY6N5yjDEo1+6b03SGgWsVhTQZTqOjjVfk6k5lSwabGXKZYSOiZD1jU0JhFTfj4/dYpOjTJAYSJNxRrN1e8TOYmUmkSB6YyIHqnf3kz8y+tmOqz5OY/TTLOYLhaFmUA6QbO/0YBLRrWYGEKo5OZWREdEEqpNOkUTwten6H/Scm3HJHN9Xq7jZRwFOIYTOAMHqlCHK2hAEygM4QGe4NkS1qP1Yr0uWles5cwR/ID19gmBDI3i</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GHe3p5Wh9YXDKHDIVMXBBFlXAqE=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK1xjXGLevTSGARPQ89ETOYW8OIxolkgGUJPpydp0rPQ3SOGIZ/gxYMiXv0ib/6NnUVQ0QcFj/eqqKoXpIIrjfGHtbK6tr6xWdgqbu/s7u2XDg5bKskkZU2aiER2AqKY4DFraq4F66SSkSgQrB2ML2d++45JxZP4Vk9S5kdkGPOQU6KNdHPfd/ulMrZr2L3wPITtCq4abgj23IpXRY6N5yjDEo1+6b03SGgWsVhTQZTqOjjVfk6k5lSwabGXKZYSOiZD1jU0JhFTfj4/dYpOjTJAYSJNxRrN1e8TOYmUmkSB6YyIHqnf3kz8y+tmOqz5OY/TTLOYLhaFmUA6QbO/0YBLRrWYGEKo5OZWREdEEqpNOkUTwten6H/Scm3HJHN9Xq7jZRwFOIYTOAMHqlCHK2hAEygM4QGe4NkS1qP1Yr0uWles5cwR/ID19gmBDI3i</latexit>
y1
<latexit sha1_base64="eWB4B81w9Gr6SMYqtQ8KV/Ciclw=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK1xjXGLevTSGARPQ0+cbLeAF48RzQLJEHo6PUmTnoXuHiEM+QQvHhTx6hd582/sLIKKPih4vFdFVT0/EVxpjD+stfWNza3t3E5+d2//4LBwdNxWcSopa9FYxLLrE8UEj1hLcy1YN5GMhL5gHX9yNfc790wqHkd3epowLySjiAecEm2k2+nAGRSK2MZlt+xWELZdt3JZdw2puqVa3UGOjRcowgrNQeG9P4xpGrJIU0GU6jk40V5GpOZUsFm+nyqWEDohI9YzNCIhU162OHWGzo0yREEsTUUaLdTvExkJlZqGvukMiR6r395c/MvrpTqoeRmPklSziC4XBalAOkbzv9GQS0a1mBpCqOTmVkTHRBKqTTp5E8LXp+h/0i7Zjsnqxi028CqOHJzCGVyAA1VowDU0oQUURvAAT/BsCevRerFel61r1mrmBH7AevsEgjCN4w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eWB4B81w9Gr6SMYqtQ8KV/Ciclw=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK1xjXGLevTSGARPQ0+cbLeAF48RzQLJEHo6PUmTnoXuHiEM+QQvHhTx6hd582/sLIKKPih4vFdFVT0/EVxpjD+stfWNza3t3E5+d2//4LBwdNxWcSopa9FYxLLrE8UEj1hLcy1YN5GMhL5gHX9yNfc790wqHkd3epowLySjiAecEm2k2+nAGRSK2MZlt+xWELZdt3JZdw2puqVa3UGOjRcowgrNQeG9P4xpGrJIU0GU6jk40V5GpOZUsFm+nyqWEDohI9YzNCIhU162OHWGzo0yREEsTUUaLdTvExkJlZqGvukMiR6r395c/MvrpTqoeRmPklSziC4XBalAOkbzv9GQS0a1mBpCqOTmVkTHRBKqTTp5E8LXp+h/0i7Zjsnqxi028CqOHJzCGVyAA1VowDU0oQUURvAAT/BsCevRerFel61r1mrmBH7AevsEgjCN4w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eWB4B81w9Gr6SMYqtQ8KV/Ciclw=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK1xjXGLevTSGARPQ0+cbLeAF48RzQLJEHo6PUmTnoXuHiEM+QQvHhTx6hd582/sLIKKPih4vFdFVT0/EVxpjD+stfWNza3t3E5+d2//4LBwdNxWcSopa9FYxLLrE8UEj1hLcy1YN5GMhL5gHX9yNfc790wqHkd3epowLySjiAecEm2k2+nAGRSK2MZlt+xWELZdt3JZdw2puqVa3UGOjRcowgrNQeG9P4xpGrJIU0GU6jk40V5GpOZUsFm+nyqWEDohI9YzNCIhU162OHWGzo0yREEsTUUaLdTvExkJlZqGvukMiR6r395c/MvrpTqoeRmPklSziC4XBalAOkbzv9GQS0a1mBpCqOTmVkTHRBKqTTp5E8LXp+h/0i7Zjsnqxi028CqOHJzCGVyAA1VowDU0oQUURvAAT/BsCevRerFel61r1mrmBH7AevsEgjCN4w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eWB4B81w9Gr6SMYqtQ8KV/Ciclw=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK1xjXGLevTSGARPQ0+cbLeAF48RzQLJEHo6PUmTnoXuHiEM+QQvHhTx6hd582/sLIKKPih4vFdFVT0/EVxpjD+stfWNza3t3E5+d2//4LBwdNxWcSopa9FYxLLrE8UEj1hLcy1YN5GMhL5gHX9yNfc790wqHkd3epowLySjiAecEm2k2+nAGRSK2MZlt+xWELZdt3JZdw2puqVa3UGOjRcowgrNQeG9P4xpGrJIU0GU6jk40V5GpOZUsFm+nyqWEDohI9YzNCIhU162OHWGzo0yREEsTUUaLdTvExkJlZqGvukMiR6r395c/MvrpTqoeRmPklSziC4XBalAOkbzv9GQS0a1mBpCqOTmVkTHRBKqTTp5E8LXp+h/0i7Zjsnqxi028CqOHJzCGVyAA1VowDU0oQUURvAAT/BsCevRerFel61r1mrmBH7AevsEgjCN4w==</latexit>
y2
<latexit sha1_base64="oZhJABN2vqYxx38wdYu168zfpaY=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GnomYjK3gBePEc0CyRB6Oj1Jk56F7h4hDPkELx4U8eoXefNv7CyCij4oeLxXRVW9IBVcaYw/rMLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqqySTlLVoIhLZDYhigsespbkWrJtKRqJAsE4wuZr7nXsmFU/iOz1NmR+RUcxDTok20u104A7KFWzXsXvpeQjbVVwz3BDsuVWvhhwbL1CBFZqD8nt/mNAsYrGmgijVc3Cq/ZxIzalgs1I/UywldEJGrGdoTCKm/Hxx6gydGWWIwkSaijVaqN8nchIpNY0C0xkRPVa/vbn4l9fLdFj3cx6nmWYxXS4KM4F0guZ/oyGXjGoxNYRQyc2tiI6JJFSbdEomhK9P0f+k7dqOSebmotLAqziKcAKncA4O1KAB19CEFlAYwQM8wbMlrEfrxXpdthas1cwx/ID19gmCko3j</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oZhJABN2vqYxx38wdYu168zfpaY=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GnomYjK3gBePEc0CyRB6Oj1Jk56F7h4hDPkELx4U8eoXefNv7CyCij4oeLxXRVW9IBVcaYw/rMLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqqySTlLVoIhLZDYhigsespbkWrJtKRqJAsE4wuZr7nXsmFU/iOz1NmR+RUcxDTok20u104A7KFWzXsXvpeQjbVVwz3BDsuVWvhhwbL1CBFZqD8nt/mNAsYrGmgijVc3Cq/ZxIzalgs1I/UywldEJGrGdoTCKm/Hxx6gydGWWIwkSaijVaqN8nchIpNY0C0xkRPVa/vbn4l9fLdFj3cx6nmWYxXS4KM4F0guZ/oyGXjGoxNYRQyc2tiI6JJFSbdEomhK9P0f+k7dqOSebmotLAqziKcAKncA4O1KAB19CEFlAYwQM8wbMlrEfrxXpdthas1cwx/ID19gmCko3j</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oZhJABN2vqYxx38wdYu168zfpaY=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GnomYjK3gBePEc0CyRB6Oj1Jk56F7h4hDPkELx4U8eoXefNv7CyCij4oeLxXRVW9IBVcaYw/rMLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqqySTlLVoIhLZDYhigsespbkWrJtKRqJAsE4wuZr7nXsmFU/iOz1NmR+RUcxDTok20u104A7KFWzXsXvpeQjbVVwz3BDsuVWvhhwbL1CBFZqD8nt/mNAsYrGmgijVc3Cq/ZxIzalgs1I/UywldEJGrGdoTCKm/Hxx6gydGWWIwkSaijVaqN8nchIpNY0C0xkRPVa/vbn4l9fLdFj3cx6nmWYxXS4KM4F0guZ/oyGXjGoxNYRQyc2tiI6JJFSbdEomhK9P0f+k7dqOSebmotLAqziKcAKncA4O1KAB19CEFlAYwQM8wbMlrEfrxXpdthas1cwx/ID19gmCko3j</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oZhJABN2vqYxx38wdYu168zfpaY=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GnomYjK3gBePEc0CyRB6Oj1Jk56F7h4hDPkELx4U8eoXefNv7CyCij4oeLxXRVW9IBVcaYw/rMLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqqySTlLVoIhLZDYhigsespbkWrJtKRqJAsE4wuZr7nXsmFU/iOz1NmR+RUcxDTok20u104A7KFWzXsXvpeQjbVVwz3BDsuVWvhhwbL1CBFZqD8nt/mNAsYrGmgijVc3Cq/ZxIzalgs1I/UywldEJGrGdoTCKm/Hxx6gydGWWIwkSaijVaqN8nchIpNY0C0xkRPVa/vbn4l9fLdFj3cx6nmWYxXS4KM4F0guZ/oyGXjGoxNYRQyc2tiI6JJFSbdEomhK9P0f+k7dqOSebmotLAqziKcAKncA4O1KAB19CEFlAYwQM8wbMlrEfrxXpdthas1cwx/ID19gmCko3j</latexit>
,
<latexit sha1_base64="jd5CnMS/Xbq28Uu9OSGu+DYTtJ0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5RECnosePHYgv2ANpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwdFvPqTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2jpOFcMWi0WsugHVKLjEluFGYDdRSKNAYCeY3M39zhMqzWP5YKYJ+hEdSR5yRo2VmleDcsWtuguQdeLlpAI5GoPyV38YszRCaZigWvc8NzF+RpXhTOCs1E81JpRN6Ah7lkoaofazxaEzcmGVIQljZUsaslB/T2Q00noaBbYzomasV725+J/XS01462dcJqlByZaLwlQQE5P512TIFTIjppZQpri9lbAxVZQZm03JhuCtvrxO2tdVzybTrFXqbh5HEc7gHC7Bgxuowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8AbU2MnQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jd5CnMS/Xbq28Uu9OSGu+DYTtJ0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5RECnosePHYgv2ANpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwdFvPqTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2jpOFcMWi0WsugHVKLjEluFGYDdRSKNAYCeY3M39zhMqzWP5YKYJ+hEdSR5yRo2VmleDcsWtuguQdeLlpAI5GoPyV38YszRCaZigWvc8NzF+RpXhTOCs1E81JpRN6Ah7lkoaofazxaEzcmGVIQljZUsaslB/T2Q00noaBbYzomasV725+J/XS01462dcJqlByZaLwlQQE5P512TIFTIjppZQpri9lbAxVZQZm03JhuCtvrxO2tdVzybTrFXqbh5HEc7gHC7Bgxuowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8AbU2MnQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jd5CnMS/Xbq28Uu9OSGu+DYTtJ0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5RECnosePHYgv2ANpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwdFvPqTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2jpOFcMWi0WsugHVKLjEluFGYDdRSKNAYCeY3M39zhMqzWP5YKYJ+hEdSR5yRo2VmleDcsWtuguQdeLlpAI5GoPyV38YszRCaZigWvc8NzF+RpXhTOCs1E81JpRN6Ah7lkoaofazxaEzcmGVIQljZUsaslB/T2Q00noaBbYzomasV725+J/XS01462dcJqlByZaLwlQQE5P512TIFTIjppZQpri9lbAxVZQZm03JhuCtvrxO2tdVzybTrFXqbh5HEc7gHC7Bgxuowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8AbU2MnQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jd5CnMS/Xbq28Uu9OSGu+DYTtJ0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5RECnosePHYgv2ANpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwdFvPqTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2jpOFcMWi0WsugHVKLjEluFGYDdRSKNAYCeY3M39zhMqzWP5YKYJ+hEdSR5yRo2VmleDcsWtuguQdeLlpAI5GoPyV38YszRCaZigWvc8NzF+RpXhTOCs1E81JpRN6Ah7lkoaofazxaEzcmGVIQljZUsaslB/T2Q00noaBbYzomasV725+J/XS01462dcJqlByZaLwlQQE5P512TIFTIjppZQpri9lbAxVZQZm03JhuCtvrxO2tdVzybTrFXqbh5HEc7gHC7Bgxuowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8AbU2MnQ==</latexit>
(b1)
<latexit sha1_base64="PgO/0DFMwBT5aUWG48q/4xMHV8k=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BItQL2W3Fz0WvHisYD+gXUo2zbahSXZJskJZ+he8eFDEq3/Im//GbLsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSK4sZ73jUpb2zu7e+X9ysHh0fFJ9fSsa+JUU9ahsYh1PySGCa5Yx3IrWD/RjMhQsF44u8v93hPThsfq0c4TFkgyUTzilNhcqof+9aha8xreEniT+AWpQYH2qPo1HMc0lUxZKogxA99LbJARbTkVbFEZpoYlhM7IhA0cVUQyE2TLWxf4yiljHMXalbJ4qf6eyIg0Zi5D1ymJnZp1Lxf/8wapjW6DjKsktUzR1aIoFdjGOH8cj7lm1Iq5I4Rq7m7FdEo0odbFU3Eh+Osvb5Jus+G7ZB6atZZXxFGGC7iEOvhwAy24hzZ0gMIUnuEV3pBEL+gdfaxaS6iYOYc/QJ8/87uNcQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PgO/0DFMwBT5aUWG48q/4xMHV8k=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BItQL2W3Fz0WvHisYD+gXUo2zbahSXZJskJZ+he8eFDEq3/Im//GbLsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSK4sZ73jUpb2zu7e+X9ysHh0fFJ9fSsa+JUU9ahsYh1PySGCa5Yx3IrWD/RjMhQsF44u8v93hPThsfq0c4TFkgyUTzilNhcqof+9aha8xreEniT+AWpQYH2qPo1HMc0lUxZKogxA99LbJARbTkVbFEZpoYlhM7IhA0cVUQyE2TLWxf4yiljHMXalbJ4qf6eyIg0Zi5D1ymJnZp1Lxf/8wapjW6DjKsktUzR1aIoFdjGOH8cj7lm1Iq5I4Rq7m7FdEo0odbFU3Eh+Osvb5Jus+G7ZB6atZZXxFGGC7iEOvhwAy24hzZ0gMIUnuEV3pBEL+gdfaxaS6iYOYc/QJ8/87uNcQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PgO/0DFMwBT5aUWG48q/4xMHV8k=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BItQL2W3Fz0WvHisYD+gXUo2zbahSXZJskJZ+he8eFDEq3/Im//GbLsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSK4sZ73jUpb2zu7e+X9ysHh0fFJ9fSsa+JUU9ahsYh1PySGCa5Yx3IrWD/RjMhQsF44u8v93hPThsfq0c4TFkgyUTzilNhcqof+9aha8xreEniT+AWpQYH2qPo1HMc0lUxZKogxA99LbJARbTkVbFEZpoYlhM7IhA0cVUQyE2TLWxf4yiljHMXalbJ4qf6eyIg0Zi5D1ymJnZp1Lxf/8wapjW6DjKsktUzR1aIoFdjGOH8cj7lm1Iq5I4Rq7m7FdEo0odbFU3Eh+Osvb5Jus+G7ZB6atZZXxFGGC7iEOvhwAy24hzZ0gMIUnuEV3pBEL+gdfaxaS6iYOYc/QJ8/87uNcQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PgO/0DFMwBT5aUWG48q/4xMHV8k=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BItQL2W3Fz0WvHisYD+gXUo2zbahSXZJskJZ+he8eFDEq3/Im//GbLsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSK4sZ73jUpb2zu7e+X9ysHh0fFJ9fSsa+JUU9ahsYh1PySGCa5Yx3IrWD/RjMhQsF44u8v93hPThsfq0c4TFkgyUTzilNhcqof+9aha8xreEniT+AWpQYH2qPo1HMc0lUxZKogxA99LbJARbTkVbFEZpoYlhM7IhA0cVUQyE2TLWxf4yiljHMXalbJ4qf6eyIg0Zi5D1ymJnZp1Lxf/8wapjW6DjKsktUzR1aIoFdjGOH8cj7lm1Iq5I4Rq7m7FdEo0odbFU3Eh+Osvb5Jus+G7ZB6atZZXxFGGC7iEOvhwAy24hzZ0gMIUnuEV3pBEL+gdfaxaS6iYOYc/QJ8/87uNcQ==</latexit>
t/T
<latexit sha1_base64="FeKBfBb7fuSCwaXxn4atskfnHco=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU02koMeCF48V+wVtKJvtpl262YTdiVBCf4IXD4p49Rd589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJFIYdN1vp7CxubW9U9wt7e0fHB6Vj0/aJk414y0Wy1h3A2q4FIq3UKDk3URzGgWSd4LJ3dzvPHFtRKyaOE24H9GREqFgFK30iFfNQbniVt0FyDrxclKBHI1B+as/jFkacYVMUmN6npugn1GNgkk+K/VTwxPKJnTEe5YqGnHjZ4tTZ+TCKkMSxtqWQrJQf09kNDJmGgW2M6I4NqveXPzP66UY3vqZUEmKXLHlojCVBGMy/5sMheYM5dQSyrSwtxI2ppoytOmUbAje6svrpH1d9WwyD7VK3c3jKMIZnMMleHADdbiHBrSAwQie4RXeHOm8OO/Ox7K14OQzp/AHzucP6+mNfA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FeKBfBb7fuSCwaXxn4atskfnHco=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU02koMeCF48V+wVtKJvtpl262YTdiVBCf4IXD4p49Rd589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJFIYdN1vp7CxubW9U9wt7e0fHB6Vj0/aJk414y0Wy1h3A2q4FIq3UKDk3URzGgWSd4LJ3dzvPHFtRKyaOE24H9GREqFgFK30iFfNQbniVt0FyDrxclKBHI1B+as/jFkacYVMUmN6npugn1GNgkk+K/VTwxPKJnTEe5YqGnHjZ4tTZ+TCKkMSxtqWQrJQf09kNDJmGgW2M6I4NqveXPzP66UY3vqZUEmKXLHlojCVBGMy/5sMheYM5dQSyrSwtxI2ppoytOmUbAje6svrpH1d9WwyD7VK3c3jKMIZnMMleHADdbiHBrSAwQie4RXeHOm8OO/Ox7K14OQzp/AHzucP6+mNfA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FeKBfBb7fuSCwaXxn4atskfnHco=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU02koMeCF48V+wVtKJvtpl262YTdiVBCf4IXD4p49Rd589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJFIYdN1vp7CxubW9U9wt7e0fHB6Vj0/aJk414y0Wy1h3A2q4FIq3UKDk3URzGgWSd4LJ3dzvPHFtRKyaOE24H9GREqFgFK30iFfNQbniVt0FyDrxclKBHI1B+as/jFkacYVMUmN6npugn1GNgkk+K/VTwxPKJnTEe5YqGnHjZ4tTZ+TCKkMSxtqWQrJQf09kNDJmGgW2M6I4NqveXPzP66UY3vqZUEmKXLHlojCVBGMy/5sMheYM5dQSyrSwtxI2ppoytOmUbAje6svrpH1d9WwyD7VK3c3jKMIZnMMleHADdbiHBrSAwQie4RXeHOm8OO/Ox7K14OQzp/AHzucP6+mNfA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FeKBfBb7fuSCwaXxn4atskfnHco=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU02koMeCF48V+wVtKJvtpl262YTdiVBCf4IXD4p49Rd589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJFIYdN1vp7CxubW9U9wt7e0fHB6Vj0/aJk414y0Wy1h3A2q4FIq3UKDk3URzGgWSd4LJ3dzvPHFtRKyaOE24H9GREqFgFK30iFfNQbniVt0FyDrxclKBHI1B+as/jFkacYVMUmN6npugn1GNgkk+K/VTwxPKJnTEe5YqGnHjZ4tTZ+TCKkMSxtqWQrJQf09kNDJmGgW2M6I4NqveXPzP66UY3vqZUEmKXLHlojCVBGMy/5sMheYM5dQSyrSwtxI2ppoytOmUbAje6svrpH1d9WwyD7VK3c3jKMIZnMMleHADdbiHBrSAwQie4RXeHOm8OO/Ox7K14OQzp/AHzucP6+mNfA==</latexit>
,
<latexit sha1_base64="jd5CnMS/Xbq28Uu9OSGu+DYTtJ0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5RECnosePHYgv2ANpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwdFvPqTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2jpOFcMWi0WsugHVKLjEluFGYDdRSKNAYCeY3M39zhMqzWP5YKYJ+hEdSR5yRo2VmleDcsWtuguQdeLlpAI5GoPyV38YszRCaZigWvc8NzF+RpXhTOCs1E81JpRN6Ah7lkoaofazxaEzcmGVIQljZUsaslB/T2Q00noaBbYzomasV725+J/XS01462dcJqlByZaLwlQQE5P512TIFTIjppZQpri9lbAxVZQZm03JhuCtvrxO2tdVzybTrFXqbh5HEc7gHC7Bgxuowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8AbU2MnQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jd5CnMS/Xbq28Uu9OSGu+DYTtJ0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5RECnosePHYgv2ANpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwdFvPqTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2jpOFcMWi0WsugHVKLjEluFGYDdRSKNAYCeY3M39zhMqzWP5YKYJ+hEdSR5yRo2VmleDcsWtuguQdeLlpAI5GoPyV38YszRCaZigWvc8NzF+RpXhTOCs1E81JpRN6Ah7lkoaofazxaEzcmGVIQljZUsaslB/T2Q00noaBbYzomasV725+J/XS01462dcJqlByZaLwlQQE5P512TIFTIjppZQpri9lbAxVZQZm03JhuCtvrxO2tdVzybTrFXqbh5HEc7gHC7Bgxuowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8AbU2MnQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jd5CnMS/Xbq28Uu9OSGu+DYTtJ0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5RECnosePHYgv2ANpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwdFvPqTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2jpOFcMWi0WsugHVKLjEluFGYDdRSKNAYCeY3M39zhMqzWP5YKYJ+hEdSR5yRo2VmleDcsWtuguQdeLlpAI5GoPyV38YszRCaZigWvc8NzF+RpXhTOCs1E81JpRN6Ah7lkoaofazxaEzcmGVIQljZUsaslB/T2Q00noaBbYzomasV725+J/XS01462dcJqlByZaLwlQQE5P512TIFTIjppZQpri9lbAxVZQZm03JhuCtvrxO2tdVzybTrFXqbh5HEc7gHC7Bgxuowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8AbU2MnQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jd5CnMS/Xbq28Uu9OSGu+DYTtJ0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5RECnosePHYgv2ANpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwdFvPqTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2jpOFcMWi0WsugHVKLjEluFGYDdRSKNAYCeY3M39zhMqzWP5YKYJ+hEdSR5yRo2VmleDcsWtuguQdeLlpAI5GoPyV38YszRCaZigWvc8NzF+RpXhTOCs1E81JpRN6Ah7lkoaofazxaEzcmGVIQljZUsaslB/T2Q00noaBbYzomasV725+J/XS01462dcJqlByZaLwlQQE5P512TIFTIjppZQpri9lbAxVZQZm03JhuCtvrxO2tdVzybTrFXqbh5HEc7gHC7Bgxuowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8AbU2MnQ==</latexit>
x1<latexit sha1_base64="Tg8W7s1mf/IRAKI76I0vam7b5K8=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GnriZLsFvHiMaBZIhtDT6Uma9Cx094gh5BO8eFDEq1/kzb+xswgq+qDg8V4VVfX8RHClMf6wMmvrG5tb2e3czu7e/kH+8Kil4lRS1qSxiGXHJ4oJHrGm5lqwTiIZCX3B2v74cu6375hUPI5u9SRhXkiGEQ84JdpIN/d9p58vYBuX3JJbRth23fJFzTWk4harNQc5Nl6gACs0+vn33iCmacgiTQVRquvgRHtTIjWngs1yvVSxhNAxGbKuoREJmfKmi1Nn6MwoAxTE0lSk0UL9PjEloVKT0DedIdEj9dubi3953VQHVW/KoyTVLKLLRUEqkI7R/G804JJRLSaGECq5uRXREZGEapNOzoTw9Sn6n7SKtmOyunYLdbyKIwsncArn4EAF6nAFDWgChSE8wBM8W8J6tF6s12VrxlrNHMMPWG+fgKqN4g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Tg8W7s1mf/IRAKI76I0vam7b5K8=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GnriZLsFvHiMaBZIhtDT6Uma9Cx094gh5BO8eFDEq1/kzb+xswgq+qDg8V4VVfX8RHClMf6wMmvrG5tb2e3czu7e/kH+8Kil4lRS1qSxiGXHJ4oJHrGm5lqwTiIZCX3B2v74cu6375hUPI5u9SRhXkiGEQ84JdpIN/d9p58vYBuX3JJbRth23fJFzTWk4harNQc5Nl6gACs0+vn33iCmacgiTQVRquvgRHtTIjWngs1yvVSxhNAxGbKuoREJmfKmi1Nn6MwoAxTE0lSk0UL9PjEloVKT0DedIdEj9dubi3953VQHVW/KoyTVLKLLRUEqkI7R/G804JJRLSaGECq5uRXREZGEapNOzoTw9Sn6n7SKtmOyunYLdbyKIwsncArn4EAF6nAFDWgChSE8wBM8W8J6tF6s12VrxlrNHMMPWG+fgKqN4g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Tg8W7s1mf/IRAKI76I0vam7b5K8=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GnriZLsFvHiMaBZIhtDT6Uma9Cx094gh5BO8eFDEq1/kzb+xswgq+qDg8V4VVfX8RHClMf6wMmvrG5tb2e3czu7e/kH+8Kil4lRS1qSxiGXHJ4oJHrGm5lqwTiIZCX3B2v74cu6375hUPI5u9SRhXkiGEQ84JdpIN/d9p58vYBuX3JJbRth23fJFzTWk4harNQc5Nl6gACs0+vn33iCmacgiTQVRquvgRHtTIjWngs1yvVSxhNAxGbKuoREJmfKmi1Nn6MwoAxTE0lSk0UL9PjEloVKT0DedIdEj9dubi3953VQHVW/KoyTVLKLLRUEqkI7R/G804JJRLSaGECq5uRXREZGEapNOzoTw9Sn6n7SKtmOyunYLdbyKIwsncArn4EAF6nAFDWgChSE8wBM8W8J6tF6s12VrxlrNHMMPWG+fgKqN4g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Tg8W7s1mf/IRAKI76I0vam7b5K8=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GnriZLsFvHiMaBZIhtDT6Uma9Cx094gh5BO8eFDEq1/kzb+xswgq+qDg8V4VVfX8RHClMf6wMmvrG5tb2e3czu7e/kH+8Kil4lRS1qSxiGXHJ4oJHrGm5lqwTiIZCX3B2v74cu6375hUPI5u9SRhXkiGEQ84JdpIN/d9p58vYBuX3JJbRth23fJFzTWk4harNQc5Nl6gACs0+vn33iCmacgiTQVRquvgRHtTIjWngs1yvVSxhNAxGbKuoREJmfKmi1Nn6MwoAxTE0lSk0UL9PjEloVKT0DedIdEj9dubi3953VQHVW/KoyTVLKLLRUEqkI7R/G804JJRLSaGECq5uRXREZGEapNOzoTw9Sn6n7SKtmOyunYLdbyKIwsncArn4EAF6nAFDWgChSE8wBM8W8J6tF6s12VrxlrNHMMPWG+fgKqN4g==</latexit> x2<latexit sha1_base64="GHe3p5Wh9YXDKHDIVMXBBFlXAqE=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK1xjXGLevTSGARPQ89ETOYW8OIxolkgGUJPpydp0rPQ3SOGIZ/gxYMiXv0ib/6NnUVQ0QcFj/eqqKoXpIIrjfGHtbK6tr6xWdgqbu/s7u2XDg5bKskkZU2aiER2AqKY4DFraq4F66SSkSgQrB2ML2d++45JxZP4Vk9S5kdkGPOQU6KNdHPfd/ulMrZr2L3wPITtCq4abgj23IpXRY6N5yjDEo1+6b03SGgWsVhTQZTqOjjVfk6k5lSwabGXKZYSOiZD1jU0JhFTfj4/dYpOjTJAYSJNxRrN1e8TOYmUmkSB6YyIHqnf3kz8y+tmOqz5OY/TTLOYLhaFmUA6QbO/0YBLRrWYGEKo5OZWREdEEqpNOkUTwten6H/Scm3HJHN9Xq7jZRwFOIYTOAMHqlCHK2hAEygM4QGe4NkS1qP1Yr0uWles5cwR/ID19gmBDI3i</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GHe3p5Wh9YXDKHDIVMXBBFlXAqE=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK1xjXGLevTSGARPQ89ETOYW8OIxolkgGUJPpydp0rPQ3SOGIZ/gxYMiXv0ib/6NnUVQ0QcFj/eqqKoXpIIrjfGHtbK6tr6xWdgqbu/s7u2XDg5bKskkZU2aiER2AqKY4DFraq4F66SSkSgQrB2ML2d++45JxZP4Vk9S5kdkGPOQU6KNdHPfd/ulMrZr2L3wPITtCq4abgj23IpXRY6N5yjDEo1+6b03SGgWsVhTQZTqOjjVfk6k5lSwabGXKZYSOiZD1jU0JhFTfj4/dYpOjTJAYSJNxRrN1e8TOYmUmkSB6YyIHqnf3kz8y+tmOqz5OY/TTLOYLhaFmUA6QbO/0YBLRrWYGEKo5OZWREdEEqpNOkUTwten6H/Scm3HJHN9Xq7jZRwFOIYTOAMHqlCHK2hAEygM4QGe4NkS1qP1Yr0uWles5cwR/ID19gmBDI3i</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GHe3p5Wh9YXDKHDIVMXBBFlXAqE=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK1xjXGLevTSGARPQ89ETOYW8OIxolkgGUJPpydp0rPQ3SOGIZ/gxYMiXv0ib/6NnUVQ0QcFj/eqqKoXpIIrjfGHtbK6tr6xWdgqbu/s7u2XDg5bKskkZU2aiER2AqKY4DFraq4F66SSkSgQrB2ML2d++45JxZP4Vk9S5kdkGPOQU6KNdHPfd/ulMrZr2L3wPITtCq4abgj23IpXRY6N5yjDEo1+6b03SGgWsVhTQZTqOjjVfk6k5lSwabGXKZYSOiZD1jU0JhFTfj4/dYpOjTJAYSJNxRrN1e8TOYmUmkSB6YyIHqnf3kz8y+tmOqz5OY/TTLOYLhaFmUA6QbO/0YBLRrWYGEKo5OZWREdEEqpNOkUTwten6H/Scm3HJHN9Xq7jZRwFOIYTOAMHqlCHK2hAEygM4QGe4NkS1qP1Yr0uWles5cwR/ID19gmBDI3i</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GHe3p5Wh9YXDKHDIVMXBBFlXAqE=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK1xjXGLevTSGARPQ89ETOYW8OIxolkgGUJPpydp0rPQ3SOGIZ/gxYMiXv0ib/6NnUVQ0QcFj/eqqKoXpIIrjfGHtbK6tr6xWdgqbu/s7u2XDg5bKskkZU2aiER2AqKY4DFraq4F66SSkSgQrB2ML2d++45JxZP4Vk9S5kdkGPOQU6KNdHPfd/ulMrZr2L3wPITtCq4abgj23IpXRY6N5yjDEo1+6b03SGgWsVhTQZTqOjjVfk6k5lSwabGXKZYSOiZD1jU0JhFTfj4/dYpOjTJAYSJNxRrN1e8TOYmUmkSB6YyIHqnf3kz8y+tmOqz5OY/TTLOYLhaFmUA6QbO/0YBLRrWYGEKo5OZWREdEEqpNOkUTwten6H/Scm3HJHN9Xq7jZRwFOIYTOAMHqlCHK2hAEygM4QGe4NkS1qP1Yr0uWles5cwR/ID19gmBDI3i</latexit>
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FIG. 5. Behavior of system (8) under pulse perturbation for p ≈ 0.27141141, α = 0.05, τ ∈ [0, 1]: (a) min(x1) − min(x2) vs
τ ∈ [0, 1]. (b1) Projection of the sender (blue) and receiver (red) at τ = 1 on the phase plane. The black curve is S0 with
attracting (solid) and repelling (dashed) branches. (b2) Time series of the solution on (b1) where the sender remains below
the threshold while the receiver spikes. The inset zooms into the dashed box on the panel (b2).
slow linear dynamics of FHN has a term in y whereas
it does not for VDP. A non-spiking solution corresponds
to a small canard trajectory which passes near the lower
fold (x+f , y
+
f ) and a spiking solution is a trajectory which
passes near both the lower fold (x+f , y
+
f ) and the upper
fold (x−f , y
−
f ). Therefore, anticipation is expected in the
FHN model. Besides, to further illustrate our framework
for explaining anticipation in neuronal system we will fo-
cus on a more biophysical model of neuronal excitability,
namely a 2D reduction of the classical HH model, which
has been analyzed from the viewpoint of canard dynam-
ics by Moehlis46. The purpose of this example is to show
that the 2D HH model retains anticipation via canards,
that is at the level of transient dynamics, but also AS via
canards, which is an asymptotic phenomenon. We expect
that the same anticipation predictions can be made for
higher-dimensional neuronal models. This 2D reduced
HH model is written as follows:
CV̇ = I − ḡNa[m∞(V )]3(0.8− n)(V − VNa)− . . .
. . . ḡKn
4(V − VK)− gL(V − VL)
ṅ = αn(V )(1− n)− βn(V )n,
(11)
where V represents membrane potential, n represents
the activation of potassium channels, and the functions
are αn(V ) = (0.01(V + 55))/(1 − exp[−(V + 55)/10]),
βn(V ) = 0.125 exp[−(V + 65)/80], m∞(V ) = αm/(αm +
βm) with αm = (0.1(V + 40))/(1 − exp[−(V + 40)/10]),
βm = 0.4 exp[−(V + 65)/18]).
Moehlis studied system (11) with the following fixed
values of the parameters: ḡNa = 120, ḡK = 36, ḡL = 0.3,
VNa = 50, VK = −77, VL = −54.4, C = 1, leaving I as
the main bifurcation parameter. After showing numeri-
cally that the dynamics of V is much faster than that of
n, hence justifying that the system exhibits slow-fast dy-
namics, Moehlis performed a formal asymptotic analysis
in ε. This, allowed to rescale the system and explicitly
write the evolution of the n variable as a slow process.
Additionally, an ε-expansion was obtained for the I-value
at which the canard explosion occurs.
Fig. 8 shows the behavior of system (11) for I = 6.35
and subject to the pulse perturbation pP (t) on the fast
variable. On panel (a) we plot the amplitude of the vari-
able V of the sender as a function of the pulse amplitude
p. For weak perturbations (p ∈ (0, 2.5)), the system re-
mains in a small neighborhood of the rest state. As p
increases, the trajectories start to follow the repelling
branch of the critical manifold and the solutions grow
in amplitude. For p ≈ 2.5856531235 the solution re-
mains close to the entire repelling branch of S0, hence
this trajectory contains a maximal canard segment for
the pulse-perturbed systems. Once the trajectories en-
ter the canard-with-head region, corresponding to the
spiking regime, then Tc decreases although the solutions
continue to grow in amplitude. Fig 8 (b) and (c) show
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x1<latexit sha1_base64="Tg8W7s1mf/IRAKI76I0vam7b5K8=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GnriZLsFvHiMaBZIhtDT6Uma9Cx094gh5BO8eFDEq1/kzb+xswgq+qDg8V4VVfX8RHClMf6wMmvrG5tb2e3czu7e/kH+8Kil4lRS1qSxiGXHJ4oJHrGm5lqwTiIZCX3B2v74cu6375hUPI5u9SRhXkiGEQ84JdpIN/d9p58vYBuX3JJbRth23fJFzTWk4harNQc5Nl6gACs0+vn33iCmacgiTQVRquvgRHtTIjWngs1yvVSxhNAxGbKuoREJmfKmi1Nn6MwoAxTE0lSk0UL9PjEloVKT0DedIdEj9dubi3953VQHVW/KoyTVLKLLRUEqkI7R/G804JJRLSaGECq5uRXREZGEapNOzoTw9Sn6n7SKtmOyunYLdbyKIwsncArn4EAF6nAFDWgChSE8wBM8W8J6tF6s12VrxlrNHMMPWG+fgKqN4g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Tg8W7s1mf/IRAKI76I0vam7b5K8=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GnriZLsFvHiMaBZIhtDT6Uma9Cx094gh5BO8eFDEq1/kzb+xswgq+qDg8V4VVfX8RHClMf6wMmvrG5tb2e3czu7e/kH+8Kil4lRS1qSxiGXHJ4oJHrGm5lqwTiIZCX3B2v74cu6375hUPI5u9SRhXkiGEQ84JdpIN/d9p58vYBuX3JJbRth23fJFzTWk4harNQc5Nl6gACs0+vn33iCmacgiTQVRquvgRHtTIjWngs1yvVSxhNAxGbKuoREJmfKmi1Nn6MwoAxTE0lSk0UL9PjEloVKT0DedIdEj9dubi3953VQHVW/KoyTVLKLLRUEqkI7R/G804JJRLSaGECq5uRXREZGEapNOzoTw9Sn6n7SKtmOyunYLdbyKIwsncArn4EAF6nAFDWgChSE8wBM8W8J6tF6s12VrxlrNHMMPWG+fgKqN4g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Tg8W7s1mf/IRAKI76I0vam7b5K8=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GnriZLsFvHiMaBZIhtDT6Uma9Cx094gh5BO8eFDEq1/kzb+xswgq+qDg8V4VVfX8RHClMf6wMmvrG5tb2e3czu7e/kH+8Kil4lRS1qSxiGXHJ4oJHrGm5lqwTiIZCX3B2v74cu6375hUPI5u9SRhXkiGEQ84JdpIN/d9p58vYBuX3JJbRth23fJFzTWk4harNQc5Nl6gACs0+vn33iCmacgiTQVRquvgRHtTIjWngs1yvVSxhNAxGbKuoREJmfKmi1Nn6MwoAxTE0lSk0UL9PjEloVKT0DedIdEj9dubi3953VQHVW/KoyTVLKLLRUEqkI7R/G804JJRLSaGECq5uRXREZGEapNOzoTw9Sn6n7SKtmOyunYLdbyKIwsncArn4EAF6nAFDWgChSE8wBM8W8J6tF6s12VrxlrNHMMPWG+fgKqN4g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Tg8W7s1mf/IRAKI76I0vam7b5K8=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GnriZLsFvHiMaBZIhtDT6Uma9Cx094gh5BO8eFDEq1/kzb+xswgq+qDg8V4VVfX8RHClMf6wMmvrG5tb2e3czu7e/kH+8Kil4lRS1qSxiGXHJ4oJHrGm5lqwTiIZCX3B2v74cu6375hUPI5u9SRhXkiGEQ84JdpIN/d9p58vYBuX3JJbRth23fJFzTWk4harNQc5Nl6gACs0+vn33iCmacgiTQVRquvgRHtTIjWngs1yvVSxhNAxGbKuoREJmfKmi1Nn6MwoAxTE0lSk0UL9PjEloVKT0DedIdEj9dubi3953VQHVW/KoyTVLKLLRUEqkI7R/G804JJRLSaGECq5uRXREZGEapNOzoTw9Sn6n7SKtmOyunYLdbyKIwsncArn4EAF6nAFDWgChSE8wBM8W8J6tF6s12VrxlrNHMMPWG+fgKqN4g==</latexit> x2<latexit sha1_base64="GHe3p5Wh9YXDKHDIVMXBBFlXAqE=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK1xjXGLevTSGARPQ89ETOYW8OIxolkgGUJPpydp0rPQ3SOGIZ/gxYMiXv0ib/6NnUVQ0QcFj/eqqKoXpIIrjfGHtbK6tr6xWdgqbu/s7u2XDg5bKskkZU2aiER2AqKY4DFraq4F66SSkSgQrB2ML2d++45JxZP4Vk9S5kdkGPOQU6KNdHPfd/ulMrZr2L3wPITtCq4abgj23IpXRY6N5yjDEo1+6b03SGgWsVhTQZTqOjjVfk6k5lSwabGXKZYSOiZD1jU0JhFTfj4/dYpOjTJAYSJNxRrN1e8TOYmUmkSB6YyIHqnf3kz8y+tmOqz5OY/TTLOYLhaFmUA6QbO/0YBLRrWYGEKo5OZWREdEEqpNOkUTwten6H/Scm3HJHN9Xq7jZRwFOIYTOAMHqlCHK2hAEygM4QGe4NkS1qP1Yr0uWles5cwR/ID19gmBDI3i</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GHe3p5Wh9YXDKHDIVMXBBFlXAqE=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK1xjXGLevTSGARPQ89ETOYW8OIxolkgGUJPpydp0rPQ3SOGIZ/gxYMiXv0ib/6NnUVQ0QcFj/eqqKoXpIIrjfGHtbK6tr6xWdgqbu/s7u2XDg5bKskkZU2aiER2AqKY4DFraq4F66SSkSgQrB2ML2d++45JxZP4Vk9S5kdkGPOQU6KNdHPfd/ulMrZr2L3wPITtCq4abgj23IpXRY6N5yjDEo1+6b03SGgWsVhTQZTqOjjVfk6k5lSwabGXKZYSOiZD1jU0JhFTfj4/dYpOjTJAYSJNxRrN1e8TOYmUmkSB6YyIHqnf3kz8y+tmOqz5OY/TTLOYLhaFmUA6QbO/0YBLRrWYGEKo5OZWREdEEqpNOkUTwten6H/Scm3HJHN9Xq7jZRwFOIYTOAMHqlCHK2hAEygM4QGe4NkS1qP1Yr0uWles5cwR/ID19gmBDI3i</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GHe3p5Wh9YXDKHDIVMXBBFlXAqE=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK1xjXGLevTSGARPQ89ETOYW8OIxolkgGUJPpydp0rPQ3SOGIZ/gxYMiXv0ib/6NnUVQ0QcFj/eqqKoXpIIrjfGHtbK6tr6xWdgqbu/s7u2XDg5bKskkZU2aiER2AqKY4DFraq4F66SSkSgQrB2ML2d++45JxZP4Vk9S5kdkGPOQU6KNdHPfd/ulMrZr2L3wPITtCq4abgj23IpXRY6N5yjDEo1+6b03SGgWsVhTQZTqOjjVfk6k5lSwabGXKZYSOiZD1jU0JhFTfj4/dYpOjTJAYSJNxRrN1e8TOYmUmkSB6YyIHqnf3kz8y+tmOqz5OY/TTLOYLhaFmUA6QbO/0YBLRrWYGEKo5OZWREdEEqpNOkUTwten6H/Scm3HJHN9Xq7jZRwFOIYTOAMHqlCHK2hAEygM4QGe4NkS1qP1Yr0uWles5cwR/ID19gmBDI3i</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GHe3p5Wh9YXDKHDIVMXBBFlXAqE=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK1xjXGLevTSGARPQ89ETOYW8OIxolkgGUJPpydp0rPQ3SOGIZ/gxYMiXv0ib/6NnUVQ0QcFj/eqqKoXpIIrjfGHtbK6tr6xWdgqbu/s7u2XDg5bKskkZU2aiER2AqKY4DFraq4F66SSkSgQrB2ML2d++45JxZP4Vk9S5kdkGPOQU6KNdHPfd/ulMrZr2L3wPITtCq4abgj23IpXRY6N5yjDEo1+6b03SGgWsVhTQZTqOjjVfk6k5lSwabGXKZYSOiZD1jU0JhFTfj4/dYpOjTJAYSJNxRrN1e8TOYmUmkSB6YyIHqnf3kz8y+tmOqz5OY/TTLOYLhaFmUA6QbO/0YBLRrWYGEKo5OZWREdEEqpNOkUTwten6H/Scm3HJHN9Xq7jZRwFOIYTOAMHqlCHK2hAEygM4QGe4NkS1qP1Yr0uWles5cwR/ID19gmBDI3i</latexit>
,
<latexit sha1_base64="jd5CnMS/Xbq28Uu9OSGu+DYTtJ0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5RECnosePHYgv2ANpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwdFvPqTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2jpOFcMWi0WsugHVKLjEluFGYDdRSKNAYCeY3M39zhMqzWP5YKYJ+hEdSR5yRo2VmleDcsWtuguQdeLlpAI5GoPyV38YszRCaZigWvc8NzF+RpXhTOCs1E81JpRN6Ah7lkoaofazxaEzcmGVIQljZUsaslB/T2Q00noaBbYzomasV725+J/XS01462dcJqlByZaLwlQQE5P512TIFTIjppZQpri9lbAxVZQZm03JhuCtvrxO2tdVzybTrFXqbh5HEc7gHC7Bgxuowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8AbU2MnQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jd5CnMS/Xbq28Uu9OSGu+DYTtJ0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5RECnosePHYgv2ANpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwdFvPqTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2jpOFcMWi0WsugHVKLjEluFGYDdRSKNAYCeY3M39zhMqzWP5YKYJ+hEdSR5yRo2VmleDcsWtuguQdeLlpAI5GoPyV38YszRCaZigWvc8NzF+RpXhTOCs1E81JpRN6Ah7lkoaofazxaEzcmGVIQljZUsaslB/T2Q00noaBbYzomasV725+J/XS01462dcJqlByZaLwlQQE5P512TIFTIjppZQpri9lbAxVZQZm03JhuCtvrxO2tdVzybTrFXqbh5HEc7gHC7Bgxuowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8AbU2MnQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jd5CnMS/Xbq28Uu9OSGu+DYTtJ0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5RECnosePHYgv2ANpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwdFvPqTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2jpOFcMWi0WsugHVKLjEluFGYDdRSKNAYCeY3M39zhMqzWP5YKYJ+hEdSR5yRo2VmleDcsWtuguQdeLlpAI5GoPyV38YszRCaZigWvc8NzF+RpXhTOCs1E81JpRN6Ah7lkoaofazxaEzcmGVIQljZUsaslB/T2Q00noaBbYzomasV725+J/XS01462dcJqlByZaLwlQQE5P512TIFTIjppZQpri9lbAxVZQZm03JhuCtvrxO2tdVzybTrFXqbh5HEc7gHC7Bgxuowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8AbU2MnQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jd5CnMS/Xbq28Uu9OSGu+DYTtJ0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5RECnosePHYgv2ANpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwdFvPqTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2jpOFcMWi0WsugHVKLjEluFGYDdRSKNAYCeY3M39zhMqzWP5YKYJ+hEdSR5yRo2VmleDcsWtuguQdeLlpAI5GoPyV38YszRCaZigWvc8NzF+RpXhTOCs1E81JpRN6Ah7lkoaofazxaEzcmGVIQljZUsaslB/T2Q00noaBbYzomasV725+J/XS01462dcJqlByZaLwlQQE5P512TIFTIjppZQpri9lbAxVZQZm03JhuCtvrxO2tdVzybTrFXqbh5HEc7gHC7Bgxuowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8AbU2MnQ==</latexit>
x1<latexit sha1_base64="Tg8W7s1mf/IRAKI76I0vam7b5K8=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GnriZLsFvHiMaBZIhtDT6Uma9Cx094gh5BO8eFDEq1/kzb+xswgq+qDg8V4VVfX8RHClMf6wMmvrG5tb2e3czu7e/kH+8Kil4lRS1qSxiGXHJ4oJHrGm5lqwTiIZCX3B2v74cu6375hUPI5u9SRhXkiGEQ84JdpIN/d9p58vYBuX3JJbRth23fJFzTWk4harNQc5Nl6gACs0+vn33iCmacgiTQVRquvgRHtTIjWngs1yvVSxhNAxGbKuoREJmfKmi1Nn6MwoAxTE0lSk0UL9PjEloVKT0DedIdEj9dubi3953VQHVW/KoyTVLKLLRUEqkI7R/G804JJRLSaGECq5uRXREZGEapNOzoTw9Sn6n7SKtmOyunYLdbyKIwsncArn4EAF6nAFDWgChSE8wBM8W8J6tF6s12VrxlrNHMMPWG+fgKqN4g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Tg8W7s1mf/IRAKI76I0vam7b5K8=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GnriZLsFvHiMaBZIhtDT6Uma9Cx094gh5BO8eFDEq1/kzb+xswgq+qDg8V4VVfX8RHClMf6wMmvrG5tb2e3czu7e/kH+8Kil4lRS1qSxiGXHJ4oJHrGm5lqwTiIZCX3B2v74cu6375hUPI5u9SRhXkiGEQ84JdpIN/d9p58vYBuX3JJbRth23fJFzTWk4harNQc5Nl6gACs0+vn33iCmacgiTQVRquvgRHtTIjWngs1yvVSxhNAxGbKuoREJmfKmi1Nn6MwoAxTE0lSk0UL9PjEloVKT0DedIdEj9dubi3953VQHVW/KoyTVLKLLRUEqkI7R/G804JJRLSaGECq5uRXREZGEapNOzoTw9Sn6n7SKtmOyunYLdbyKIwsncArn4EAF6nAFDWgChSE8wBM8W8J6tF6s12VrxlrNHMMPWG+fgKqN4g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Tg8W7s1mf/IRAKI76I0vam7b5K8=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GnriZLsFvHiMaBZIhtDT6Uma9Cx094gh5BO8eFDEq1/kzb+xswgq+qDg8V4VVfX8RHClMf6wMmvrG5tb2e3czu7e/kH+8Kil4lRS1qSxiGXHJ4oJHrGm5lqwTiIZCX3B2v74cu6375hUPI5u9SRhXkiGEQ84JdpIN/d9p58vYBuX3JJbRth23fJFzTWk4harNQc5Nl6gACs0+vn33iCmacgiTQVRquvgRHtTIjWngs1yvVSxhNAxGbKuoREJmfKmi1Nn6MwoAxTE0lSk0UL9PjEloVKT0DedIdEj9dubi3953VQHVW/KoyTVLKLLRUEqkI7R/G804JJRLSaGECq5uRXREZGEapNOzoTw9Sn6n7SKtmOyunYLdbyKIwsncArn4EAF6nAFDWgChSE8wBM8W8J6tF6s12VrxlrNHMMPWG+fgKqN4g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Tg8W7s1mf/IRAKI76I0vam7b5K8=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GnriZLsFvHiMaBZIhtDT6Uma9Cx094gh5BO8eFDEq1/kzb+xswgq+qDg8V4VVfX8RHClMf6wMmvrG5tb2e3czu7e/kH+8Kil4lRS1qSxiGXHJ4oJHrGm5lqwTiIZCX3B2v74cu6375hUPI5u9SRhXkiGEQ84JdpIN/d9p58vYBuX3JJbRth23fJFzTWk4harNQc5Nl6gACs0+vn33iCmacgiTQVRquvgRHtTIjWngs1yvVSxhNAxGbKuoREJmfKmi1Nn6MwoAxTE0lSk0UL9PjEloVKT0DedIdEj9dubi3953VQHVW/KoyTVLKLLRUEqkI7R/G804JJRLSaGECq5uRXREZGEapNOzoTw9Sn6n7SKtmOyunYLdbyKIwsncArn4EAF6nAFDWgChSE8wBM8W8J6tF6s12VrxlrNHMMPWG+fgKqN4g==</latexit> x2<latexit sha1_base64="GHe3p5Wh9YXDKHDIVMXBBFlXAqE=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK1xjXGLevTSGARPQ89ETOYW8OIxolkgGUJPpydp0rPQ3SOGIZ/gxYMiXv0ib/6NnUVQ0QcFj/eqqKoXpIIrjfGHtbK6tr6xWdgqbu/s7u2XDg5bKskkZU2aiER2AqKY4DFraq4F66SSkSgQrB2ML2d++45JxZP4Vk9S5kdkGPOQU6KNdHPfd/ulMrZr2L3wPITtCq4abgj23IpXRY6N5yjDEo1+6b03SGgWsVhTQZTqOjjVfk6k5lSwabGXKZYSOiZD1jU0JhFTfj4/dYpOjTJAYSJNxRrN1e8TOYmUmkSB6YyIHqnf3kz8y+tmOqz5OY/TTLOYLhaFmUA6QbO/0YBLRrWYGEKo5OZWREdEEqpNOkUTwten6H/Scm3HJHN9Xq7jZRwFOIYTOAMHqlCHK2hAEygM4QGe4NkS1qP1Yr0uWles5cwR/ID19gmBDI3i</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GHe3p5Wh9YXDKHDIVMXBBFlXAqE=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK1xjXGLevTSGARPQ89ETOYW8OIxolkgGUJPpydp0rPQ3SOGIZ/gxYMiXv0ib/6NnUVQ0QcFj/eqqKoXpIIrjfGHtbK6tr6xWdgqbu/s7u2XDg5bKskkZU2aiER2AqKY4DFraq4F66SSkSgQrB2ML2d++45JxZP4Vk9S5kdkGPOQU6KNdHPfd/ulMrZr2L3wPITtCq4abgj23IpXRY6N5yjDEo1+6b03SGgWsVhTQZTqOjjVfk6k5lSwabGXKZYSOiZD1jU0JhFTfj4/dYpOjTJAYSJNxRrN1e8TOYmUmkSB6YyIHqnf3kz8y+tmOqz5OY/TTLOYLhaFmUA6QbO/0YBLRrWYGEKo5OZWREdEEqpNOkUTwten6H/Scm3HJHN9Xq7jZRwFOIYTOAMHqlCHK2hAEygM4QGe4NkS1qP1Yr0uWles5cwR/ID19gmBDI3i</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GHe3p5Wh9YXDKHDIVMXBBFlXAqE=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK1xjXGLevTSGARPQ89ETOYW8OIxolkgGUJPpydp0rPQ3SOGIZ/gxYMiXv0ib/6NnUVQ0QcFj/eqqKoXpIIrjfGHtbK6tr6xWdgqbu/s7u2XDg5bKskkZU2aiER2AqKY4DFraq4F66SSkSgQrB2ML2d++45JxZP4Vk9S5kdkGPOQU6KNdHPfd/ulMrZr2L3wPITtCq4abgj23IpXRY6N5yjDEo1+6b03SGgWsVhTQZTqOjjVfk6k5lSwabGXKZYSOiZD1jU0JhFTfj4/dYpOjTJAYSJNxRrN1e8TOYmUmkSB6YyIHqnf3kz8y+tmOqz5OY/TTLOYLhaFmUA6QbO/0YBLRrWYGEKo5OZWREdEEqpNOkUTwten6H/Scm3HJHN9Xq7jZRwFOIYTOAMHqlCHK2hAEygM4QGe4NkS1qP1Yr0uWles5cwR/ID19gmBDI3i</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GHe3p5Wh9YXDKHDIVMXBBFlXAqE=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK1xjXGLevTSGARPQ89ETOYW8OIxolkgGUJPpydp0rPQ3SOGIZ/gxYMiXv0ib/6NnUVQ0QcFj/eqqKoXpIIrjfGHtbK6tr6xWdgqbu/s7u2XDg5bKskkZU2aiER2AqKY4DFraq4F66SSkSgQrB2ML2d++45JxZP4Vk9S5kdkGPOQU6KNdHPfd/ulMrZr2L3wPITtCq4abgj23IpXRY6N5yjDEo1+6b03SGgWsVhTQZTqOjjVfk6k5lSwabGXKZYSOiZD1jU0JhFTfj4/dYpOjTJAYSJNxRrN1e8TOYmUmkSB6YyIHqnf3kz8y+tmOqz5OY/TTLOYLhaFmUA6QbO/0YBLRrWYGEKo5OZWREdEEqpNOkUTwten6H/Scm3HJHN9Xq7jZRwFOIYTOAMHqlCHK2hAEygM4QGe4NkS1qP1Yr0uWles5cwR/ID19gmBDI3i</latexit>
y1
<latexit sha1_base64="eWB4B81w9Gr6SMYqtQ8KV/Ciclw=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK1xjXGLevTSGARPQ0+cbLeAF48RzQLJEHo6PUmTnoXuHiEM+QQvHhTx6hd582/sLIKKPih4vFdFVT0/EVxpjD+stfWNza3t3E5+d2//4LBwdNxWcSopa9FYxLLrE8UEj1hLcy1YN5GMhL5gHX9yNfc790wqHkd3epowLySjiAecEm2k2+nAGRSK2MZlt+xWELZdt3JZdw2puqVa3UGOjRcowgrNQeG9P4xpGrJIU0GU6jk40V5GpOZUsFm+nyqWEDohI9YzNCIhU162OHWGzo0yREEsTUUaLdTvExkJlZqGvukMiR6r395c/MvrpTqoeRmPklSziC4XBalAOkbzv9GQS0a1mBpCqOTmVkTHRBKqTTp5E8LXp+h/0i7Zjsnqxi028CqOHJzCGVyAA1VowDU0oQUURvAAT/BsCevRerFel61r1mrmBH7AevsEgjCN4w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eWB4B81w9Gr6SMYqtQ8KV/Ciclw=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK1xjXGLevTSGARPQ0+cbLeAF48RzQLJEHo6PUmTnoXuHiEM+QQvHhTx6hd582/sLIKKPih4vFdFVT0/EVxpjD+stfWNza3t3E5+d2//4LBwdNxWcSopa9FYxLLrE8UEj1hLcy1YN5GMhL5gHX9yNfc790wqHkd3epowLySjiAecEm2k2+nAGRSK2MZlt+xWELZdt3JZdw2puqVa3UGOjRcowgrNQeG9P4xpGrJIU0GU6jk40V5GpOZUsFm+nyqWEDohI9YzNCIhU162OHWGzo0yREEsTUUaLdTvExkJlZqGvukMiR6r395c/MvrpTqoeRmPklSziC4XBalAOkbzv9GQS0a1mBpCqOTmVkTHRBKqTTp5E8LXp+h/0i7Zjsnqxi028CqOHJzCGVyAA1VowDU0oQUURvAAT/BsCevRerFel61r1mrmBH7AevsEgjCN4w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eWB4B81w9Gr6SMYqtQ8KV/Ciclw=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK1xjXGLevTSGARPQ0+cbLeAF48RzQLJEHo6PUmTnoXuHiEM+QQvHhTx6hd582/sLIKKPih4vFdFVT0/EVxpjD+stfWNza3t3E5+d2//4LBwdNxWcSopa9FYxLLrE8UEj1hLcy1YN5GMhL5gHX9yNfc790wqHkd3epowLySjiAecEm2k2+nAGRSK2MZlt+xWELZdt3JZdw2puqVa3UGOjRcowgrNQeG9P4xpGrJIU0GU6jk40V5GpOZUsFm+nyqWEDohI9YzNCIhU162OHWGzo0yREEsTUUaLdTvExkJlZqGvukMiR6r395c/MvrpTqoeRmPklSziC4XBalAOkbzv9GQS0a1mBpCqOTmVkTHRBKqTTp5E8LXp+h/0i7Zjsnqxi028CqOHJzCGVyAA1VowDU0oQUURvAAT/BsCevRerFel61r1mrmBH7AevsEgjCN4w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eWB4B81w9Gr6SMYqtQ8KV/Ciclw=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK1xjXGLevTSGARPQ0+cbLeAF48RzQLJEHo6PUmTnoXuHiEM+QQvHhTx6hd582/sLIKKPih4vFdFVT0/EVxpjD+stfWNza3t3E5+d2//4LBwdNxWcSopa9FYxLLrE8UEj1hLcy1YN5GMhL5gHX9yNfc790wqHkd3epowLySjiAecEm2k2+nAGRSK2MZlt+xWELZdt3JZdw2puqVa3UGOjRcowgrNQeG9P4xpGrJIU0GU6jk40V5GpOZUsFm+nyqWEDohI9YzNCIhU162OHWGzo0yREEsTUUaLdTvExkJlZqGvukMiR6r395c/MvrpTqoeRmPklSziC4XBalAOkbzv9GQS0a1mBpCqOTmVkTHRBKqTTp5E8LXp+h/0i7Zjsnqxi028CqOHJzCGVyAA1VowDU0oQUURvAAT/BsCevRerFel61r1mrmBH7AevsEgjCN4w==</latexit>
y2
<latexit sha1_base64="oZhJABN2vqYxx38wdYu168zfpaY=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GnomYjK3gBePEc0CyRB6Oj1Jk56F7h4hDPkELx4U8eoXefNv7CyCij4oeLxXRVW9IBVcaYw/rMLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqqySTlLVoIhLZDYhigsespbkWrJtKRqJAsE4wuZr7nXsmFU/iOz1NmR+RUcxDTok20u104A7KFWzXsXvpeQjbVVwz3BDsuVWvhhwbL1CBFZqD8nt/mNAsYrGmgijVc3Cq/ZxIzalgs1I/UywldEJGrGdoTCKm/Hxx6gydGWWIwkSaijVaqN8nchIpNY0C0xkRPVa/vbn4l9fLdFj3cx6nmWYxXS4KM4F0guZ/oyGXjGoxNYRQyc2tiI6JJFSbdEomhK9P0f+k7dqOSebmotLAqziKcAKncA4O1KAB19CEFlAYwQM8wbMlrEfrxXpdthas1cwx/ID19gmCko3j</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oZhJABN2vqYxx38wdYu168zfpaY=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GnomYjK3gBePEc0CyRB6Oj1Jk56F7h4hDPkELx4U8eoXefNv7CyCij4oeLxXRVW9IBVcaYw/rMLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqqySTlLVoIhLZDYhigsespbkWrJtKRqJAsE4wuZr7nXsmFU/iOz1NmR+RUcxDTok20u104A7KFWzXsXvpeQjbVVwz3BDsuVWvhhwbL1CBFZqD8nt/mNAsYrGmgijVc3Cq/ZxIzalgs1I/UywldEJGrGdoTCKm/Hxx6gydGWWIwkSaijVaqN8nchIpNY0C0xkRPVa/vbn4l9fLdFj3cx6nmWYxXS4KM4F0guZ/oyGXjGoxNYRQyc2tiI6JJFSbdEomhK9P0f+k7dqOSebmotLAqziKcAKncA4O1KAB19CEFlAYwQM8wbMlrEfrxXpdthas1cwx/ID19gmCko3j</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oZhJABN2vqYxx38wdYu168zfpaY=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GnomYjK3gBePEc0CyRB6Oj1Jk56F7h4hDPkELx4U8eoXefNv7CyCij4oeLxXRVW9IBVcaYw/rMLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqqySTlLVoIhLZDYhigsespbkWrJtKRqJAsE4wuZr7nXsmFU/iOz1NmR+RUcxDTok20u104A7KFWzXsXvpeQjbVVwz3BDsuVWvhhwbL1CBFZqD8nt/mNAsYrGmgijVc3Cq/ZxIzalgs1I/UywldEJGrGdoTCKm/Hxx6gydGWWIwkSaijVaqN8nchIpNY0C0xkRPVa/vbn4l9fLdFj3cx6nmWYxXS4KM4F0guZ/oyGXjGoxNYRQyc2tiI6JJFSbdEomhK9P0f+k7dqOSebmotLAqziKcAKncA4O1KAB19CEFlAYwQM8wbMlrEfrxXpdthas1cwx/ID19gmCko3j</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oZhJABN2vqYxx38wdYu168zfpaY=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GnomYjK3gBePEc0CyRB6Oj1Jk56F7h4hDPkELx4U8eoXefNv7CyCij4oeLxXRVW9IBVcaYw/rMLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqqySTlLVoIhLZDYhigsespbkWrJtKRqJAsE4wuZr7nXsmFU/iOz1NmR+RUcxDTok20u104A7KFWzXsXvpeQjbVVwz3BDsuVWvhhwbL1CBFZqD8nt/mNAsYrGmgijVc3Cq/ZxIzalgs1I/UywldEJGrGdoTCKm/Hxx6gydGWWIwkSaijVaqN8nchIpNY0C0xkRPVa/vbn4l9fLdFj3cx6nmWYxXS4KM4F0guZ/oyGXjGoxNYRQyc2tiI6JJFSbdEomhK9P0f+k7dqOSebmotLAqziKcAKncA4O1KAB19CEFlAYwQM8wbMlrEfrxXpdthas1cwx/ID19gmCko3j</latexit>
,



















<latexit sha1_base64="L3Jtgkx3VpY22xDuJBN+aYyFYrA=">AAAB/HicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW7RLN4NFaBeWpAi6LLhxWcFeoA1hMp22QyeTMDMRQ6iv4saFIm59EHe+jdM2C239YeDjP+dwzvxBzJnSjvNtFTY2t7Z3irulvf2DwyP7+KSjokQS2iYRj2QvwIpyJmhbM81pL5YUhwGn3WB6M693H6hULBL3Oo2pF+KxYCNGsDaWb5cHIRPVR9+tXeTUqPl2xak7C6F1cHOoQK6Wb38NhhFJQio04VipvuvE2suw1IxwOisNEkVjTKZ4TPsGBQ6p8rLF8TN0bpwhGkXSPKHRwv09keFQqTQMTGeI9USt1ubmf7V+okfXXsZEnGgqyHLRKOFIR2ieBBoySYnmqQFMJDO3IjLBEhNt8iqZENzVL69Dp1F3TTJ3l5Wmk8dRhFM4gyq4cAVNuIUWtIFACs/wCm/Wk/VivVsfy9aClc+U4Y+szx+/aJN2</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="L3Jtgkx3VpY22xDuJBN+aYyFYrA=">AAAB/HicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW7RLN4NFaBeWpAi6LLhxWcFeoA1hMp22QyeTMDMRQ6iv4saFIm59EHe+jdM2C239YeDjP+dwzvxBzJnSjvNtFTY2t7Z3irulvf2DwyP7+KSjokQS2iYRj2QvwIpyJmhbM81pL5YUhwGn3WB6M693H6hULBL3Oo2pF+KxYCNGsDaWb5cHIRPVR9+tXeTUqPl2xak7C6F1cHOoQK6Wb38NhhFJQio04VipvuvE2suw1IxwOisNEkVjTKZ4TPsGBQ6p8rLF8TN0bpwhGkXSPKHRwv09keFQqTQMTGeI9USt1ubmf7V+okfXXsZEnGgqyHLRKOFIR2ieBBoySYnmqQFMJDO3IjLBEhNt8iqZENzVL69Dp1F3TTJ3l5Wmk8dRhFM4gyq4cAVNuIUWtIFACs/wCm/Wk/VivVsfy9aClc+U4Y+szx+/aJN2</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="L3Jtgkx3VpY22xDuJBN+aYyFYrA=">AAAB/HicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW7RLN4NFaBeWpAi6LLhxWcFeoA1hMp22QyeTMDMRQ6iv4saFIm59EHe+jdM2C239YeDjP+dwzvxBzJnSjvNtFTY2t7Z3irulvf2DwyP7+KSjokQS2iYRj2QvwIpyJmhbM81pL5YUhwGn3WB6M693H6hULBL3Oo2pF+KxYCNGsDaWb5cHIRPVR9+tXeTUqPl2xak7C6F1cHOoQK6Wb38NhhFJQio04VipvuvE2suw1IxwOisNEkVjTKZ4TPsGBQ6p8rLF8TN0bpwhGkXSPKHRwv09keFQqTQMTGeI9USt1ubmf7V+okfXXsZEnGgqyHLRKOFIR2ieBBoySYnmqQFMJDO3IjLBEhNt8iqZENzVL69Dp1F3TTJ3l5Wmk8dRhFM4gyq4cAVNuIUWtIFACs/wCm/Wk/VivVsfy9aClc+U4Y+szx+/aJN2</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="L3Jtgkx3VpY22xDuJBN+aYyFYrA=">AAAB/HicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW7RLN4NFaBeWpAi6LLhxWcFeoA1hMp22QyeTMDMRQ6iv4saFIm59EHe+jdM2C239YeDjP+dwzvxBzJnSjvNtFTY2t7Z3irulvf2DwyP7+KSjokQS2iYRj2QvwIpyJmhbM81pL5YUhwGn3WB6M693H6hULBL3Oo2pF+KxYCNGsDaWb5cHIRPVR9+tXeTUqPl2xak7C6F1cHOoQK6Wb38NhhFJQio04VipvuvE2suw1IxwOisNEkVjTKZ4TPsGBQ6p8rLF8TN0bpwhGkXSPKHRwv09keFQqTQMTGeI9USt1ubmf7V+okfXXsZEnGgqyHLRKOFIR2ieBBoySYnmqQFMJDO3IjLBEhNt8iqZENzVL69Dp1F3TTJ3l5Wmk8dRhFM4gyq4cAVNuIUWtIFACs/wCm/Wk/VivVsfy9aClc+U4Y+szx+/aJN2</latexit>
⌧
<latexit sha1_base64="+oZ9cm8mhkwBgzmSstZqr/rlQgg=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMeAF48RzAOSJcxOZpMhM7PLTK8QQn7BiwdFvPpD3vwbZ5M9aGJBQ1HVTXdXlEph0fe/vdLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT5p2yQzjLdYIhPTjajlUmjeQoGSd1PDqYok70STu9zvPHFjRaIfcZryUNGRFrFgFHOpjzQbVGt+3V+ArJOgIDUo0BxUv/rDhGWKa2SSWtsL/BTDGTUomOTzSj+zPKVsQke856imittwtrh1Ti6cMiRxYlxpJAv198SMKmunKnKdiuLYrnq5+J/XyzC+DWdCpxlyzZaL4kwSTEj+OBkKwxnKqSOUGeFuJWxMDWXo4qm4EILVl9dJ+6oeuGQermsNv4ijDGdwDpcQwA004B6a0AIGY3iGV3jzlPfivXsfy9aSV8ycwh94nz8bcY41</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+oZ9cm8mhkwBgzmSstZqr/rlQgg=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMeAF48RzAOSJcxOZpMhM7PLTK8QQn7BiwdFvPpD3vwbZ5M9aGJBQ1HVTXdXlEph0fe/vdLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT5p2yQzjLdYIhPTjajlUmjeQoGSd1PDqYok70STu9zvPHFjRaIfcZryUNGRFrFgFHOpjzQbVGt+3V+ArJOgIDUo0BxUv/rDhGWKa2SSWtsL/BTDGTUomOTzSj+zPKVsQke856imittwtrh1Ti6cMiRxYlxpJAv198SMKmunKnKdiuLYrnq5+J/XyzC+DWdCpxlyzZaL4kwSTEj+OBkKwxnKqSOUGeFuJWxMDWXo4qm4EILVl9dJ+6oeuGQermsNv4ijDGdwDpcQwA004B6a0AIGY3iGV3jzlPfivXsfy9aSV8ycwh94nz8bcY41</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+oZ9cm8mhkwBgzmSstZqr/rlQgg=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMeAF48RzAOSJcxOZpMhM7PLTK8QQn7BiwdFvPpD3vwbZ5M9aGJBQ1HVTXdXlEph0fe/vdLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT5p2yQzjLdYIhPTjajlUmjeQoGSd1PDqYok70STu9zvPHFjRaIfcZryUNGRFrFgFHOpjzQbVGt+3V+ArJOgIDUo0BxUv/rDhGWKa2SSWtsL/BTDGTUomOTzSj+zPKVsQke856imittwtrh1Ti6cMiRxYlxpJAv198SMKmunKnKdiuLYrnq5+J/XyzC+DWdCpxlyzZaL4kwSTEj+OBkKwxnKqSOUGeFuJWxMDWXo4qm4EILVl9dJ+6oeuGQermsNv4ijDGdwDpcQwA004B6a0AIGY3iGV3jzlPfivXsfy9aSV8ycwh94nz8bcY41</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+oZ9cm8mhkwBgzmSstZqr/rlQgg=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMeAF48RzAOSJcxOZpMhM7PLTK8QQn7BiwdFvPpD3vwbZ5M9aGJBQ1HVTXdXlEph0fe/vdLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT5p2yQzjLdYIhPTjajlUmjeQoGSd1PDqYok70STu9zvPHFjRaIfcZryUNGRFrFgFHOpjzQbVGt+3V+ArJOgIDUo0BxUv/rDhGWKa2SSWtsL/BTDGTUomOTzSj+zPKVsQke856imittwtrh1Ti6cMiRxYlxpJAv198SMKmunKnKdiuLYrnq5+J/XyzC+DWdCpxlyzZaL4kwSTEj+OBkKwxnKqSOUGeFuJWxMDWXo4qm4EILVl9dJ+6oeuGQermsNv4ijDGdwDpcQwA004B6a0AIGY3iGV3jzlPfivXsfy9aSV8ycwh94nz8bcY41</latexit>
(a)
<latexit sha1_base64="hpOjEZG/Ie5uslhn2HbO9+6Jdvc=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoMQm3CXJpYBG8uI5gOSI8xt9pIle3vH7p4QjvwEGwtFbP1Fdv4bN8kVmvhg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ylsbe/s7hX3SweHR8cn5dOzjo5TRVmbxiJWvQA1E1yytuFGsF6iGEaBYN1gervwu09MaR7LRzNLmB/hWPKQUzRWeqji9bBccWvuEmSTeDmpQI7WsPw1GMU0jZg0VKDWfc9NjJ+hMpwKNi8NUs0SpFMcs76lEiOm/Wx56pxcWWVEwljZkoYs1d8TGUZaz6LAdkZoJnrdW4j/ef3UhDd+xmWSGibpalGYCmJisvibjLhi1IiZJUgVt7cSOkGF1Nh0SjYEb/3lTdKp1zybzH290nTzOIpwAZdQBQ8a0IQ7aEEbKIzhGV7hzRHOi/PufKxaC04+cw5/4Hz+AIJPjTU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hpOjEZG/Ie5uslhn2HbO9+6Jdvc=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoMQm3CXJpYBG8uI5gOSI8xt9pIle3vH7p4QjvwEGwtFbP1Fdv4bN8kVmvhg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ylsbe/s7hX3SweHR8cn5dOzjo5TRVmbxiJWvQA1E1yytuFGsF6iGEaBYN1gervwu09MaR7LRzNLmB/hWPKQUzRWeqji9bBccWvuEmSTeDmpQI7WsPw1GMU0jZg0VKDWfc9NjJ+hMpwKNi8NUs0SpFMcs76lEiOm/Wx56pxcWWVEwljZkoYs1d8TGUZaz6LAdkZoJnrdW4j/ef3UhDd+xmWSGibpalGYCmJisvibjLhi1IiZJUgVt7cSOkGF1Nh0SjYEb/3lTdKp1zybzH290nTzOIpwAZdQBQ8a0IQ7aEEbKIzhGV7hzRHOi/PufKxaC04+cw5/4Hz+AIJPjTU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hpOjEZG/Ie5uslhn2HbO9+6Jdvc=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoMQm3CXJpYBG8uI5gOSI8xt9pIle3vH7p4QjvwEGwtFbP1Fdv4bN8kVmvhg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ylsbe/s7hX3SweHR8cn5dOzjo5TRVmbxiJWvQA1E1yytuFGsF6iGEaBYN1gervwu09MaR7LRzNLmB/hWPKQUzRWeqji9bBccWvuEmSTeDmpQI7WsPw1GMU0jZg0VKDWfc9NjJ+hMpwKNi8NUs0SpFMcs76lEiOm/Wx56pxcWWVEwljZkoYs1d8TGUZaz6LAdkZoJnrdW4j/ef3UhDd+xmWSGibpalGYCmJisvibjLhi1IiZJUgVt7cSOkGF1Nh0SjYEb/3lTdKp1zybzH290nTzOIpwAZdQBQ8a0IQ7aEEbKIzhGV7hzRHOi/PufKxaC04+cw5/4Hz+AIJPjTU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hpOjEZG/Ie5uslhn2HbO9+6Jdvc=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoMQm3CXJpYBG8uI5gOSI8xt9pIle3vH7p4QjvwEGwtFbP1Fdv4bN8kVmvhg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ylsbe/s7hX3SweHR8cn5dOzjo5TRVmbxiJWvQA1E1yytuFGsF6iGEaBYN1gervwu09MaR7LRzNLmB/hWPKQUzRWeqji9bBccWvuEmSTeDmpQI7WsPw1GMU0jZg0VKDWfc9NjJ+hMpwKNi8NUs0SpFMcs76lEiOm/Wx56pxcWWVEwljZkoYs1d8TGUZaz6LAdkZoJnrdW4j/ef3UhDd+xmWSGibpalGYCmJisvibjLhi1IiZJUgVt7cSOkGF1Nh0SjYEb/3lTdKp1zybzH290nTzOIpwAZdQBQ8a0IQ7aEEbKIzhGV7hzRHOi/PufKxaC04+cw5/4Hz+AIJPjTU=</latexit>
(b1)
<latexit sha1_base64="PgO/0DFMwBT5aUWG48q/4xMHV8k=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BItQL2W3Fz0WvHisYD+gXUo2zbahSXZJskJZ+he8eFDEq3/Im//GbLsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSK4sZ73jUpb2zu7e+X9ysHh0fFJ9fSsa+JUU9ahsYh1PySGCa5Yx3IrWD/RjMhQsF44u8v93hPThsfq0c4TFkgyUTzilNhcqof+9aha8xreEniT+AWpQYH2qPo1HMc0lUxZKogxA99LbJARbTkVbFEZpoYlhM7IhA0cVUQyE2TLWxf4yiljHMXalbJ4qf6eyIg0Zi5D1ymJnZp1Lxf/8wapjW6DjKsktUzR1aIoFdjGOH8cj7lm1Iq5I4Rq7m7FdEo0odbFU3Eh+Osvb5Jus+G7ZB6atZZXxFGGC7iEOvhwAy24hzZ0gMIUnuEV3pBEL+gdfaxaS6iYOYc/QJ8/87uNcQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PgO/0DFMwBT5aUWG48q/4xMHV8k=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BItQL2W3Fz0WvHisYD+gXUo2zbahSXZJskJZ+he8eFDEq3/Im//GbLsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSK4sZ73jUpb2zu7e+X9ysHh0fFJ9fSsa+JUU9ahsYh1PySGCa5Yx3IrWD/RjMhQsF44u8v93hPThsfq0c4TFkgyUTzilNhcqof+9aha8xreEniT+AWpQYH2qPo1HMc0lUxZKogxA99LbJARbTkVbFEZpoYlhM7IhA0cVUQyE2TLWxf4yiljHMXalbJ4qf6eyIg0Zi5D1ymJnZp1Lxf/8wapjW6DjKsktUzR1aIoFdjGOH8cj7lm1Iq5I4Rq7m7FdEo0odbFU3Eh+Osvb5Jus+G7ZB6atZZXxFGGC7iEOvhwAy24hzZ0gMIUnuEV3pBEL+gdfaxaS6iYOYc/QJ8/87uNcQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PgO/0DFMwBT5aUWG48q/4xMHV8k=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BItQL2W3Fz0WvHisYD+gXUo2zbahSXZJskJZ+he8eFDEq3/Im//GbLsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSK4sZ73jUpb2zu7e+X9ysHh0fFJ9fSsa+JUU9ahsYh1PySGCa5Yx3IrWD/RjMhQsF44u8v93hPThsfq0c4TFkgyUTzilNhcqof+9aha8xreEniT+AWpQYH2qPo1HMc0lUxZKogxA99LbJARbTkVbFEZpoYlhM7IhA0cVUQyE2TLWxf4yiljHMXalbJ4qf6eyIg0Zi5D1ymJnZp1Lxf/8wapjW6DjKsktUzR1aIoFdjGOH8cj7lm1Iq5I4Rq7m7FdEo0odbFU3Eh+Osvb5Jus+G7ZB6atZZXxFGGC7iEOvhwAy24hzZ0gMIUnuEV3pBEL+gdfaxaS6iYOYc/QJ8/87uNcQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PgO/0DFMwBT5aUWG48q/4xMHV8k=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BItQL2W3Fz0WvHisYD+gXUo2zbahSXZJskJZ+he8eFDEq3/Im//GbLsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSK4sZ73jUpb2zu7e+X9ysHh0fFJ9fSsa+JUU9ahsYh1PySGCa5Yx3IrWD/RjMhQsF44u8v93hPThsfq0c4TFkgyUTzilNhcqof+9aha8xreEniT+AWpQYH2qPo1HMc0lUxZKogxA99LbJARbTkVbFEZpoYlhM7IhA0cVUQyE2TLWxf4yiljHMXalbJ4qf6eyIg0Zi5D1ymJnZp1Lxf/8wapjW6DjKsktUzR1aIoFdjGOH8cj7lm1Iq5I4Rq7m7FdEo0odbFU3Eh+Osvb5Jus+G7ZB6atZZXxFGGC7iEOvhwAy24hzZ0gMIUnuEV3pBEL+gdfaxaS6iYOYc/QJ8/87uNcQ==</latexit>
(b2)
<latexit sha1_base64="eghc18f5pH26Y5A/MMW+QzdKMDA=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMQL2E3Fz0GvHiMYB6QLGF2MpsMmccyMyuEJb/gxYMiXv0hb/6Ns8keNLGgoajqprsrSjgz1ve/vdLW9s7uXnm/cnB4dHxSPT3rGpVqQjtEcaX7ETaUM0k7lllO+4mmWESc9qLZXe73nqg2TMlHO09oKPBEspgRbHOpHjWvR9Wa3/CXQJskKEgNCrRH1a/hWJFUUGkJx8YMAj+xYYa1ZYTTRWWYGppgMsMTOnBUYkFNmC1vXaArp4xRrLQradFS/T2RYWHMXESuU2A7NeteLv7nDVIb34YZk0lqqSSrRXHKkVUofxyNmabE8rkjmGjmbkVkijUm1sVTcSEE6y9vkm6zEbhkHpq1ll/EUYYLuIQ6BHADLbiHNnSAwBSe4RXePOG9eO/ex6q15BUz5/AH3ucP9UCNcg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eghc18f5pH26Y5A/MMW+QzdKMDA=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMQL2E3Fz0GvHiMYB6QLGF2MpsMmccyMyuEJb/gxYMiXv0hb/6Ns8keNLGgoajqprsrSjgz1ve/vdLW9s7uXnm/cnB4dHxSPT3rGpVqQjtEcaX7ETaUM0k7lllO+4mmWESc9qLZXe73nqg2TMlHO09oKPBEspgRbHOpHjWvR9Wa3/CXQJskKEgNCrRH1a/hWJFUUGkJx8YMAj+xYYa1ZYTTRWWYGppgMsMTOnBUYkFNmC1vXaArp4xRrLQradFS/T2RYWHMXESuU2A7NeteLv7nDVIb34YZk0lqqSSrRXHKkVUofxyNmabE8rkjmGjmbkVkijUm1sVTcSEE6y9vkm6zEbhkHpq1ll/EUYYLuIQ6BHADLbiHNnSAwBSe4RXePOG9eO/ex6q15BUz5/AH3ucP9UCNcg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eghc18f5pH26Y5A/MMW+QzdKMDA=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMQL2E3Fz0GvHiMYB6QLGF2MpsMmccyMyuEJb/gxYMiXv0hb/6Ns8keNLGgoajqprsrSjgz1ve/vdLW9s7uXnm/cnB4dHxSPT3rGpVqQjtEcaX7ETaUM0k7lllO+4mmWESc9qLZXe73nqg2TMlHO09oKPBEspgRbHOpHjWvR9Wa3/CXQJskKEgNCrRH1a/hWJFUUGkJx8YMAj+xYYa1ZYTTRWWYGppgMsMTOnBUYkFNmC1vXaArp4xRrLQradFS/T2RYWHMXESuU2A7NeteLv7nDVIb34YZk0lqqSSrRXHKkVUofxyNmabE8rkjmGjmbkVkijUm1sVTcSEE6y9vkm6zEbhkHpq1ll/EUYYLuIQ6BHADLbiHNnSAwBSe4RXePOG9eO/ex6q15BUz5/AH3ucP9UCNcg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eghc18f5pH26Y5A/MMW+QzdKMDA=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMQL2E3Fz0GvHiMYB6QLGF2MpsMmccyMyuEJb/gxYMiXv0hb/6Ns8keNLGgoajqprsrSjgz1ve/vdLW9s7uXnm/cnB4dHxSPT3rGpVqQjtEcaX7ETaUM0k7lllO+4mmWESc9qLZXe73nqg2TMlHO09oKPBEspgRbHOpHjWvR9Wa3/CXQJskKEgNCrRH1a/hWJFUUGkJx8YMAj+xYYa1ZYTTRWWYGppgMsMTOnBUYkFNmC1vXaArp4xRrLQradFS/T2RYWHMXESuU2A7NeteLv7nDVIb34YZk0lqqSSrRXHKkVUofxyNmabE8rkjmGjmbkVkijUm1sVTcSEE6y9vkm6zEbhkHpq1ll/EUYYLuIQ6BHADLbiHNnSAwBSe4RXePOG9eO/ex6q15BUz5/AH3ucP9UCNcg==</latexit>
FIG. 6. Behavior of system (8) under pulse perturbation for p ≈ 0.28723689613, α = 0.05, τ ∈ [0, 1]: (a) min(x1) −min(x2)
vs τ ∈ [0, 1]. (b1) Projection of the sender (blue) and receiver (red) at τ = 1 on the phase plane. The black curve is S0 with
attracting (solid) and repelling (dashed) branches. The inset in (b1) shows a part of the solution just after the kick. The
receiver receives a stronger kick due to τα and it moves faster than the sender. (b2) Time series of the solution on (b1) where
the sender spikes after the receiver The inset zooms into the dashed box on the panel (b2).
these canard solutions.
We now couple two identical 2D HH systems (11), sub-
ject to a pulse input in each fast variables. A unidirec-
tional coupling from the sender (V1, n1) to the receiver
(V2, n2) as well as a delayed feedback term in the re-
ceiver are included, similar to what we did for the VDP
systems in (7). The coupling term is hence of the form
α(V1 − V2,τ ). As in the VDP example, we replace the
delayed signal by its first order Taylor expansion, that is,
V2,τ ≈ V2 − τ V̇2. Therefore, the equations of the unidi-
rectionally delayed-coupled systems are given by:
CV̇1 = I + pP (t)− ḡNa[m∞(V1)]3(0.8− n1)(V1 − VNa)− ḡKn4(V1 − VK)− gL(V1 − VL)
ṅ1 = αn(V1)(1− n1)− βn(V1)n1,
(C − ατ)V̇2 = I + pP (t)− ḡNa[m∞(V2)]3(0.8− n2)(V2 − VNa)− ḡKn4(V2 − VK)− gL(V2 − VL) + α(V1 − V2)
ṅ2 = αn(V2)(1− n2)− βn(V2)n2.
(12)
The behavior of (12) for different values of the pulse am-
plitude p and the delay parameter τ is very similar to
that of system (8). In Fig. 9 we give some examples of
possible solutions. When the sender and the receiver op-
erate under the threshold, a weak perturbation delays
the receiver (panel (a)) by increasing the length of the
canard segment, while it can move to the spiking region
under strong enough perturbations (panel (b)). The re-
ceiver anticipates the sender when both operate in the
spiking regime (panel (c)), since the sender has a longer
canard segment then the receiver.
A pulse perturbation in the unidirectionally delayed-
coupled HH system given by (12) can also initiate sus-
tained oscillations. Fig. 10 shows an example for gNa =
122 where the coupled system is driven into AS by the
pulse perturbation. This example illustrates possible ef-
fects of varying sodium channels’ dynamics in real neu-
rons, where a transition from synchronous to AS solu-
tions can be expected. Hence this provides evidence that























































FIG. 7. Stable periodic solutions of system (8) for p = 0: Left
panels display the phase plane. Right panels display the time
series. (a) The slave is delayed for a = 0.988, k = 0.001, τ =
0.05. (b) The slave spikes for a ≈ 0.987818, k = 0.01, τ =
0.01. (c) The slave anticipates for a = 0.985, k = 0.01, τ =
0.5. The inset in (c2) clearly shows that the slave spikes before
the master.
systems.
Moehlis46 found some orbits of the 4D model which,
when projected onto the (V, n)-plane, seem similar to
canard cycles. Some of these orbits, like in the 2D re-
duction, are unstable. We have investigated the same
pulse-coupling setting in the coupled 4D models. Direct
simulations with xppaut47 predict that the receiver can
follow the unstable branch of the critical manifold for
certain τ and p values; see Fig. 11. Even though these
trajectories are unstable, they may have considerable in-
fluence on the global dynamics, for instance, a perturba-
tion can drive the systems towards the vicinity of such
trajectories and introduce a substantial difference in the
output.
E. Towards observing anticipation in neural experiments
To validate the predictions advanced by our frame-
work, we propose a lab experiment applied to neuronal
cells. In the interest of simplifying the complexity of the
experiment, we will avoid long-range axonal connections
and chemical synapses, which induce delay. Instead, we
will take advantage of the fact that one key step in our
work to unmasking the anticipation phenomena was the
reduction of the sender-receiver system from a DDE to
an ODE. In this setting, we note that the delayed cou-
pling in the DDE, is reduced in the ODE to a diffusive
term resembling a gap junction. Moreover, this reduction
induces an extra timescale separation which depends on
the time delay τ . Following the above framework and
considerations, we then seek to mimic our results in an
experimental controlled setting that also allows the re-
producibility of the results across trials.
To this end, we invoke the dynamical-clamp electro-
physiological technique, which robustly allows a two-way
communication between a computer and neuronal cells in
real-time48,49. This setup enables high-precision control
of neurons, whereby the experimenter has the possibil-
ity of studying independent components of the neuron
and subsequently testing and validating different model
assumptions. For example, in the cellular membrane a
particular ion channel can be pharmacologically blocked.
Subsequently a proposed mathematical model of that ion
channel, running within the computer, can be tested by
injecting the output of the model ion channel into the cel-
lular membrane, which leads to changes of the electrical
properties of the membrane. This closed-loop setting al-
lows an iterative approach to model validations and pre-
cise understanding of neuronal mechanisms. Certainly,
such an experiment may be hard to perform successfully,
in particular due to noise handling and sensitivity of ca-
nard dynamics. However, recent technological advances
could mitigate these potential issues, for instance by us-
ing nanoprobes instead of classical electrodes50 and state-
of-the-art feedback-control strategies51.
This electrophysiology paradigm has been used by
Refs. 52 and 53 to study the synchronization prop-
erties of biological neurons bi-directionally coupled via
the so-called dual whole-cell recordings, whereby the cou-
pling is mediated by artificial synapses, i.e. models
running in the computer. Interestingly, Wang et.al.53
have also studied synchronisation by considering delayed
synaptic interaction where the synaptic activity in the
post-synaptic cell was delayed by a user-defined value
mediated va a computer. In this work, experimen-
tal PRC curves of neurons could be measured and es-
timated. They showed that short delays can lead to
bistable modes where the identical neurons can inter-
change leader/follower roles. Therefore a similar feasible
experimental paradigm can be considered to investigate
the behavior in canard regimes. However, instead of con-
sidering mutually-coupled cells via a chemical synapse,
we propose unidirectional coupling between two identi-
cal neurons where a gap junction model is mediated by
the dynamic-clamp computer; see Fig. 12. A key point
is to notice that in our framework the reduction from
DDE to ODE induces an extra timescale separation in
14
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FIG. 8. Response of system (11) receiving a pulse input: (a) max(V ) vs p diagram. Depending on the pulse amplitude p, the
solution moves along the repelling slow manifold and has a canard segment. (b) Some trajectories in the (V, n) plane and the
critical manifold S0. (c) Time traces of the trajectories in panel (b)
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V1
<latexit sha1_base64="IdtLLDDpbTCgGrK4fhW0fAbeSJA=">AAAB6nicdVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBFchaSmr13BjcuK9gFtKJPppB06mYSZiVBCP8GNC0Xc+kXu/BunD0FFD1w4nHMv994TJJwp7Tgf1tr6xubWdm4nv7u3f3BYODpuqziVhLZIzGPZDbCinAna0kxz2k0kxVHAaSeYXM39zj2VisXiTk8T6kd4JFjICNZGum0P3EGh6NhO2St7FeTYnle5rHuGVL1Sre4i13YWKMIKzUHhvT+MSRpRoQnHSvVcJ9F+hqVmhNNZvp8qmmAywSPaM1TgiCo/W5w6Q+dGGaIwlqaERgv1+0SGI6WmUWA6I6zH6rc3F//yeqkOa37GRJJqKshyUZhypGM0/xsNmaRE86khmEhmbkVkjCUm2qSTNyF8fYr+J+2S7Zqsbrxiw1nFkYNTOIMLcKEKDbiGJrSAwAge4AmeLW49Wi/W67J1zVrNnMAPWG+fTN6NwA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IdtLLDDpbTCgGrK4fhW0fAbeSJA=">AAAB6nicdVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBFchaSmr13BjcuK9gFtKJPppB06mYSZiVBCP8GNC0Xc+kXu/BunD0FFD1w4nHMv994TJJwp7Tgf1tr6xubWdm4nv7u3f3BYODpuqziVhLZIzGPZDbCinAna0kxz2k0kxVHAaSeYXM39zj2VisXiTk8T6kd4JFjICNZGum0P3EGh6NhO2St7FeTYnle5rHuGVL1Sre4i13YWKMIKzUHhvT+MSRpRoQnHSvVcJ9F+hqVmhNNZvp8qmmAywSPaM1TgiCo/W5w6Q+dGGaIwlqaERgv1+0SGI6WmUWA6I6zH6rc3F//yeqkOa37GRJJqKshyUZhypGM0/xsNmaRE86khmEhmbkVkjCUm2qSTNyF8fYr+J+2S7Zqsbrxiw1nFkYNTOIMLcKEKDbiGJrSAwAge4AmeLW49Wi/W67J1zVrNnMAPWG+fTN6NwA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IdtLLDDpbTCgGrK4fhW0fAbeSJA=">AAAB6nicdVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBFchaSmr13BjcuK9gFtKJPppB06mYSZiVBCP8GNC0Xc+kXu/BunD0FFD1w4nHMv994TJJwp7Tgf1tr6xubWdm4nv7u3f3BYODpuqziVhLZIzGPZDbCinAna0kxz2k0kxVHAaSeYXM39zj2VisXiTk8T6kd4JFjICNZGum0P3EGh6NhO2St7FeTYnle5rHuGVL1Sre4i13YWKMIKzUHhvT+MSRpRoQnHSvVcJ9F+hqVmhNNZvp8qmmAywSPaM1TgiCo/W5w6Q+dGGaIwlqaERgv1+0SGI6WmUWA6I6zH6rc3F//yeqkOa37GRJJqKshyUZhypGM0/xsNmaRE86khmEhmbkVkjCUm2qSTNyF8fYr+J+2S7Zqsbrxiw1nFkYNTOIMLcKEKDbiGJrSAwAge4AmeLW49Wi/W67J1zVrNnMAPWG+fTN6NwA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IdtLLDDpbTCgGrK4fhW0fAbeSJA=">AAAB6nicdVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBFchaSmr13BjcuK9gFtKJPppB06mYSZiVBCP8GNC0Xc+kXu/BunD0FFD1w4nHMv994TJJwp7Tgf1tr6xubWdm4nv7u3f3BYODpuqziVhLZIzGPZDbCinAna0kxz2k0kxVHAaSeYXM39zj2VisXiTk8T6kd4JFjICNZGum0P3EGh6NhO2St7FeTYnle5rHuGVL1Sre4i13YWKMIKzUHhvT+MSRpRoQnHSvVcJ9F+hqVmhNNZvp8qmmAywSPaM1TgiCo/W5w6Q+dGGaIwlqaERgv1+0SGI6WmUWA6I6zH6rc3F//yeqkOa37GRJJqKshyUZhypGM0/xsNmaRE86khmEhmbkVkjCUm2qSTNyF8fYr+J+2S7Zqsbrxiw1nFkYNTOIMLcKEKDbiGJrSAwAge4AmeLW49Wi/W67J1zVrNnMAPWG+fTN6NwA==</latexit>
V2
<latexit sha1_base64="I5yofRD/8TDnWEsCVcO65AekruE=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GnomYjK3gBePEc0CyRB6Oj1Jk56F7h4hDPkELx4U8eoXefNv7CyCij4oeLxXRVW9IBVcaYw/rMLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqqySTlLVoIhLZDYhigsespbkWrJtKRqJAsE4wuZr7nXsmFU/iOz1NmR+RUcxDTok20m174A7KFWzXsXvpeQjbVVwz3BDsuVWvhhwbL1CBFZqD8nt/mNAsYrGmgijVc3Cq/ZxIzalgs1I/UywldEJGrGdoTCKm/Hxx6gydGWWIwkSaijVaqN8nchIpNY0C0xkRPVa/vbn4l9fLdFj3cx6nmWYxXS4KM4F0guZ/oyGXjGoxNYRQyc2tiI6JJFSbdEomhK9P0f+k7dqOSebmotLAqziKcAKncA4O1KAB19CEFlAYwQM8wbMlrEfrxXpdthas1cwx/ID19glNQI3A</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="I5yofRD/8TDnWEsCVcO65AekruE=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GnomYjK3gBePEc0CyRB6Oj1Jk56F7h4hDPkELx4U8eoXefNv7CyCij4oeLxXRVW9IBVcaYw/rMLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqqySTlLVoIhLZDYhigsespbkWrJtKRqJAsE4wuZr7nXsmFU/iOz1NmR+RUcxDTok20m174A7KFWzXsXvpeQjbVVwz3BDsuVWvhhwbL1CBFZqD8nt/mNAsYrGmgijVc3Cq/ZxIzalgs1I/UywldEJGrGdoTCKm/Hxx6gydGWWIwkSaijVaqN8nchIpNY0C0xkRPVa/vbn4l9fLdFj3cx6nmWYxXS4KM4F0guZ/oyGXjGoxNYRQyc2tiI6JJFSbdEomhK9P0f+k7dqOSebmotLAqziKcAKncA4O1KAB19CEFlAYwQM8wbMlrEfrxXpdthas1cwx/ID19glNQI3A</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="I5yofRD/8TDnWEsCVcO65AekruE=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GnomYjK3gBePEc0CyRB6Oj1Jk56F7h4hDPkELx4U8eoXefNv7CyCij4oeLxXRVW9IBVcaYw/rMLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqqySTlLVoIhLZDYhigsespbkWrJtKRqJAsE4wuZr7nXsmFU/iOz1NmR+RUcxDTok20m174A7KFWzXsXvpeQjbVVwz3BDsuVWvhhwbL1CBFZqD8nt/mNAsYrGmgijVc3Cq/ZxIzalgs1I/UywldEJGrGdoTCKm/Hxx6gydGWWIwkSaijVaqN8nchIpNY0C0xkRPVa/vbn4l9fLdFj3cx6nmWYxXS4KM4F0guZ/oyGXjGoxNYRQyc2tiI6JJFSbdEomhK9P0f+k7dqOSebmotLAqziKcAKncA4O1KAB19CEFlAYwQM8wbMlrEfrxXpdthas1cwx/ID19glNQI3A</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="I5yofRD/8TDnWEsCVcO65AekruE=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GnomYjK3gBePEc0CyRB6Oj1Jk56F7h4hDPkELx4U8eoXefNv7CyCij4oeLxXRVW9IBVcaYw/rMLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqqySTlLVoIhLZDYhigsespbkWrJtKRqJAsE4wuZr7nXsmFU/iOz1NmR+RUcxDTok20m174A7KFWzXsXvpeQjbVVwz3BDsuVWvhhwbL1CBFZqD8nt/mNAsYrGmgijVc3Cq/ZxIzalgs1I/UywldEJGrGdoTCKm/Hxx6gydGWWIwkSaijVaqN8nchIpNY0C0xkRPVa/vbn4l9fLdFj3cx6nmWYxXS4KM4F0guZ/oyGXjGoxNYRQyc2tiI6JJFSbdEomhK9P0f+k7dqOSebmotLAqziKcAKncA4O1KAB19CEFlAYwQM8wbMlrEfrxXpdthas1cwx/ID19glNQI3A</latexit>
t
<latexit sha1_base64="KW67b/ziN/iL0HHIDA/vqLZGxfE=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMeAF48JmAckS5id9CZjZh/M9Aoh5Au8eFDEq5/kzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuuruCVElDrvvtFDY2t7Z3irulvf2Dw6Py8UnLJJkW2BSJSnQn4AaVjLFJkhR2Uo08ChS2g/Hd3G8/oTYyiR9okqIf8WEsQyk4WalB/XLFrboLsHXi5aQCOer98ldvkIgswpiE4sZ0PTclf8o1SaFwVuplBlMuxnyIXUtjHqHxp4tDZ+zCKgMWJtpWTGyh/p6Y8siYSRTYzojTyKx6c/E/r5tReOtPZZxmhLFYLgozxShh86/ZQGoUpCaWcKGlvZWJEddckM2mZEPwVl9eJ62rqmeTaVxXam4eRxHO4BwuwYMbqME91KEJAhCe4RXenEfnxXl3PpatBSefOYU/cD5/ANptjOU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KW67b/ziN/iL0HHIDA/vqLZGxfE=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMeAF48JmAckS5id9CZjZh/M9Aoh5Au8eFDEq5/kzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuuruCVElDrvvtFDY2t7Z3irulvf2Dw6Py8UnLJJkW2BSJSnQn4AaVjLFJkhR2Uo08ChS2g/Hd3G8/oTYyiR9okqIf8WEsQyk4WalB/XLFrboLsHXi5aQCOer98ldvkIgswpiE4sZ0PTclf8o1SaFwVuplBlMuxnyIXUtjHqHxp4tDZ+zCKgMWJtpWTGyh/p6Y8siYSRTYzojTyKx6c/E/r5tReOtPZZxmhLFYLgozxShh86/ZQGoUpCaWcKGlvZWJEddckM2mZEPwVl9eJ62rqmeTaVxXam4eRxHO4BwuwYMbqME91KEJAhCe4RXenEfnxXl3PpatBSefOYU/cD5/ANptjOU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KW67b/ziN/iL0HHIDA/vqLZGxfE=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMeAF48JmAckS5id9CZjZh/M9Aoh5Au8eFDEq5/kzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuuruCVElDrvvtFDY2t7Z3irulvf2Dw6Py8UnLJJkW2BSJSnQn4AaVjLFJkhR2Uo08ChS2g/Hd3G8/oTYyiR9okqIf8WEsQyk4WalB/XLFrboLsHXi5aQCOer98ldvkIgswpiE4sZ0PTclf8o1SaFwVuplBlMuxnyIXUtjHqHxp4tDZ+zCKgMWJtpWTGyh/p6Y8siYSRTYzojTyKx6c/E/r5tReOtPZZxmhLFYLgozxShh86/ZQGoUpCaWcKGlvZWJEddckM2mZEPwVl9eJ62rqmeTaVxXam4eRxHO4BwuwYMbqME91KEJAhCe4RXenEfnxXl3PpatBSefOYU/cD5/ANptjOU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KW67b/ziN/iL0HHIDA/vqLZGxfE=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMeAF48JmAckS5id9CZjZh/M9Aoh5Au8eFDEq5/kzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuuruCVElDrvvtFDY2t7Z3irulvf2Dw6Py8UnLJJkW2BSJSnQn4AaVjLFJkhR2Uo08ChS2g/Hd3G8/oTYyiR9okqIf8WEsQyk4WalB/XLFrboLsHXi5aQCOer98ldvkIgswpiE4sZ0PTclf8o1SaFwVuplBlMuxnyIXUtjHqHxp4tDZ+zCKgMWJtpWTGyh/p6Y8siYSRTYzojTyKx6c/E/r5tReOtPZZxmhLFYLgozxShh86/ZQGoUpCaWcKGlvZWJEddckM2mZEPwVl9eJ62rqmeTaVxXam4eRxHO4BwuwYMbqME91KEJAhCe4RXenEfnxXl3PpatBSefOYU/cD5/ANptjOU=</latexit>
t
<latexit sha1_base64="KW67b/ziN/iL0HHIDA/vqLZGxfE=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMeAF48JmAckS5id9CZjZh/M9Aoh5Au8eFDEq5/kzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuuruCVElDrvvtFDY2t7Z3irulvf2Dw6Py8UnLJJkW2BSJSnQn4AaVjLFJkhR2Uo08ChS2g/Hd3G8/oTYyiR9okqIf8WEsQyk4WalB/XLFrboLsHXi5aQCOer98ldvkIgswpiE4sZ0PTclf8o1SaFwVuplBlMuxnyIXUtjHqHxp4tDZ+zCKgMWJtpWTGyh/p6Y8siYSRTYzojTyKx6c/E/r5tReOtPZZxmhLFYLgozxShh86/ZQGoUpCaWcKGlvZWJEddckM2mZEPwVl9eJ62rqmeTaVxXam4eRxHO4BwuwYMbqME91KEJAhCe4RXenEfnxXl3PpatBSefOYU/cD5/ANptjOU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KW67b/ziN/iL0HHIDA/vqLZGxfE=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMeAF48JmAckS5id9CZjZh/M9Aoh5Au8eFDEq5/kzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuuruCVElDrvvtFDY2t7Z3irulvf2Dw6Py8UnLJJkW2BSJSnQn4AaVjLFJkhR2Uo08ChS2g/Hd3G8/oTYyiR9okqIf8WEsQyk4WalB/XLFrboLsHXi5aQCOer98ldvkIgswpiE4sZ0PTclf8o1SaFwVuplBlMuxnyIXUtjHqHxp4tDZ+zCKgMWJtpWTGyh/p6Y8siYSRTYzojTyKx6c/E/r5tReOtPZZxmhLFYLgozxShh86/ZQGoUpCaWcKGlvZWJEddckM2mZEPwVl9eJ62rqmeTaVxXam4eRxHO4BwuwYMbqME91KEJAhCe4RXenEfnxXl3PpatBSefOYU/cD5/ANptjOU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KW67b/ziN/iL0HHIDA/vqLZGxfE=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMeAF48JmAckS5id9CZjZh/M9Aoh5Au8eFDEq5/kzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuuruCVElDrvvtFDY2t7Z3irulvf2Dw6Py8UnLJJkW2BSJSnQn4AaVjLFJkhR2Uo08ChS2g/Hd3G8/oTYyiR9okqIf8WEsQyk4WalB/XLFrboLsHXi5aQCOer98ldvkIgswpiE4sZ0PTclf8o1SaFwVuplBlMuxnyIXUtjHqHxp4tDZ+zCKgMWJtpWTGyh/p6Y8siYSRTYzojTyKx6c/E/r5tReOtPZZxmhLFYLgozxShh86/ZQGoUpCaWcKGlvZWJEddckM2mZEPwVl9eJ62rqmeTaVxXam4eRxHO4BwuwYMbqME91KEJAhCe4RXenEfnxXl3PpatBSefOYU/cD5/ANptjOU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KW67b/ziN/iL0HHIDA/vqLZGxfE=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMeAF48JmAckS5id9CZjZh/M9Aoh5Au8eFDEq5/kzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuuruCVElDrvvtFDY2t7Z3irulvf2Dw6Py8UnLJJkW2BSJSnQn4AaVjLFJkhR2Uo08ChS2g/Hd3G8/oTYyiR9okqIf8WEsQyk4WalB/XLFrboLsHXi5aQCOer98ldvkIgswpiE4sZ0PTclf8o1SaFwVuplBlMuxnyIXUtjHqHxp4tDZ+zCKgMWJtpWTGyh/p6Y8siYSRTYzojTyKx6c/E/r5tReOtPZZxmhLFYLgozxShh86/ZQGoUpCaWcKGlvZWJEddckM2mZEPwVl9eJ62rqmeTaVxXam4eRxHO4BwuwYMbqME91KEJAhCe4RXenEfnxXl3PpatBSefOYU/cD5/ANptjOU=</latexit>
t
<latexit sha1_base64="KW67b/ziN/iL0HHIDA/vqLZGxfE=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMeAF48JmAckS5id9CZjZh/M9Aoh5Au8eFDEq5/kzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuuruCVElDrvvtFDY2t7Z3irulvf2Dw6Py8UnLJJkW2BSJSnQn4AaVjLFJkhR2Uo08ChS2g/Hd3G8/oTYyiR9okqIf8WEsQyk4WalB/XLFrboLsHXi5aQCOer98ldvkIgswpiE4sZ0PTclf8o1SaFwVuplBlMuxnyIXUtjHqHxp4tDZ+zCKgMWJtpWTGyh/p6Y8siYSRTYzojTyKx6c/E/r5tReOtPZZxmhLFYLgozxShh86/ZQGoUpCaWcKGlvZWJEddckM2mZEPwVl9eJ62rqmeTaVxXam4eRxHO4BwuwYMbqME91KEJAhCe4RXenEfnxXl3PpatBSefOYU/cD5/ANptjOU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KW67b/ziN/iL0HHIDA/vqLZGxfE=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMeAF48JmAckS5id9CZjZh/M9Aoh5Au8eFDEq5/kzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuuruCVElDrvvtFDY2t7Z3irulvf2Dw6Py8UnLJJkW2BSJSnQn4AaVjLFJkhR2Uo08ChS2g/Hd3G8/oTYyiR9okqIf8WEsQyk4WalB/XLFrboLsHXi5aQCOer98ldvkIgswpiE4sZ0PTclf8o1SaFwVuplBlMuxnyIXUtjHqHxp4tDZ+zCKgMWJtpWTGyh/p6Y8siYSRTYzojTyKx6c/E/r5tReOtPZZxmhLFYLgozxShh86/ZQGoUpCaWcKGlvZWJEddckM2mZEPwVl9eJ62rqmeTaVxXam4eRxHO4BwuwYMbqME91KEJAhCe4RXenEfnxXl3PpatBSefOYU/cD5/ANptjOU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KW67b/ziN/iL0HHIDA/vqLZGxfE=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMeAF48JmAckS5id9CZjZh/M9Aoh5Au8eFDEq5/kzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuuruCVElDrvvtFDY2t7Z3irulvf2Dw6Py8UnLJJkW2BSJSnQn4AaVjLFJkhR2Uo08ChS2g/Hd3G8/oTYyiR9okqIf8WEsQyk4WalB/XLFrboLsHXi5aQCOer98ldvkIgswpiE4sZ0PTclf8o1SaFwVuplBlMuxnyIXUtjHqHxp4tDZ+zCKgMWJtpWTGyh/p6Y8siYSRTYzojTyKx6c/E/r5tReOtPZZxmhLFYLgozxShh86/ZQGoUpCaWcKGlvZWJEddckM2mZEPwVl9eJ62rqmeTaVxXam4eRxHO4BwuwYMbqME91KEJAhCe4RXenEfnxXl3PpatBSefOYU/cD5/ANptjOU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KW67b/ziN/iL0HHIDA/vqLZGxfE=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMeAF48JmAckS5id9CZjZh/M9Aoh5Au8eFDEq5/kzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuuruCVElDrvvtFDY2t7Z3irulvf2Dw6Py8UnLJJkW2BSJSnQn4AaVjLFJkhR2Uo08ChS2g/Hd3G8/oTYyiR9okqIf8WEsQyk4WalB/XLFrboLsHXi5aQCOer98ldvkIgswpiE4sZ0PTclf8o1SaFwVuplBlMuxnyIXUtjHqHxp4tDZ+zCKgMWJtpWTGyh/p6Y8siYSRTYzojTyKx6c/E/r5tReOtPZZxmhLFYLgozxShh86/ZQGoUpCaWcKGlvZWJEddckM2mZEPwVl9eJ62rqmeTaVxXam4eRxHO4BwuwYMbqME91KEJAhCe4RXenEfnxXl3PpatBSefOYU/cD5/ANptjOU=</latexit>
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FIG. 9. Example trajectories of the receiver (red) and the sender (blue) in system (12) for α = 0.05: (a) Both systems are
below threshold for τ ≈ 0.59752753475, p ≈ 2.4955934072. (b) The receiver spikes while the sender remains below threshold
for τ ≈ 0.92363605436, p ≈ 2.4955934072. (c) The receiver anticipates the sender for τ = 1, p ≈ 2.9196246953.
the receiver. This implies a further change of the cellu-
lar membrane properties of the receiver, which has to be
mimicked in the experimental setting. To this end, two
sub-experiments could be considered: (1) One experi-
mental protocol would make the assumption that no two
cells of the same family are completely identical (i.e. in-
trinsic variability), which may imply automatically that
one cell has an extra timescale in the response of its cel-
lular membrane. However, in this setting we would not
have direct control of the extra timescale, but it is pos-
sible that AS would be nevertheless observed. (2) The
second experimental protocol would ensure that the re-
ceiver has indeed an extra timescale, which can be in-
duced or enforced either pharmacologically or possibly
genetically. Specifically, the kinetics of the potassium
ion channels, in particular their sub-units, associated to
the onset of action potentials (spikes) in the receiver cell
could be pharmacologically or genetically tuned. Alter-
natively, the kinetics of the potassium ion channel of the
master neuron could be slowed-down. For completeness
and precise control, the full experimental setup would
actually block chemical synapses and all other currents,
except voltage-dependent sodium and potassium chan-
nels which would be preserved.
IV. DISCUSSION
Anticipation apparently violates the principle of
causality in mechanistic models of science and engineer-
ing. Consequently, the counter-intuitive observation of

























FIG. 10. Anticipated synchronisation in system (12). (a) Anticipated behavior can be initialised for ḡNa > 120 by a pulse that
can drive the coupled system (12) into the oscillatory regime. If the systems are delayed coupled for τ > 0, then anticipated
synchronous behavior can be observed. ḡNa = 122, τ = 0.5, α = 0.05, p = 2.5 (Blue: Sender. Red: Receiver.). Inner box is
zoomed in (b) where the amplitude of the receiver is less at t = 27.9190. (c) Projection of the time series zoomed in (b) on the
phase plane near the lower fold of S0; the black bold curve corresponds to the attracting (solid) and to the repelling (dashed)
parts of S0. After being perturbed, the receiver remains close to the repelling branch of S0 along a shorted segment than the
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<latexit sha1_base64="I5yofRD/8TDnWEsCVcO65AekruE=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GnomYjK3gBePEc0CyRB6Oj1Jk56F7h4hDPkELx4U8eoXefNv7CyCij4oeLxXRVW9IBVcaYw/rMLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqqySTlLVoIhLZDYhigsespbkWrJtKRqJAsE4wuZr7nXsmFU/iOz1NmR+RUcxDTok20m174A7KFWzXsXvpeQjbVVwz3BDsuVWvhhwbL1CBFZqD8nt/mNAsYrGmgijVc3Cq/ZxIzalgs1I/UywldEJGrGdoTCKm/Hxx6gydGWWIwkSaijVaqN8nchIpNY0C0xkRPVa/vbn4l9fLdFj3cx6nmWYxXS4KM4F0guZ/oyGXjGoxNYRQyc2tiI6JJFSbdEomhK9P0f+k7dqOSebmotLAqziKcAKncA4O1KAB19CEFlAYwQM8wbMlrEfrxXpdthas1cwx/ID19glNQI3A</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="I5yofRD/8TDnWEsCVcO65AekruE=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GnomYjK3gBePEc0CyRB6Oj1Jk56F7h4hDPkELx4U8eoXefNv7CyCij4oeLxXRVW9IBVcaYw/rMLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqqySTlLVoIhLZDYhigsespbkWrJtKRqJAsE4wuZr7nXsmFU/iOz1NmR+RUcxDTok20m174A7KFWzXsXvpeQjbVVwz3BDsuVWvhhwbL1CBFZqD8nt/mNAsYrGmgijVc3Cq/ZxIzalgs1I/UywldEJGrGdoTCKm/Hxx6gydGWWIwkSaijVaqN8nchIpNY0C0xkRPVa/vbn4l9fLdFj3cx6nmWYxXS4KM4F0guZ/oyGXjGoxNYRQyc2tiI6JJFSbdEomhK9P0f+k7dqOSebmotLAqziKcAKncA4O1KAB19CEFlAYwQM8wbMlrEfrxXpdthas1cwx/ID19glNQI3A</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="I5yofRD/8TDnWEsCVcO65AekruE=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GnomYjK3gBePEc0CyRB6Oj1Jk56F7h4hDPkELx4U8eoXefNv7CyCij4oeLxXRVW9IBVcaYw/rMLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqqySTlLVoIhLZDYhigsespbkWrJtKRqJAsE4wuZr7nXsmFU/iOz1NmR+RUcxDTok20m174A7KFWzXsXvpeQjbVVwz3BDsuVWvhhwbL1CBFZqD8nt/mNAsYrGmgijVc3Cq/ZxIzalgs1I/UywldEJGrGdoTCKm/Hxx6gydGWWIwkSaijVaqN8nchIpNY0C0xkRPVa/vbn4l9fLdFj3cx6nmWYxXS4KM4F0guZ/oyGXjGoxNYRQyc2tiI6JJFSbdEomhK9P0f+k7dqOSebmotLAqziKcAKncA4O1KAB19CEFlAYwQM8wbMlrEfrxXpdthas1cwx/ID19glNQI3A</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="I5yofRD/8TDnWEsCVcO65AekruE=">AAAB6nicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GnomYjK3gBePEc0CyRB6Oj1Jk56F7h4hDPkELx4U8eoXefNv7CyCij4oeLxXRVW9IBVcaYw/rMLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqqySTlLVoIhLZDYhigsespbkWrJtKRqJAsE4wuZr7nXsmFU/iOz1NmR+RUcxDTok20m174A7KFWzXsXvpeQjbVVwz3BDsuVWvhhwbL1CBFZqD8nt/mNAsYrGmgijVc3Cq/ZxIzalgs1I/UywldEJGrGdoTCKm/Hxx6gydGWWIwkSaijVaqN8nchIpNY0C0xkRPVa/vbn4l9fLdFj3cx6nmWYxXS4KM4F0guZ/oyGXjGoxNYRQyc2tiI6JJFSbdEomhK9P0f+k7dqOSebmotLAqziKcAKncA4O1KAB19CEFlAYwQM8wbMlrEfrxXpdthas1cwx/ID19glNQI3A</latexit>
t
<latexit sha1_base64="KW67b/ziN/iL0HHIDA/vqLZGxfE=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMeAF48JmAckS5id9CZjZh/M9Aoh5Au8eFDEq5/kzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuuruCVElDrvvtFDY2t7Z3irulvf2Dw6Py8UnLJJkW2BSJSnQn4AaVjLFJkhR2Uo08ChS2g/Hd3G8/oTYyiR9okqIf8WEsQyk4WalB/XLFrboLsHXi5aQCOer98ldvkIgswpiE4sZ0PTclf8o1SaFwVuplBlMuxnyIXUtjHqHxp4tDZ+zCKgMWJtpWTGyh/p6Y8siYSRTYzojTyKx6c/E/r5tReOtPZZxmhLFYLgozxShh86/ZQGoUpCaWcKGlvZWJEddckM2mZEPwVl9eJ62rqmeTaVxXam4eRxHO4BwuwYMbqME91KEJAhCe4RXenEfnxXl3PpatBSefOYU/cD5/ANptjOU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KW67b/ziN/iL0HHIDA/vqLZGxfE=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMeAF48JmAckS5id9CZjZh/M9Aoh5Au8eFDEq5/kzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuuruCVElDrvvtFDY2t7Z3irulvf2Dw6Py8UnLJJkW2BSJSnQn4AaVjLFJkhR2Uo08ChS2g/Hd3G8/oTYyiR9okqIf8WEsQyk4WalB/XLFrboLsHXi5aQCOer98ldvkIgswpiE4sZ0PTclf8o1SaFwVuplBlMuxnyIXUtjHqHxp4tDZ+zCKgMWJtpWTGyh/p6Y8siYSRTYzojTyKx6c/E/r5tReOtPZZxmhLFYLgozxShh86/ZQGoUpCaWcKGlvZWJEddckM2mZEPwVl9eJ62rqmeTaVxXam4eRxHO4BwuwYMbqME91KEJAhCe4RXenEfnxXl3PpatBSefOYU/cD5/ANptjOU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KW67b/ziN/iL0HHIDA/vqLZGxfE=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMeAF48JmAckS5id9CZjZh/M9Aoh5Au8eFDEq5/kzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuuruCVElDrvvtFDY2t7Z3irulvf2Dw6Py8UnLJJkW2BSJSnQn4AaVjLFJkhR2Uo08ChS2g/Hd3G8/oTYyiR9okqIf8WEsQyk4WalB/XLFrboLsHXi5aQCOer98ldvkIgswpiE4sZ0PTclf8o1SaFwVuplBlMuxnyIXUtjHqHxp4tDZ+zCKgMWJtpWTGyh/p6Y8siYSRTYzojTyKx6c/E/r5tReOtPZZxmhLFYLgozxShh86/ZQGoUpCaWcKGlvZWJEddckM2mZEPwVl9eJ62rqmeTaVxXam4eRxHO4BwuwYMbqME91KEJAhCe4RXenEfnxXl3PpatBSefOYU/cD5/ANptjOU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KW67b/ziN/iL0HHIDA/vqLZGxfE=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMeAF48JmAckS5id9CZjZh/M9Aoh5Au8eFDEq5/kzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuuruCVElDrvvtFDY2t7Z3irulvf2Dw6Py8UnLJJkW2BSJSnQn4AaVjLFJkhR2Uo08ChS2g/Hd3G8/oTYyiR9okqIf8WEsQyk4WalB/XLFrboLsHXi5aQCOer98ldvkIgswpiE4sZ0PTclf8o1SaFwVuplBlMuxnyIXUtjHqHxp4tDZ+zCKgMWJtpWTGyh/p6Y8siYSRTYzojTyKx6c/E/r5tReOtPZZxmhLFYLgozxShh86/ZQGoUpCaWcKGlvZWJEddckM2mZEPwVl9eJ62rqmeTaVxXam4eRxHO4BwuwYMbqME91KEJAhCe4RXenEfnxXl3PpatBSefOYU/cD5/ANptjOU=</latexit>
(b1)
<latexit sha1_base64="PgO/0DFMwBT5aUWG48q/4xMHV8k=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BItQL2W3Fz0WvHisYD+gXUo2zbahSXZJskJZ+he8eFDEq3/Im//GbLsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSK4sZ73jUpb2zu7e+X9ysHh0fFJ9fSsa+JUU9ahsYh1PySGCa5Yx3IrWD/RjMhQsF44u8v93hPThsfq0c4TFkgyUTzilNhcqof+9aha8xreEniT+AWpQYH2qPo1HMc0lUxZKogxA99LbJARbTkVbFEZpoYlhM7IhA0cVUQyE2TLWxf4yiljHMXalbJ4qf6eyIg0Zi5D1ymJnZp1Lxf/8wapjW6DjKsktUzR1aIoFdjGOH8cj7lm1Iq5I4Rq7m7FdEo0odbFU3Eh+Osvb5Jus+G7ZB6atZZXxFGGC7iEOvhwAy24hzZ0gMIUnuEV3pBEL+gdfaxaS6iYOYc/QJ8/87uNcQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PgO/0DFMwBT5aUWG48q/4xMHV8k=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BItQL2W3Fz0WvHisYD+gXUo2zbahSXZJskJZ+he8eFDEq3/Im//GbLsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSK4sZ73jUpb2zu7e+X9ysHh0fFJ9fSsa+JUU9ahsYh1PySGCa5Yx3IrWD/RjMhQsF44u8v93hPThsfq0c4TFkgyUTzilNhcqof+9aha8xreEniT+AWpQYH2qPo1HMc0lUxZKogxA99LbJARbTkVbFEZpoYlhM7IhA0cVUQyE2TLWxf4yiljHMXalbJ4qf6eyIg0Zi5D1ymJnZp1Lxf/8wapjW6DjKsktUzR1aIoFdjGOH8cj7lm1Iq5I4Rq7m7FdEo0odbFU3Eh+Osvb5Jus+G7ZB6atZZXxFGGC7iEOvhwAy24hzZ0gMIUnuEV3pBEL+gdfaxaS6iYOYc/QJ8/87uNcQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PgO/0DFMwBT5aUWG48q/4xMHV8k=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BItQL2W3Fz0WvHisYD+gXUo2zbahSXZJskJZ+he8eFDEq3/Im//GbLsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSK4sZ73jUpb2zu7e+X9ysHh0fFJ9fSsa+JUU9ahsYh1PySGCa5Yx3IrWD/RjMhQsF44u8v93hPThsfq0c4TFkgyUTzilNhcqof+9aha8xreEniT+AWpQYH2qPo1HMc0lUxZKogxA99LbJARbTkVbFEZpoYlhM7IhA0cVUQyE2TLWxf4yiljHMXalbJ4qf6eyIg0Zi5D1ymJnZp1Lxf/8wapjW6DjKsktUzR1aIoFdjGOH8cj7lm1Iq5I4Rq7m7FdEo0odbFU3Eh+Osvb5Jus+G7ZB6atZZXxFGGC7iEOvhwAy24hzZ0gMIUnuEV3pBEL+gdfaxaS6iYOYc/QJ8/87uNcQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PgO/0DFMwBT5aUWG48q/4xMHV8k=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BItQL2W3Fz0WvHisYD+gXUo2zbahSXZJskJZ+he8eFDEq3/Im//GbLsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSK4sZ73jUpb2zu7e+X9ysHh0fFJ9fSsa+JUU9ahsYh1PySGCa5Yx3IrWD/RjMhQsF44u8v93hPThsfq0c4TFkgyUTzilNhcqof+9aha8xreEniT+AWpQYH2qPo1HMc0lUxZKogxA99LbJARbTkVbFEZpoYlhM7IhA0cVUQyE2TLWxf4yiljHMXalbJ4qf6eyIg0Zi5D1ymJnZp1Lxf/8wapjW6DjKsktUzR1aIoFdjGOH8cj7lm1Iq5I4Rq7m7FdEo0odbFU3Eh+Osvb5Jus+G7ZB6atZZXxFGGC7iEOvhwAy24hzZ0gMIUnuEV3pBEL+gdfaxaS6iYOYc/QJ8/87uNcQ==</latexit>
,
<latexit sha1_base64="jd5CnMS/Xbq28Uu9OSGu+DYTtJ0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5RECnosePHYgv2ANpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwdFvPqTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2jpOFcMWi0WsugHVKLjEluFGYDdRSKNAYCeY3M39zhMqzWP5YKYJ+hEdSR5yRo2VmleDcsWtuguQdeLlpAI5GoPyV38YszRCaZigWvc8NzF+RpXhTOCs1E81JpRN6Ah7lkoaofazxaEzcmGVIQljZUsaslB/T2Q00noaBbYzomasV725+J/XS01462dcJqlByZaLwlQQE5P512TIFTIjppZQpri9lbAxVZQZm03JhuCtvrxO2tdVzybTrFXqbh5HEc7gHC7Bgxuowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8AbU2MnQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jd5CnMS/Xbq28Uu9OSGu+DYTtJ0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5RECnosePHYgv2ANpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwdFvPqTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2jpOFcMWi0WsugHVKLjEluFGYDdRSKNAYCeY3M39zhMqzWP5YKYJ+hEdSR5yRo2VmleDcsWtuguQdeLlpAI5GoPyV38YszRCaZigWvc8NzF+RpXhTOCs1E81JpRN6Ah7lkoaofazxaEzcmGVIQljZUsaslB/T2Q00noaBbYzomasV725+J/XS01462dcJqlByZaLwlQQE5P512TIFTIjppZQpri9lbAxVZQZm03JhuCtvrxO2tdVzybTrFXqbh5HEc7gHC7Bgxuowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8AbU2MnQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FOtiNeMaPXkcY5+lUd9TXKZ5hmU=">AAAB2XicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L86Vq1rN8EiuCozbnQpuHFZwbZCO5RM5k4bmskMyR2hDH0BF25EfC93vo3pz0JbDwQ+zknIvSculLQUBN9ebWd3b/+gfugfNfzjk9Nmo2fz0gjsilzl5jnmFpXU2CVJCp8LgzyLFfbj6f0i77+gsTLXTzQrMMr4WMtUCk7O6oyaraAdLMW2IVxDC9YaNb+GSS7KDDUJxa0dhEFBUcUNSaFw7g9LiwUXUz7GgUPNM7RRtRxzzi6dk7A0N+5oYkv394uKZ9bOstjdzDhN7Ga2MP/LBiWlt1EldVESarH6KC0Vo5wtdmaJNChIzRxwYaSblYkJN1yQa8Z3HYSbG29D77odumIeA6jDOVzAFYRwA3fwAB3ogoAEXuHdm3hv3seqq5q3Lu0M/sj7/AE4f4o3</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y9rv2k1HwL5/WD+jZ2LnwJOVp7E=">AAAB3XicbZBLSwMxFIXv1FetVatbN8EiuJAy40aXghuXLdgHtEPJpHfa2ExmSO4IpfQXuHGhiH/Lnf/G9LHQ1gOBj3MScu+JMiUt+f63V9ja3tndK+6XDsqHR8eVk3LLprkR2BSpSk0n4haV1NgkSQo7mUGeRArb0fh+nref0ViZ6keaZBgmfKhlLAUnZzWu+pWqX/MXYpsQrKAKK9X7la/eIBV5gpqE4tZ2Az+jcMoNSaFwVurlFjMuxnyIXYeaJ2jD6WLQGbtwzoDFqXFHE1u4v19MeWLtJInczYTTyK5nc/O/rJtTfBtOpc5yQi2WH8W5YpSy+dZsIA0KUhMHXBjpZmVixA0X5LopuRKC9ZU3oXVdC1wzDR+KcAbncAkB3MAdPEAdmiAA4QXe4N178l69j2VdBW/V2yn8kff5A2Fgi1w=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y9rv2k1HwL5/WD+jZ2LnwJOVp7E=">AAAB3XicbZBLSwMxFIXv1FetVatbN8EiuJAy40aXghuXLdgHtEPJpHfa2ExmSO4IpfQXuHGhiH/Lnf/G9LHQ1gOBj3MScu+JMiUt+f63V9ja3tndK+6XDsqHR8eVk3LLprkR2BSpSk0n4haV1NgkSQo7mUGeRArb0fh+nref0ViZ6keaZBgmfKhlLAUnZzWu+pWqX/MXYpsQrKAKK9X7la/eIBV5gpqE4tZ2Az+jcMoNSaFwVurlFjMuxnyIXYeaJ2jD6WLQGbtwzoDFqXFHE1u4v19MeWLtJInczYTTyK5nc/O/rJtTfBtOpc5yQi2WH8W5YpSy+dZsIA0KUhMHXBjpZmVixA0X5LopuRKC9ZU3oXVdC1wzDR+KcAbncAkB3MAdPEAdmiAA4QXe4N178l69j2VdBW/V2yn8kff5A2Fgi1w=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rXo697QQoo7xMY7pwMLUwz0nQjE=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5TEix4LXjy2YNpCG8pmO2nXbjZhdyOU0F/gxYMiXv1J3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmhang2rjut1Pa2Nza3invVvb2Dw6PqscnbZ1kiqHPEpGobkg1Ci7RN9wI7KYKaRwK7ISTu7nfeUKleSIfzDTFIKYjySPOqLFS62pQrbl1dwGyTryC1KBAc1D96g8TlsUoDRNU657npibIqTKcCZxV+pnGlLIJHWHPUklj1EG+OHRGLqwyJFGibElDFurviZzGWk/j0HbG1Iz1qjcX//N6mYlug5zLNDMo2XJRlAliEjL/mgy5QmbE1BLKFLe3EjamijJjs6nYELzVl9dJ+7ru2WRabq3hFnGU4QzO4RI8uIEG3EMTfGCA8Ayv8OY8Oi/Ou/OxbC05xcwp/IHz+QNsDYyZ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jd5CnMS/Xbq28Uu9OSGu+DYTtJ0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5RECnosePHYgv2ANpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwdFvPqTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2jpOFcMWi0WsugHVKLjEluFGYDdRSKNAYCeY3M39zhMqzWP5YKYJ+hEdSR5yRo2VmleDcsWtuguQdeLlpAI5GoPyV38YszRCaZigWvc8NzF+RpXhTOCs1E81JpRN6Ah7lkoaofazxaEzcmGVIQljZUsaslB/T2Q00noaBbYzomasV725+J/XS01462dcJqlByZaLwlQQE5P512TIFTIjppZQpri9lbAxVZQZm03JhuCtvrxO2tdVzybTrFXqbh5HEc7gHC7Bgxuowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8AbU2MnQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jd5CnMS/Xbq28Uu9OSGu+DYTtJ0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5RECnosePHYgv2ANpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwdFvPqTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2jpOFcMWi0WsugHVKLjEluFGYDdRSKNAYCeY3M39zhMqzWP5YKYJ+hEdSR5yRo2VmleDcsWtuguQdeLlpAI5GoPyV38YszRCaZigWvc8NzF+RpXhTOCs1E81JpRN6Ah7lkoaofazxaEzcmGVIQljZUsaslB/T2Q00noaBbYzomasV725+J/XS01462dcJqlByZaLwlQQE5P512TIFTIjppZQpri9lbAxVZQZm03JhuCtvrxO2tdVzybTrFXqbh5HEc7gHC7Bgxuowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8AbU2MnQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jd5CnMS/Xbq28Uu9OSGu+DYTtJ0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5RECnosePHYgv2ANpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwdFvPqTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2jpOFcMWi0WsugHVKLjEluFGYDdRSKNAYCeY3M39zhMqzWP5YKYJ+hEdSR5yRo2VmleDcsWtuguQdeLlpAI5GoPyV38YszRCaZigWvc8NzF+RpXhTOCs1E81JpRN6Ah7lkoaofazxaEzcmGVIQljZUsaslB/T2Q00noaBbYzomasV725+J/XS01462dcJqlByZaLwlQQE5P512TIFTIjppZQpri9lbAxVZQZm03JhuCtvrxO2tdVzybTrFXqbh5HEc7gHC7Bgxuowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8AbU2MnQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jd5CnMS/Xbq28Uu9OSGu+DYTtJ0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5RECnosePHYgv2ANpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwdFvPqTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2jpOFcMWi0WsugHVKLjEluFGYDdRSKNAYCeY3M39zhMqzWP5YKYJ+hEdSR5yRo2VmleDcsWtuguQdeLlpAI5GoPyV38YszRCaZigWvc8NzF+RpXhTOCs1E81JpRN6Ah7lkoaofazxaEzcmGVIQljZUsaslB/T2Q00noaBbYzomasV725+J/XS01462dcJqlByZaLwlQQE5P512TIFTIjppZQpri9lbAxVZQZm03JhuCtvrxO2tdVzybTrFXqbh5HEc7gHC7Bgxuowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8AbU2MnQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jd5CnMS/Xbq28Uu9OSGu+DYTtJ0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5RECnosePHYgv2ANpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwdFvPqTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2jpOFcMWi0WsugHVKLjEluFGYDdRSKNAYCeY3M39zhMqzWP5YKYJ+hEdSR5yRo2VmleDcsWtuguQdeLlpAI5GoPyV38YszRCaZigWvc8NzF+RpXhTOCs1E81JpRN6Ah7lkoaofazxaEzcmGVIQljZUsaslB/T2Q00noaBbYzomasV725+J/XS01462dcJqlByZaLwlQQE5P512TIFTIjppZQpri9lbAxVZQZm03JhuCtvrxO2tdVzybTrFXqbh5HEc7gHC7Bgxuowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8AbU2MnQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jd5CnMS/Xbq28Uu9OSGu+DYTtJ0=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5RECnosePHYgv2ANpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwdFvPqTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2jpOFcMWi0WsugHVKLjEluFGYDdRSKNAYCeY3M39zhMqzWP5YKYJ+hEdSR5yRo2VmleDcsWtuguQdeLlpAI5GoPyV38YszRCaZigWvc8NzF+RpXhTOCs1E81JpRN6Ah7lkoaofazxaEzcmGVIQljZUsaslB/T2Q00noaBbYzomasV725+J/XS01462dcJqlByZaLwlQQE5P512TIFTIjppZQpri9lbAxVZQZm03JhuCtvrxO2tdVzybTrFXqbh5HEc7gHC7Bgxuowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8AbU2MnQ==</latexit>
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FIG. 11. Several solutions of the receiver in the full (4D) HH system for α = 0.05, τ = 4 and p varied in the vicinity of p ≈ 3.49:
(a) Projection onto the (V, n) plane. (b1)-(b2) Example time series of the solutions shown in panel (a). (b1) The sender (blue)
remains silent whereas the receiver (red) spikes. (b2) Both the sender (blue) and the receiver (red) remain silent.
come an intense topic of research, both theoretically and
experimentally. Indeed, one can envisage that this appar-
ent violation of causality could in principle be exploited
for engineering practical uses such as intelligent commu-
nication channels, and possibly in biological systems like
neurons. The complete theoretical understanding of this
process is still underway and the onward contribution of
the present study is to append the view that canards, par-
ticularly in excitable systems, play a fundamental role.
Our insight that canards are involved in anticipation
emerged as a consequence of the theoretical study by
Ciszak et. al.4 that related anticipation to excitability
threshold as well as our previous results, which identified
excitability thresholds as maximal canards. Moreover,
by employing the theoretical and numerical methodolo-
gies developed in our recent studies on canard-mediated
synchronisation24, we close the loop and demonstrate the
role of canards and slow manifolds in mediating antici-
pation. Importantly, by suitable reduction of the unidi-
rectional delayed coupling and under the weak-coupling
assumption, we reveal that the coupling endows the re-
ceiver with an extra timescale separation thus inducing
faster canard trajectories that predict the sender’s tra-
jectories.
We believe that the present study will contribute to
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FIG. 12. Dynamic-clamp experimental protocole proposed to observe anticipation in real neurons.
how to better characterise information flow from a sender
to a receiver in complex systems, e.g in biology, network
dynamic, infectious disease transmitted between agents,
etc. We highlight the need to consider canards to better
understand correlation, causality and information trans-
fer, particularly in complex excitable systems such as
the Brain. In particular it will be useful in experimen-
tal protocols such as dual whole-cell electrophysiological
recording, EEG/LFP measurements or fMRI voxel mea-
surements, where there is a need to infer information
transfer between communicating excitable nodes.
V. CONCLUSION
In this work, we have illustrated how a canard-
explosive behavior subject to parameter variations, such
as the input pulse amplitude p, the time delay τ , and
the coupling strength α, can cause anticipation in cou-
pled excitable systems. Moreover, we have shown that
these canards can mediate both anticipation and AS, that
is, for transients and asymptotic dynamics, respectively.
The importance of transient dynamics in Neuroscience is
critical since active matter (neural tissues) require fast
responses (in reaction to environmental cues) and long-
term (asymptotic) dynamics (or attractors in general)
would have dramatic consequences to the survival of the
organism; for more elements on the importance of tran-
sients in Brain dynamics, see the works of Friston 55–57.
This is a natural consequence of the known facts that
canards are sensitive to parameter variations and pertur-
bations, and maximal canards in excitable slow-fast sys-
tems appear as boundaries between different oscillatory
regimes such as non-spiking to spiking in neuron mod-
els. In these systems, the response of the sender-receiver
to the perturbations depends on the regime where the
solutions are located. In particular, the receiver dynam-
ics is delayed if the perturbation keeps it longer along
a repelling slow manifold. In the case of neuron models
this scenario occurs for non-spiking solutions subject to
perturbations. In contrast, a perturbation on the spik-
ing solutions reduces the length of the trajectory along a
repelling manifold, which yields an anticipated behavior
for the receiver. Under very strong perturbations, the
receiver can spike whereas the sender remains silent in
the case of the sub-threshold solutions. The key to these
results is showing the effects of the slow manifolds on the
adjoint solutions to distinguish different responses of the
system to delayed coupling. Our results successfully ex-
tends the work of Ref. 22 that predicted the existence of
anticipated synchronous regime in synaptically interact-
ing HH neurons. Moreover, we go beyond by predicting
anticipation in the canard regime.
It is worth underlining that our study of canard-
mediated anticipation is by no means exhaustive. In
particular, we outline the following key points: (1) We
considered a restricted class of systems, namely multi-
timescale excitable systems and, in the case of the neu-
ron models, this corresponds to type-II models, where
the maximal canard is the best approximation of the ex-
citability threshold. (2) We assume weak-coupling be-
tween the sender and the receiver and small delay in the
coupling term, which enables the application of iPRC
and the reduction of a DDE to an ODE. (3) A further
key assumption is that both sender and receiver are at
their common equilibrium point at the time the pulse is
applied. Yet, we showed that if these key point holds, dy-
namical behaviors revealed under the pulse perturbation
can persist in oscillatory regimes. If these conditions are
not fulfilled, more complex scenarios could occur, leading
or not to anticipation, due to the spiralling dynamics in
the vicinity of this excitable equilibrium point. Finally,
note that we do not consider noise in our setup. Adding
noise could change the results, however depending on the
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signal-to-noise ratio, one could still have anticipation. If
enough signal is available to determine the slow-fast na-
ture of the intrinsic dynamics, then our results would
still apply, meaning that noise will not necessarily de-
stroy anticipation. Yet, noise adds to the sensitivity that
is already due to the timescale separation, in a way that
is less predictable. Canards are more robust in higher di-
mensions58, suggesting that anticipation and AS would
be more predictable according to our results in that case.
Such questions will be addressed in future work.
Despite these assumptions and reductions, a large class
of coupled excitable systems can still be understood un-
der this framework. The present work can be extended
to tackle complex dynamics, for example by inspiring
from the works of Refs. 40 and 41, on period-doubling
(PD) bifurcations and mixed-mode oscillations (MMOs),
for large-enough delay in canard cycles. We also plan
to study canard-mediated anticipation using the frame-
work of piecewise-linear slow-fast systems, so as to keep
only the essentials of the dynamics while simplifying the
model; this could also allow for a quantitative charac-
terisation of the phenomenon58. Since we have mainly
considered a pulse perturbation from a resting state and
weak perturbations, our setting does not predict what
occurs away from these settings. However, we have ob-
served that unidirectionally delayed coupled canard cy-
cles (with or without pulse perturbation) can give rise
to PD bifurcations, MMOs and asynchronous solutions
under relatively weak coupling and small delay. Further
investigations, possibly with higher-order Taylor terms,
are needed to clarify these effects. Moreover, follow-up
studies will concern neuronal models that have bursting
dynamics, such as the Hindmarsh-Rose or Plant models,
with canard-mediated spike-adding dynamics and where
anticipated spike synchronization8 could be studied. It
is worth highlighting that in Ref. 22, type-I excitable
systems were shown not to display AS, which is consis-
tent with our results since type-I models do not display
canard solutions. However, adding more slow variables
to type-I neuron models59 can give rise to bursting oscil-
lations and generate canard dynamics, hence we envisage
that the results of the present work on anticipation would
apply to that case. Finally, we also proposed novel exper-
iments in dynamic-clamp electrophysiological setting to
investigate the predictions of our framework in neuronal
systems.
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